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Now from Trio another snored, Piece of 

equipment to compliment the existing range 

of amateur and general coverage receivers - 
the Trio REDO. 

A ºirryleto use general coverage deceiver 

covering 150kHz to 3DMHz in 3DbaMSatan 
amazingly affordable price. Use of PU. 
sYnthesized circuitry provides NO acaraoY 
of frequency & exrelent stability with the 
madman ease of operation. 

RfiODFEATURES are: 

160kHzto 20MHz c.ninewe coverage, 
AM, SSB. or CW. 

30 bends, each 1 MHz wide, for easier 
timing 

Five digit frequency d eplay, with 1 kHz 
resdutice. 
6kiz IF Mar for AM lwfdel, and 27 kHz 

Mere for SSS, CW, and AM harmed. 

Opcawarsbn PU. circuit for improved 
sensitivity, selecdvhy, and stability. 

Communications type nase blanker 
eliminates pulse -type noise. 

RF Atteruatcr avows 2D db attenuation 
of snag signals. 

Tare control. 

Front maenad speaker. 

"S" meter. with 1 to 5 SIMPO 
soaks. plea standard scale. 

Coaxial, and wire antenna 
terminals for 2 MHz to 
3D MHz. Wre terminals 
for 150 kHz to 2MHz. 

1pß 1z122ß and 
243 VAC, SD'HZHS. 

ISekaa switch on rear 

pardi&akernatiye 
12 Vert do opera5on. 

Other features include 
eayighandk, raced jack 
Et head phonwjaok. 

For those of you who 
want iron than e 

super*enerel 
coverage receiver, 
the R10:0e just the rig, with 
all the performance of the ROD 
but haying afigher specification. 

The mare your ticket.. odor 

around the work, courtesy 
oldest., wave broadcast stations. 

APRIL 1982 NUMBER 2 

TRIO 

R600 f 235.00 inc. VAT carriage f5.00 

R 1000 f 297.85 inc. VAT carriage f 5.00 

LOWE ELECTRONICS 
CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE45LE 

Telephone: 0629 2817/2430 
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TRIO pacesetter in amateur radio 

We.. handled a M of equipment in our Ume as radio amateurs but the TS83DS 
dly took. alarm. As you wWbear it you linen on the air, it . ragnetmnle igE really.* 

ll round Me woad. We M.. TS83C6 is exeniy daM for Me operator who has 
condered all the features necessary for top performance, an a.e aline refs 

rind found Me TS8308,: 
vol= rr offer: you all bad coverage: bus frequency readout on all modes: 

ariahle ledWÌdfh antl passbend tuning; moped bEable 810®valves in fie PA; 
cep 
giving 

you the in construction area reason: . all,.e Trio re 
happy'' 

for 
givig you M. beet equipment at a reasonable... T HlV M1e.py udre 
w decidewigconfemtM if you want total mtidretion,WMe TSB3r6. Send far 
compre neNe derede today. 

TS 8305 
(694.30 inc. VAT. Securicor carriage (5.00 

sat addition to the Tri r ,kglygaPulnia Merew 
TES...sign. as alittle TSHSB,dre Tab306 uses Me mule 
PLL symm, same eF hoods, same redauteystem and many .Mali features HM. 
830óN without.. variablebantlwinh fanny. Vaud°, of course, have -Meier... 
Trio I.F. shin systemN dodging the OHM. 

We really believe*hot Ma TS530S is the finest minence HE base station 
Dula like the opportunity to prove em you. Why transceiver 

us, or cal) n ymmnnto se 
would 

try out Mú super rig. not 
ya liken read lists of features, how a bon 18010 metres including new banal 

pas... uni pan Ml nods: 810E8 PA tubes f. few Memm: few power tune.: 
digital read. shows true tnquanay et all thins : VOX óúH g : CW agernne 
speech processor: noise dank.: sac., sac. 

TS 5306 
£534.98 inc. VAT. Securicor carriage £5.00 

HF 

w rre.ñ 
.. ..... __ _...ü 

For Mho ken ...cortable enthusiast, the "no -con:' solid ante transceiver 
ha proved kresiseble, andtho Trio TS130S is prohoblydo bee &the bun.. When 
rho .rip l 'S17*w.a imroducod, Men wen peeps of amazement at Tm a 

m rigeantGme maturkcM1asmginsizaabern endeiver Me 
TS1al retheutopiarig reallycomae.matures.Imagine en 8bantlbanPLL erwind 
digital readout, I.F. spit, vox, acou, wgle PLL derived 

erathepal ver, oneICO .. ratllM1p{{ ndMnepmka8e you 
can ca. on e cols of n. Mnd. sae 

design 
ogm..l MOupM1I. 

The ue TSI d nsullny of Tao d.egn cod mnrself. ebowe fe overy 
upon of Me T513P - who n. sae it and try it for yourseM. 

TS I30S .V 
(525.09 inc. VAT. Securicor carriage (5.00 TS130V (445.05 inc. VAT. 

The compact DFC230 D'geal Fmluecoy Coron. ro 
x20H e8leiency and flexibility for n mobile and fixed apnbn by cembirvn0 a 

'4 ernicy ä batra afemtlfrom Ver omamoryerrn am ryto VFOl 
Buinin eiged display: Shows dgSal VEO ar memory (rada. Y. Perfect fo 
mobile installation. UP/DOWN manual scan: Frequency con be.ined wit 
UP/DOWN microphone laupplied with DFC-2301 or win FAST STEP switch o 

iron panel Croucperalion swell: AYowe eplb-irequencyap.adan, we 
m Ivor VFO on transmit and DFC2301VFO or memo. on race. or vic 

eG Irecelur i.nmental tuning). RIT, VFO, and MEMO idmators. 
LEDs show functions N operation. Compatibility with TS8328, TS1206IV 
ad TS130SN. 

DFC 230 
(179.86 inc. VAT. Securicor carriage (4.50 

LOWE IN LONDON 
NOW OPEN, OUR EMPORIUM IN THE CITY 
278 PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON Nl 9NP (NO MAIL ORDERS) 
THE EMPORIUM IS IN THE BASEMENT OF THE "HEPWORTHS" SHOP L 
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IAWE SRX3OD 
a familiar name, but a whole new receiver 

Alamiliar name. but9 whale new receiver behind it. Building on all the 
excellent features of the SRX-30, Including the drift cancelling 
system covering 500tHz to 30 MHz: the selectable srdebands and 
AM; the easy to use tuning system: we ntroduce me all new 
SRX3OD which incorporates the sig9 scions made by our 
customers. Outstanding new features are - 

Extended coverage 200 KHz 30 MHz. 

Digital readout in large green display units 
cr 

give true 
ambiguous 1reuency information - even when vou swnc 

sidebands or use the alaefie, 

All new frequency sythesis using Plessey SL6 ' 64' au o1e 

balanced modular ICs fora new high standard of performance 

All new audio system which produces outstandingly goad 
quality on the built in speaker, and is capable of driving extern. hi h 

speaker units for even better sound. 

All new IF filters with optimum bandwidth for mode rn use 
Automatic filter selection from mode switch. 
There is so much that is Impressive about the SRX3OD that you have 
to sae it and handle It to really appreciate the performance 
We predict that the $RX300 will be a landmark .n low cost high 
performance SW L receivers. Just consider how much you should pay 
fora receiver covering 200 KHz - 30 MHz with accurate d.odel 
readout; high performance US&LS&AM with switched filters. drift 
cancelling frequency synthesis: built in mains suppio and built .n 

speaker; high quality construction and advanced design - and so 
much more. 

Then look at our price for the SRX3OD and you will be even more 
impressed. 

£215.00 inc VAT, Securicor carriage £5.00. 

UL'1000 
£39.50 inc. VAT 
1esUL-l0mbaraw mtaept 

uw sd inn? 1, padam to 
k 
d M. 

eaten, peewee N 
the didifficultdifficulttcehecand'Npns 

exlsMg in iM med- 
iumwavend1500 

k-1.9MHMD. 
The UL-10DD is a 
self-contained vari- 

le gain. tuned pr 
merdier suitable for use with various 

aerial wor ma. A particular gbORe 
the Ú4 at high CI loop t uae of e op 
rod 50DKHz-1.6 MHz band. Card 

COMPARING THE COST OF A TRIO 

TR2300ITR2200GX WITH THE COST OF A 

POPULAR FAMILY CAR 
YEAR TR2200GXITR2300 POPULAR CAR 
1978 6173.70 02108 
1977 0173.70 02.575 
1978 6210.00 03.221 
1979 0199.00 E3,4W 
19BD £188.75 E4,470 
1981 016675 05,255 
1882 0198.75 E5,302 

So the TR2300 now costa less than its predecease did in 
1976. Not only that, the TR2200DX of 1976 only had 12 channels - 

where the TR2300 of today covers the full amateur band. To ,,- 

give some idea of how coats have increased over the same 
period we quote, in comparison, the cost of a popular four door 
fa ca 

So we crest our case - the TR2X0 has to be, in today's 
market, outstanding value for money and, what is more, the 
TR2300 has an unprecendemed reliability facto. 

There is no need to talk of full 2 metre band coverage, the 1 

watt of perfect transmitted signal, the fully comprehensive list 
of included accessories: carrying case, Need charger. 12 volt -' 
power cad, shoulder strap, hand microphone, collapsible whip 
antenna, reverse peater facility, automatic tone burst, ' 
swhdhable Illuminated frequency dial, consequent long life 
operation out in the field. 

Don't ask us about the Trio TR2X0 - ask our beet form of 
advertisement: one of the 5.000 owners) 
TR2300 MUM Inc VAT eerriese 0500 

`1 

HEAD OFFICE AND SERVICE CENTRE 
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbys. Tel. 0629 2817 or 2430. 
Open Tuesday -Friday 3530, Saturday 3500. Closed for lunch 12.304.30. 
For all that's best in ham radio contact us at Matlock 
For full catalogues send 70p In stamps dvrth your address. Mark enquiry SWM L 
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STEPHENS-JAMES LTD 
47 WARRINGTON ROAD, LE/GH, LANCS. WN7 3EA 
Telephone (0942) 676790 E- 

LANCASHIRE 

H s NORTH ro, 
MATEDR's B. AMATEDRB 

.;öUa. MEMLT'N AMATEUR 

THE ONLY ARPFIOVEDTRIODEALER 
FOR NORTH WEST ENGLAND MS 

. 
TR900ct 0 

«. 
USIKSENCW Transceiver 

1.«.10°., ä.'m e Md'a 
'"n ..«.-. 

........ é 7 
e^ ° '«°^`° " 

£374,90 

-_,"`" 
.. 

_ 

M 

._... 

--, ..7 ti -_ 
{ -. 

TR7730the new compact 
2m Transceiver 

J.R.C. NRD515D 

.m....a«een.are m,..: 
a.n. °"' - [,.W 

Matching Tt.n.mM.,..l.St.e,mw.....MM,. 
ACCESS IV 

'...w..wi.a. 
.. 

...O 

,«....'w.u.mw«.w. itoks 

Horse ..F.aoM......F,R.:: 

ALL 

we 

x 

sHOEAEw. ESEOHOHAHO 

;OO 

TR-7.2necompact.Tren*.... 

T09920 

R10:0 
R 

RA 

z 

jT7 
Aô`. 

._ 

.:: 

TR2300 
Synthesised°"is 

...eon ag over the "m M: e..we.TRIOeR.«,.M. 

""" [247.84twM ...::FH..loincouáá_ 
7.in,Aultirnode Trans.... (.410.05 

'-' So. State Receiver [2117.05 . 

Sa.stete .e, [MOO 

repo m Too A.....mü.a 

JAWS.. 
SVCA 

W,awtt'ño9l 

ºa,r.iti...n 
Mien. Salome 

«oemv,y 

Dban..etm 
i 

Oued 
.ban. Sever Re.t 

[m.á ban. Rover v.n rip.. B 
TAS 
%b M ng.a.no 

Csim. Eav, 

CA.m [8a Carrie..ºm Antonia GM 

FULL RANGE OF DIAWA 
ANTENNA ROTATORS, SWR 

METERS, AUTOMATIC ANTENNA 
TUNERS, WELLZ SWR METERS 

AND ATU'S IN STOCK. 
ALSO AVAILABLE FROM STOCK 
G4MH MINIBEAMS AND A WIDE 
RANGE OF HT -GAIN ANTENNAS 

.weic. «C«w... 
Low 

Fn.vyAun.Fb. 
[WO 

FUMum-M.a.AuaoFm«... [s.Á 
Anton* RFSneOe,C,ea. 
RF Speech OOP. 

ADM A.. Antenna l 0o 

.rvbo«nMonese^awer 

' 

TurMMmramw.m 

OL TmrimamWa 
[, o mvlo,alK1V 

smFeea ui.1A'a9Mw 

[ TRIOTS530SNEWE534.80 
ALL BAND HF TRANSCEIVER 

Me.,a..aw,O.,.Tw,n 

... .___.. 
_._ 

_; 
w ! ea 

MOD. 1210S 
«,.;wn.a.tad -Fi.e.. .w.. 

. m 

TR7800 "wñi rt'.r 
T°°,'«.:ï°°n"M°á.aem-R "m.Mv°.,+. .. «^.-.t..«n - :a ... R....:....µ.n M,. 

..w,.R. 
Frequency 

31.414z..........0p° á, 

. :iº 
w 

HF SSB TRANSCEIVER 
£694.83 me b.e,W°°e H'v ssE, w'°.,.:..:« 

..«.e,..Mn....r.,,.O 
nw..e Ib. W:. tl. new bm.,.. 

ñn,b°m..mrv.T""F."°'"'"",,.a°n«m..«... 

the i v`Fom:n..`anOn.iw Together 
«vTó«..M.ee.n,,..u«w...«...n 

frequency , m..«... advancedto the .ew«.,ú °°vme.e.ePA. 

a IF notch 
_....M.,..+w 

, 

b. R.F. E+t«.u.,.a,RaawF 

RFt..,.e.,..a A 

ó°'" Innovation,. ;«,..M ° ;á 
. á The 

Aa.M..tE...,. 

é emit E.E.m'rgr,wT....s 

®.a': ,««,.tb;.°:',."".H`2 .. MORE m, 

RECEIVERS AND THAxecevEk 

vöá.:F+.s..t"°s..wi:é ' 

Sky lkCE' Hand e. A.vw IYM. 
[tam 

';;:: «..,,_. _ 

Sway Antenna 
FDK 7CCEXT ansco. [1.00 
MK 75CE 

.wOu..n, [Em 
Dixon, 
,,.« 

aM....m, [m 

._, 
TRIO R1000 

R1000 Reardon [M. 
Wain general coverage from Trio. FrogionCv 

coverage 2C0 K. to 

:ñpñW°°" system. ri.rnu. 
` 

for "á:.IM .m,..,. ,wM,.O ,, 
+ ®ORbACaNOC. 
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DATONG 
YET MORE NOVATION 

DOPPLER DIRECTION FINDER 

WIDE BAND 
PREAMPLIFIER - MODEL RFA 

Panonatos separate vaned p/.....01...00 

Amu. 

MODEL OF, COMBINER UNIT 

160 

"CODECALL" 
SELECTIVE 
CALLING DEVICE 
TAKES THE 
FATIGUE OUT OF 
LONG TERM 
MONITORING 

gain INNI; 

1.4.11.JL" 
Data 

ashesheets soon 

any products productss available free on request- write to Dept R.C. 

ALL DATONG PRODUCTS ARE DATONG ELECTRONICS LIIVIITED 
DESIGNED AND EUILT PI THE U.K. Spence Mills, Mill Lane, Bramley, Leeds LS13 30E, England. Tel: (0532) 552461 

FL1 53.00 161.85 A0370 95.00151.751 RFA 25.50 129.321 

FI2 
PC1 

)8.00189.]0 
105.001120.75 

ADTIO+MPU 
AD370+MPU 

37.00142551 
49.00158.351 

Codecall 
Mink., 24.00127.801 

ASP 
VLF 

69.00179.35 
22.00125.30 

MPU 
DC144/24 

6.0016.901 
31.00135.851 

C decal) 

1S0000be71 25.50123.321 

070 

D75 

3.00149.45 
49.0015635 

0C144/28 
25.00128.)51 

Basic OF System 
OF System 

125.001143.801 
131.001150.701 

RFC/ M 
A0270 

23.00126.45 
33 00137 95 

Kaboarld Morse 
Sender 112.201129001 

Complete Mobile OF 
Syste 

text for See 
173.501193.501 
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DO YOUR SHOPPING 

THE EASY WAY- 
THE BREDHURST WAY 

TO ORDER ANY Of THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW SIMPLY WRITE EN- 
CLOSING A CHEQUE OR PHONE AND QUOTE YOUR CREDIT CARON°. 

NEW FROM TRIO R 600 
General Coverage receover 

zzleineur.: 
.08C 
RUCH 1711...er 

arFrp !12e or FA 7511. /..00 
'511=1=ZAUle. 

nra T 

THE SHORT W AVE MAGAZINE 

Eiredh7Fst 
electronics 
NIGH 11RHDCROSA 0.190070.11 

April, 1982 

AMATEUR T.V.CONVERTER 
MMC 435/600 

0.9 into your TV 

iaegintro,1=, jZ2 £27.90 

V47 Tng 
£235 gZaó.:77,7v7Z' moo 

190.00 1 1 

10100 

tr. gr. 

.22 
1,12 

ono. ...met 
zorgmer,'"' MOO 1 / 

1 0 11 CO ZIALIF9121..219'1C0,2.1''''''''''21'';'" 1.0111/1.99.111A. Iv FT 707 '." ' ' 
40100 I I Nzus..T. Tz.r.52-`'..:'.-711:2- l'Il2:3 

31.00 1 1 1...120,0 Rine Tn... 731g 
37.05 1103 " 11=28 "7ornin=11F 99 11.2 

3.03 0.50 A11.1.285 

37.90 MAC.. 
675/ AMC 1.20 

17 25 0.79 A11.4.10. 1. 
37. 

13.90 015/ 111......1300 7. ATV CA/ 

99././99. A... 0/9 7/99 

27.90 

219'10' 

379.00 1 - 1 1.0.1912961AA 23. CoFve. 

e" MAO 1 / IMAA28 lOn P. 

FLA010 1/4.19. ION s..«, max ir,Irs, 11.,...,Z'a d'r Jr': ile lal "'Ill ,ter. °Ilr'r ' ;:2 
...i..,! .:1..-,s¡ DATONG D70 MORSE TUTOR 

IL' 10? I I g:327,.. H 

CL8 Cany 
C 2.239 C 

LA. 

'11' nstrz,zr&s.-«- =2 : : MAR POWER SUPALIES 
270 Indoor Acore Pp.... ..6 - .370 9/Adow Act. 0.41.1191198 .1.7_, 

. = 
Al rEl.' : ;CS 89810 1%2 Code Sedect... 

e.,-r F 1. Cob Po./ Re... 1150 asta eigra="wsrp.... 
322 erc,2=-"" gzg 

'rP.2J11CC'r 

ZE 
212 

ZtirAro ?ig. ;2:7C31 
29 OD 0.70 .121 Elbup Az I'M 

A% rjr. 
2:`,Z2321T2ZW:Tig... 2g,2, 

WELZ Professional ADOnee AM WC.. Anic + 1911. 3.P moo , - 
Quality MOBILE SAFETY MICROPHONES 

SWR-POWER 

LOON TYPE PON NIA x 
LOCO 50238 EC. el. 
10,050.303000,doe Z: 2 C esc s.a.... sons ....la...B. Si ECIUMAENT SRC R. co 11.91. E350 

24.9e I - I 5022.1.,, 

MAILORDER All prices subject to change without prior notice RETAIL CALLERS 
BREDHURST ELECTRONICS 9-12.30/1.30-5.30 CZ 

,,,,say:2, HIGH ST., HANOGROSS, W. SUSSEX. TEL 04444437% I E3 ooeme,e5.e, 
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MAIL ORDER 
FROM 

by two way 
FREEPOST 

MICROWAVE MODULES 
MMT432/2% £14200 
MMR432/144R £18400 
MMT231H E18200 
MMT 144/28 [8600 
MMC 28/138 E27.90 
MMC28150 E27.90 
MMC 28/144 C27.60 
WAG 144anryIF 27.80 
MMC 1442810 [21130 
MMC7tyanylF E27.86 
MMC 432/28S [MAO- 
MMC432/1449 E3A90 
MMC129Mem/IF E3220 
MMC 0E0/502 E89.00 
MMA28Preamp E1495 
MMA144Vpreamp E34.90 
MMV129M28 C3220 
MML 1441 W knamp C 14260 
MML432/1Wlnemp [228.86 
MML144254remp E5690 
MML432/6011namp E11690 

MM £181200 

4126,9 
YAESU CONVERTERS 77008nee 

ModelA E68.62 
Mode16 £75.00 
Modele £6862 
ModelD E7202 

ROTATORS 
6kyMg5U4WD 27290 
Hirschman 250 £39.50 
KR400RC E5250 

AR 
035.00 

2'BpnrkgKS006 E1650 
1X2Chamal Master 
Bearing 8521 Eta90 

`AP itys VAT and carriage yid. 

MORSE KEYS 
NK707 SUilIWUO/Dawnkeyer £1227 
BK 100 Semiautomatic meclanicel 

[22.12 
HK 702 UUp//Down ke7er on marblenee 

MK 702 Manipulator íâ4.50 
MK 705 Squeeze paddle on marble 

bay E21.72 
EKM 1A May rude practice °nelater £3.63 
MK 1024Automeac memory lover £135.13 
EK 160 Semi/Automatic ke0er 674.76 

LINEAR AMPUNERS 
21110-800. 144MHz IOW input/8090 

21125-1601' 144MH726W Butt 1/ 

outputwith04Bpreemp 
80. 

21110-1EOP 144MHz IOW input/llOW 
tput with 905 preemp 

2113-1500. 144MHz 3W input/150W 
output with 9dspreamp 

E138.00 

E184.00 

f2M:® 

£209.89 

ICOM 

IC 720AIIbandTour £79990' 
IC 73010-901139 inc WARC £529.00. 
IC 2902m multi mobile all mode (329.00 
IC251E2nTcvr :. EÁ49.00 
IC45170crosTcvr £539.00 

UNADILWREYCO 

Precision 
Traps 

coil forms stab- 
le. - hardware - Aluminium tube 
irridit finish - Coat aluminium 

Fully waterproofed. 
A AOMlable7/1421MH2 £1299 

1W2AU 
GALON 

3.5/30 MHz 2.5 Kw 07th 0g51mng 
Arrestor - Suitable Van, Vega, 
Deuble000s4,ale. £12! 
JAYBFAM ANTENNAS 
TRSHF3EL Beam 0184.00 
VR3HF3BandVert £4600 
LR1/2d5Eleyagi í14.00 
87/2m8Ele ngi L17.07 
10V/2A1OEIOIe Vagi £4260 

0/2A6Ele%Yegi E27.5040 

00Y/4ABEleXVegi £84.62 
00/21.1070cel Duo 

£43.90 
E26.60 
£3990 
£2295 

42224agl 
GU M4Ele0204 
GM2MCE}nuaa 
DM2A Double 6SlatFOe, l 

90 uGP2/M Wound flare .. £11. 
V Veioue tames. available 

8WI1/POWFRMETER 
WehSP1001.818Mhz3 

regea5P3lw 
W .. 

an9eF a 
sen S 7t0 LaB04hz 

E]áQ 
1.6Kw £7620 

Hansen FS 5W11.9B0dhz B. 
PEPmeter £60.96 

Rance VHF 74 14 32 Mhz 
10.0 (17.62 

°ekerblpc SWR 20715 WNW 
2(w E41.02 

SWR 25361 Mhz £12.9 

AMCOMM SERVICES 

FDK Multi JOIE% 
E189.02 

SDK Multi 750E 
[289.62 

Sed By for our 
bumper bundle 

literature 

No Gunn Guarantee 

=VA= Se 
All 

SHURE MISS 
201 Hand ceramic omnidirecdoMl 

heb -impedance 
202 Hard ceramic noise 

reducing WO impetlance 
401P, Hard awmolled magnetic 

bennipedanca 
4018 Hand control ee mail. b' - 

impedance 0200 ohmnl 
444 Desk adjustable height. 

526T - Oaek a ew 
P 

£17.38 

£18:21 

fla21 

E16621 

Y329á 

[81.30 

09* 1001 Auto AIL 230.0 R IS 

CNA ÁÓ AF Power Me 
Er 

to 

CN 16329Ñín'el Myer 1404£0 

SR11 tanning Receiver 

62 1192.60 

£,698 

STILL HEIPING WHERE IT 
HURTS 

001,000001 below to make buying mein for you - 
Work it out yourself -Yo Ilse -really is eesyl 

two 

List 2Pey-' 
Product Rice Deposit menCs 
Teem FT1 E1.295 L600 E57.91 
YaenFT90ä)M EBB5 [399 E40.55 
Yeeag FRG 7210S E329 f139 E16118' 
Veen FRG 7)OGM E409 f180 E18.01 
Veen FT10120/FM E685 E362 f00e1 
Vane FT10120/AM £660 E275 E31.29-, 
Veen FT101LFM ERB) E250 E2617' 
Veen FT101LAM E676 E225 E29.15: 
VaenFL2100Z £425 EtB5 E20.98` 
Veen FT 405 E379 E186 E1618i 
neap FT70) f6611 2230 E2027 

5bFT 
290 E249 E162 E10e2-: 

erdC78 £219 E 99 E10.06". 
StandardC58 E247 E107 E11:69 - 

If you 
mA22 
dont like easy 

1or 
payments call 

9585Quote 

Cheow your AMTECH hey 
Punch 100 Mobile Met h £16.95 
Amrech 2URrd0m WI,ZATU 10.160in 20w pep E29.95 
Amte0h300Randorned Coax Fed ATU 90pzzpep £43.95 
Amtech CW 250 -TM most ouleandin9 CW Beef available 424.90 
Amteah CMMe09urd -A plug in device 00 engine ! nee 
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EDITORIAL 

Un -Amusing Whitehall Farce 
The shambles resulting from the inept and cavalier announcement in the London Gazette of February 12th must surely 

by now have come to the attention of every reader in the U.K. In this action the Home Office failed to consult the RSGB 

on new licence schedules, having made a firm commitment to do so: they just drew up and published changes without 

saying a word to anyone. It was only by pure chance that the RSGB came to hear of it at all. 

The Gazette notice was full to the brim with errors of basic fact, and required immediate action to stop Class -B 

licensees using the HF bands; in addition, reciprocal Class -C and D licensees had been completely ignored. The 

position as this is written is that, happily, most of the problems have been resolved: essentially, power levels below 

1 GHz will be measured in terms of output to the aerial terminals - which is long overdue. Above 1 GHz CW input 

power will be measured or, on SSB, power output; plus bringing the licence requirements into line with best practice in 

terms of RF radiation hazard to others. 
About the time this issue comes to be read, there will be a second, correction, entry in the London Gazette which will 

largely set matters to rights; but we have to accept the loss of the bottom 10 kHz of Top Band, as this was in the WARC 

plans anyway. 
It was a sorry mess, and we can all be very grateful that the RSGB, when it discovered what was going on, jumped so 

hard on the Home Office - which has emerged with egg on its face and a bloody nose to go with it. Those who were 

giving the RSGB so much stick, both on the phone to Hq and over the air, would do well to appreciate that in this 

instance the Society served the amateur radio movement with great skill and application - and at almost impossibly 

short notice. They certainly deserve the thanks of all of us for taking such prompt and effective action. 

We hope - though doubt - that those in the Home Office responsible for that Gazette notice will receive the 

treatment appropriate to such sheer incompetence and downright bad manners. 

"S.W.M." Prizewinner 
Last year it was QRP, this year it's QRO. John Nelson, G4FRX, takes the contributor's prize of £75 with his excellent 

series of articles, "A High Performance Power Supply and Control System for 4CX350/4CX250 Amplifiers". The 

well thought-out, carefully built and thoroughly tested design emerged as a masterpiece and, we feel, likely to become 

something of a classic. Congratulations, John! 

This is also the time to thank all the other contributors to Volume 39 - their work is just as much appreciated, and 

we hope they will continue to share their ideas and experience. 
To those who feel they have something they could write about, but have never quite taken the plunge -well, take it! 

We are always glad to consider for publication articles on any aspect of amateur radio. As we said this time last year on 

the subject of articles, small can indeed be beautiful. 

WORLD- WIDE COMMUNICATION 
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS 
E. P. Essery, G3KFE 

THIS just has to have been the most 
eventful month in amateur radio for 

many a year! Primarily, of course, the 
Home Office fiasco comes to mind, but 
this matter is dealt with elsewhere in this 
issue. 

Next politics, and we are pleased to note 
that the Chinese authorities have at last 
made formal announcement that Amateur 
Radio in the country is acceptable. Initially 
it will be schools, clubs and so on and 
individuals, maybe, later on. Applications 
from interested parties are being taken 
now, although no firm date for the start 
has at the time of writing been given. 
Welcome aboard, BYs! 

Then of course we can talk of 
conditions. Since February 27 to March 
16, the forecast hasn't a single `normal' 
in it - mostly disturbed, below normal 
and low normal. 

Turning to another matter, 
KF10/CEOX seems unlikely to count in the 
DXCC leagues at the time of writing; thus 
TDXB, but we don't as yet know the 
outcome. 

Top Band 
Not much reportage, but quite a lot of 

activity. D. A. Whitaker (Harrogate) has 
noticed quite a lift in the inter -G activity, 
and quite a bit of garden-variety DX to the 
tune of some 25 countries heard on. SSB; 
and in the CQ WW 160 affair David 
logged some 38 G stations in there and 
digging. The Americans weren't very 
audible until the dawn lift, during which 
some 38 were heard on SSB, plus one from 
the Caribbean in the shape of Herb, 
KV4FZ. Also heard were IR8ONU, 
LZ1KDP, EA8QL, EA9EU and - rare 
one, this - GU3KFT. 

Poor old Ted at G2HKU (Sheppey) is 
going to the bandage -factory as soon as his 
report is done, and reckons he'll not be on 
the air for a while after the repairs are 
completed. Ted hooked up with SSB to 
EA3VY, PAOJKF, and PAOPN, but he 
prefers CW, and this managed to work 
OK1KPX, UAIDZ, HB9CEY, UQ2PM, 
W3IH/MM, OZ1LO, UQ2GEI, GJ2LU, 
PAOLOU, UTSAB/UI8, GM3GNM, 
UTSAB/UJ8, EA2OP, LZ1KDP, 
UK2RDX, EI9J, YU3TU, UK9CET, 
UP2BAW, OL4BBP, UL7PBY, and 
FC9VN. 

Now we come to the whopping list from 
G4AKY (Harlow), and the accompanying 
comments. Dave's month's score this time 
is up to 30 countries, and gotaways 
included such as EZ7RAC, G3ZYY/KV4, 
W4OWJ, PY1ZAE, plus ZD7BW and 
C53AP who were both a bit too weak to be 

copiable. Looking at the pile, we see all 
continents represented- again, VK6HD 
doing the Oceania honours, and 
PY1MAG playing for S. America. N. 
America was represented by some Ws and 
VP9BK, Africa by 5Z4CS (QSL via 
JI1VLV) and EA8QO, and Asia by 
UA9CSG, UK9FCW, UT5AB/UI8, 
UH8DC, and RF6FFW. Some 19 coun- 
tries in Europe were represented, perhaps 
the most interesting being the Fs, possibly 
a short-term licensing for them. Turning to 
SSB, we have to note some twelve EU 
countries, W1CF, K4CNW, W8LRL, and 
finally a gotaway in KV4FZ. 

One final comment here is that the loss 
of the lower 10 kHz of the band indicated 
in that fatuous Home Office 
announcement may possibly stick - after 
all, it was a WARC decision. A listen to the 
RSGB Hot Line maybe able to indicate the 
latest, as the final announcement in the 
current round of talks will appear about 
the time we come to issue. Even if we don't 
lose it now, we have to accept that it is 
going to go in the end. 

Eighty 
One has never heard Eighty in such a 

tizzy as it was in the week after February 12 

as it then seemed that all the QRO SSB 
merchants were going to have to come 
down to Top Band levels - and as for the 
hot air, there was enough of that to blow 
the ionosphere away into space! 

G3ZPF (Dudley) claims his absence 
from the band was "pure absent- 
mindedness and 'flu", which at least is a 
different excuse! His Winfield Wonder 
Wire seems to have performed adequately, 
as he managed to work most of the stations 
called, including 7X2MB, 3AONF, 
ZL3ABV, VEIZZ, W1KM, K4BI, KE1F, 
WD4AXM, W3RJ, N2JJ, CO1HJ, 
OY6FRA, ZB2HB/A, and EA8FJ. 

On Eighty, G2NJ (Peterborough) 
found G4EIM/P, who was on a platform 
in the North Sea off Den Helder in the 
Netherlands, with home-brew gear and a 
599 signal; while the other one was 
LUIESC/MM in the English Channel. 

Long time since we last had word of 
G2BON (Aldridge), but Tom reckoned to 
be quite chuffed at working his first ZL on 
this band - achieved in a month in which 
he also picked out UA2FBR, N1XZ, 
KR2N, CN8CY, OY9R, 6W8AR, 
PJ8UQ, ZL2BT, N6WO/4, K3UZE, 
G3ZYY/KV4, VO1OO, and PR2DD. 
Tom reckons his IC -701 will load up nicely 
on 18 and 24 MHz into his G5RV aerial, 
but it won't play on 10 MHz. Quite 

surprising this, as for most people a G5RV 
loads up quite nicely at 10 MHz. 

Turning back now to D. A. Whitaker 
David says he hasn't exactly flogged the 
band to death, but he has heard on SSB, 
such as IZ1AN, 6Y5DA, C6ANI, 
VP2MKD, 5T5CJ, W6, W7, J6LF, 
VP2EEA, KH6XX, CE6COR, PY5AJK, 
and HC1HC, all progressively in time 
between 0500-0800z; and in the evenings 
progressing from 2100 to midnight zulu 
there were 7Z2AP, UI8FFF, UJ8SAO, 
UI8ZAC, UH8YAC, EP2TY, Z21EV, 
ZB2CW, PY1YLK, 5T5RR, ZB2J, 
7Z2AP, 3V8DX, and J73BB. 

"CDXN" deadlines for the next three 
months - 

May issue 
June issue 
July issue - 

April 1st 
May 6th 
June 3rd 

Please be sure to note these dates 

Forty 
For those who know how to deal with it, 

7 MHz this year has been quite superb. 
David Whittaker already has his first 119 
countries heard on the band, and knows of 
another thirty which have been available - as he says "who needs Twenty for 
DX?" His SSB loggings start from around 
0700z and include VK9NS, often a very 
good signal, 3V8DX, 6Y5DA, VP2EX, 
FJ8CR, HC2GR, FYOFOL, JWOP, 
6Y5AG, VP2MF, VP2EV, ZL4OY/A, 
and TG9WE. During the day, of course, 
David is working, but by 1700z the receiver 
is in use again and finding 9X5SL, 
FR7CC, 9K2BE, . YB2CR, JB4IJ, 
YBOWR, HV2VO, 5T5CJ, ZD7BW, 
UL7PBI, EP2TY, JNOATW, UF6FBX, 
3V8DX, UKOAMM, ZD8MW, CX3TU, 
CP6EL, A71AD, 5B4CV, ZB2HD, 
UJ8ZCW, JA6XMM, CO5CV, 
HS2AMZ, EP2TY, CP1FQ, 9M2AE, 
C31SD, EA9IB, SV5JH, UI8ZAC, 
FM7WJ, HKOFBF, and 7Z2AP taking 
him to midnight. 

Going now to the note from G2HKU, 
Ted mentions just one, in 9H 1 BB, worked 
on SSB. 

G3NOF (Yeovil) is the next reporter, 
somewhat unusually; Don says he is on the 
band a bit to try and balance up his country 
score a bit, with EA6NC, EA8ZS, M1C, 
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UK2PRC, 1A0KM, while a A22BW was 
audible weakly but not workable. 

G2BON starts his list with OHONA, 
W6KG/PZ1, HCINEA, VK3XI, 
6W8AR, HKOFBF, ZL4OY/A (San 
Andreas and Campbell Is. respectively), 
VK2WC and VK2AVA. 

Odds 
Looking first at TDXB, we see that 

there is a planned Mellish operation by 
VK2BJL during May with DJ9ZB and 
EA8AK accompanying; they will 
probably be signing VK9ZR which they 
have had in the past. It is noted also that on 
the way back the group will try to be on 
from Willis Is. for a few days. As for the 
Kermadecs, they are still trying for a 
licence, and it seems the authorities are not 
very willing for radio amateurs to visit the 
island. 

4Z4TT hopes to get on from the 
Andaman Is., but we wonder about this 
one, as the Indian authorities have a one- 
year residence requirement for an amateur 
ticket. 

Having just recently heard of all the 
problems in Tonga after Hurricane Isaac, 
one rather doubts the A35FR operation 
between March 26 and mid -April will be 
very active; one hopes that by the time this 
comes to print that Tonga will be 
something like back to normal after a 
nasty experience. 

Looking for a candidate for our `Lemon 
of the Month' award, we just have to offer 
G3RRA, noted by several as encouraging 
people to come on 10 MHz SSB "as the 
band is under -used!" He must be deaf or 
something. Other `Lemons' go to those G8 
and G6 Class B licensees who had the cheek 
to come up on Top Band (and, indeed, 
other HF bands) quoting the H.O. 
announcement of February 12 as their 
authority. 

Twenty 
With things somewhat off song on 

21/28 MHz this last few days, Twenty has 
been doing good business, even if the noise 
level on it is almost beyond belief. 

G3RJV (Birmingham 37) says he hasn't 
found anything exciting on the band, but 
that he has been too occupied with 
preparing the next issue of the QRP Club 
magazine; nevertheless, the evening before 
his letter he did put his three watts on the 
band to obtain a nice 579 report from 
PY2SHC. 

G4NKM (West Wickham) is preparing 
for a move, and as a result reckons he 
couldn't face the thought of operating 14 

MHz - perhaps his mind was too 
occupied in the matter of a good DX aerial 

in a smaller garden than before. We 
sympathise! 

G2HKU says his SSB found its way over 
to ZL3OI, ZL3FV, and ZL3RS, and he 
also keyed to KV4AA, and KV4CI. 

On we go now to G2BON; Tom was 
another to largely ignore this band, 
mentioning only his QSOs with VK2NN, 
VP2SV, and 9Y50S. 

Next we hear from G3FPK (Purley) who 
is quite enjoying the sensation of being 
back on the HF bands. Norman's 
makeshift vertical (one half of the driven 
element from an old tri -band beam!) loads 
up quite well on the bands through the 
station ATU. Norman mentions that 
anyone looking for Gozo may like to listen 
for the Gozo net on 14.280 MHz on 
Sunday mornings; and that in August 
some Gs are hoping to get permission to go 
to Aaland in the week beginning August 10 - primarily a VHF DX-pedition but the 
HF side is being handled by a Drake 
station with them and G4JVG and 
G4IWA. Turning now to the operating, 
G3FPK had just one SSB contact, with 
ZK1CG, caught just as Victor was asking 
for any replies from G. The QSL address is 

P.O. Box 618, Rarotonga. On CW best 
contacts were with 3D2VU, FOOPT, who 
was being upset by non -amateur QRM, 
PJ7, VP2MMP, and an ID9. 

G3NOF hasn't spent much time 
operating the band, but he does note the 
early -morning VK/ZL long -path opening 
around 0800 as being fairly consistent, and 
the same areas noticeable short -path 
around 2000z, with evenings in general 
good to the Americas. Don sums it up as 
SSB contacts with such as VK3ATL/P, 
VK3ATM/P, VK5QX/P, VP2MIX, 
VP2EU, and XT2AU; while gotaways 
included EP2TY, FG7TD/FS7, and 
1A0KM (who is now off until the autumn,. 
we understand). 

10 MHz 
Not a bad old band, were these 

pestilential SSB signals not so persistent; 
and it is quite noticeable that the 
commercial activity has lifted since the 
amateurs got a look at it! 

G2HKU says he had a QSO with 
GM3JDR up in Wick, who said he was 
going to appear on Top Band 'ere long, 
after a twenty-year break; we recall 
GM3JDR here for his 7 and 21 MHz lists 
from Golspie. 

G3FPK notes that some surprising bits 
of DX are to be found; for instance 
C6ABA is quite a regular. It is nice to get 
such good reports with the makeshift 
aerial and ATU, which have added some 
'new' European countries and good 

reports from South America and the 
Caribbean. 

Another one who has looked at 10 MHz 
is G4NKM, who mentions a DF3 and a 
PAO as being worked. 

Award 
An interesting one, sponsored by the 

radio club of Marconi Space & Defence 
Systems, and called the Mary Rose Award. 
They will have GB2MAR on the air 
throughout May and October, the former 
to take in Telecommunications Day (May 
17) and the latter covering the period of 
actually raising the Mary Rose. The 
certificate will have as its background 
motif the Mary Rose as she is shown in the 
1545 list of King's Ships with, around the 
border, the Tudor Rose and the address of 
the Mary Rose Trust in suitable script. To 
get it, you have to make up 25 points; thé 
idea is either 25 Hampshire stations at one 
point each, or twenty of them plus a QSO 
either with GB2MAR, or G4JMR the club 
Hq call. No QSLs, just a list certified by a 
club or two other amateurs, plus five IRCs 
if in UK, or ten from overseas. All we can 
add is to suggest a donation to the Mary 
Rose Trust wouldn't come amiss, as when 
she is lifted she will contribute almost as 
much to our knowledge of the period as 
did the Vasa of 1628 when she was raised 
from Stockholm Harbour (after finding 
her in 1957) on May 5, 1961. 

21 MHz 
G4NKM mentions working HI8RHB 

and SMOLH, and by a step down to five 
watts he made QRP CW contact with 
KA2KOA and YU3TWV. 

Turning to G3FPK's log, Norman 
mentions 3V8DX as worked on SSB for a 
new one - this of course is G4JDT. On 
CW, he worked KN2M/J6L, VP2EL, 
VP2ESE, VS6CF, YB5AES, and 6E5MX 
from Mexico. 

A big list of SSB stuff from G2BON for 
which we are duly grateful; it includes 
UAOSBO, JA3EGZ, HL1WD, W9TQA, 
PY5BI, ZC4MT, ZS6HW, JX6BAA, 
WAOCYW, G3ZCZ/4X, OD5LX, 
ED9IFP (Melilla), 7X2KBS, VK2BAG, 
5NOKUY, EP2TY, SV8QH (Kefalonia 
Is.) and VK2XG. 

Again just one for G2HKU - Ted 
seems to have worn himself out with his 
Top Band efforts! - in PY2GSA on CW. 

G3NOF has his usual analysis of the 
band, noting that on occasions the East 
Coast Ws were audible weakly to as late as 
2300z. He made SSB contact with A4XIJ, 
A92P, AP2P, FYOFOL, H44PT, 
HRIJSH, J3AH, JW5IJ, K9LA/V2A, 
KA5HVO, KC7EK (Arizona), KM5D, 

May issue due to appear on Friday, April 30th. 
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SMC SERVICE FREE FINANCE GUARANTEE 
Free Finance on many hems. Two year 
guarantee on Yeesu. Free Securicor on 
majar Veesu iteme. Access and 
Barclaycard over the telephone. Biggest 
Branch, Agent and Dealer network. Ably 
staffed, courteous, Service Department. 
"B Services curicor contract at Eagdl 
Biggest stocks of amateur equipment in 
UK. Twenty-two years of experience. 

On regular priced items from: Vaesu, Ascot 
SMCHS, CDE, HYGein, Channel Master, 
Hansen, SMC, MFJ, KLM, Mirage end Hy 
Mound, on invoices over E100 SMC offers 
Free Finance) How is it done? Simple. pay 
21%, salt the balance saucily over 6 
months w pay 50% down and apio the 
belance over a year. You pay no more then 
the cash pricell 

Taeev e own anty does not extend 
outside Japan. Repairs are the 
responeibility of the UK retailer. SMC'e two 
year guarantee is backed, as UK distri- 
butors, by daily contact with the factory 
and many ten. of thousands of pounds of 
spares and teat equipment. Avoid hawkers 
offering sets without serial numbers, 
spares, service or advice back-up. 

AMATEUR/BC BAND, ALL MODE RX; FR 101 D £299 i. 

Yeeaua"lnventoryrtvneluetun" sale mewed ue * SSBIUSB/LSBI CW,AM, RTTY, FM. toand purchase Meas tine quality receivers * 21, WáHz HF tienda. 
we ar delighted to pasa on a eupersaving.YOUN f 1508 

2AaMSM0902>015,10 etree offeringtl: offering them at less man fa, eyed inn0031-26-19.161311-CB 
The Fnlpl's are W include FM ma incl, have wide finOÌz, 29kNza 0k.,on 

band mound2*Hz 
036818. 

coverage 21 SCRRllz bands (we considerable * AGC;On 11yaV, 3nS/O.50FMM ,nS/255bw. 
flexibllno potable), Include two VHF romenorm e Bulk in ACPSr 12 VDC Posible. 
Modefourhigh quality crystal inoyeremlc)gberal f FWdchannN nosptlon P,oviebn. 
lam Hz (owl, *Hz MM CBI, 12Hz IRO * Nome blanker dÉ adjustable. 

on. 
replacement' available/. * 25.10kuz crystal caabretw'. 

* Fn10112' Aneloge to 'kHz- 2299 inc.. 
Hunt' numbers are strictly limited. f FR1011,21 Digital to 1021.-E398Mc. arrasa, sumwd panal, Clew:. maaw 

WIDE COVERAGE ALL MODE RX; FRG7700 £329 inc. 
* 32MHz down to 15lk.z lend below). 
* 12 Channel memory option with fine haw. 
* SSE ILSB/USB); Cw, AM, FM. 
* 2MHz. RHz, 12Hz, 1RHz, ab -Ede. 

3 Selectivities on AM, squelch on FM. 
Up conversion, 93MHz tren IF. 
1k.z dgnal, pus analogue, d'epclo 
buih quant clock/timer. 

No preselect , auto selected LPF's. 
* Advanced no* Hanker acted. 
* Antenna SWOM 2AHz, 500 to 300.1Hz. 
* 20di3 pad plus continuous eaemator. 

* Contently variable tanne control. 
o hoard 200lae and 12Vdc option. 
* Swhcbable speed A.G.C. system. 
* Signal meterad In "S" and SIMPO 
* Acc r,. Convertors, Tuners, LPF, Memory, 
* FRTTRIa ir6Hz-3C1AHz, Switch, etc. 
* FRVRN01;11B133, 1.140, 1,10.1.1Hz. Han.; VT2.; 118-130 190150, 93.5211.1z.11H..z. 

o FRVTACC;1a01:ß 150.1501.1.1Hz. 
o FRV2Nla;190150 R0B0MHz. 
o Feb lia .(fmor r Improved VLF reception). 
* MEMGR7I0012 Channel. (easy rmkgl. 

GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER; FRG7 £199 inc. BSEf®PoCO, 

* usaunti,SOCkH in One MHz bends. 
o SSB ILSB/USBI. CW, AM. 
* Sensitivity AM; 0.7 PV eSM M 30%. 
* Selectivity; t 3 kHz at -BIB. 
e S?bilitYlano 5004 after nervstts. 
o Triple ctequeton, drift cancelling. 
o Direct frequency readout te *Hz. 
* Floe urina control. 

AAGC; Dc amebic" 3 nag. control. 
* AF; Powerful 2 wens of audio. 
o Forward facing internal speaker. 
o Record soak nvolume independent... 

* Well celibate "sharp'. namely -oar. f AM automatic noir *nonunion circuit. 
o Antenna Hi tol.SMHz, SOohmn SCMHz. 
* 3 position RF ettenuator. 
* 3position filter WBP. KEPI. 
o 1110/290,/en end 12Vdc, an. 
* kV*: battery economy tyetswitch. 
* Illuminated edge Woe -S" mean. 
* 21C, BEET, 13 Tr, 1® lean, SSi, 221. 

Weight; Mg Iwhhm batteries). 
o Dimensions; 3a0W x 163H x RES D mm. 
1 Op.* holder. 

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD 
ES.M.HOUSE, OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DN, ENGLAND 

Tel: Totton (07031 867333, Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G, Telegram: "Aerial" Southampton 
GRIMSBY 
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N5CIO, N6DHX, N7BMX, TF3JB, 
VP2ED, VP2EU, VP2EV, VP 
U06AF, UO5OBE, W6MEF, Z, 
1320M; SNOATW, 5T5AY, 6E5MX, 
8P6OR. 

Ten Metres 
Despitelhegeneral poor conditions, this 

does still seem to have be. favoiuite 
band, even if it's only for rapping the 
pirates at the bottom end. Indeed our first 
letter on this bafid Mom G3LRO in East 
Ham, who points out that a CW QSO 
conducted with another local on top of a 
CB contact is a good idea, and wants to 
encourage folk to come on the band for 
local CW nets; or even Phone ones in the 
proper part of the band, which will, he 
reckons be a help to those B licensees 
wishing to get their CW copying ability up 
to the test standard. As he so rightly points 
out, it seems as though the only ont Who 
well help with the problem are ourselves. 

Next we' have G4NKM, who offers a 
couple of UBSs on SSB with ha sloping 
end -fed wine. 

G3FPK notes that although in his area 
there is no let-up in the CB activity on the 
band, more of the locals are coming on the 
band to help shift them, and there are 
some obvious commercial firms using AM 
onthe band as well. Norman himself had a 
spell of QRT as a neighbour was suffering 
TVI on a rented colour set, even though 
there was no problem with the same 
neighbour's portable TV. The BT lads 
suggested a month of QRT while it was 
sorted out, as theyreckoned the set was 
picking up signals both direct into the IF 
and into the AF stages as well! Having 
heard no more, after 28 days, G3FPK was 
back in business. On SSB he worked 
VP2EV, while CW came up with FYOFOL 
and 9H4P. 

Ten for G2BON included SSB with 
Z22J0, HH2DD, UIBCAJ, Z22JV, 

Arrow Electronics Ltd., 
Sommerka tap main dealers, are now 
offering the TS-788DXCC, latest 
model in the Sommerkºtap range. 
This transceiver covers 28-30 MHz 
and mn transmit AM/FM/CW/ 
SSB (USB ndLSB), and features a 

5 -character frequency display ºtad 

step tuning acnmplished by either 
the main control knob or the remote 
control microphone; remote 
stepping can be adjusted from lea 
Hz .100 kHz. A low power facility, 
display darken, RIT, noise blanker 
and squelch control for FM are also 
fitted, and the central meter acts as 

an SWR bridgeas well as its S.D. 
and power output function. Full 
details of the TS-788DXCC are 
obtainable from Arrow Electronics 
Ltd. at Leader House, 

who Road, Brentwood, Essex,en, who 
would appreciate an s.a.e. with 
enquiries. 

UA4WBJ/U9G, VS6H1; and 3XIZ in the 
Guinea Republic. 

the report from G2HKU we 
vol 16CW, and this mode raked 
in W60V, N6EA, and NORA. 

An all -Ten and all-SSB report comes in 
from G4HZW (Knuts ford) who has a two - 
element quad at 24 feet. He found things 
very poor most of the time, but with one or 
two very bright patches. February 27/28 
were good, with VE7DXI pushing the 
needle up, as indeed did the KH6 and West 
Coast Ws. Stations worked from February 
4 included VP8QG, ZB2J, Z21EV, 
FR7C0 (Reunion), JAs, LUSZI, CX2BJ, 
'VPBZV, KB2TY/VP2V, W2NQ/7 (on 
11th at 23.462), W7W1CR at midnight on 
February 13, before the band died totally 
on 14/15th. Then came morning ZLs, and 
evening South Americans, and 3B8DB, 
after which another dead day was noted on 
20th. 21st gave Europeans and P29CH, 
while 22nd was dead. On February 23, 
VP2ED and some West Coast Ws were 
found but again on 24/25th the band was 
dead. On 26th there were JAs and 
VK4NLR, and on 27th things were very 
good, with lAs, HLISF, HLIQO, 
UAOLBM, XT2AT, DUICPL, 
YBOAET, VE7DXI, 9Y4TM, Was and 
W7s. On 28th, FK8CQ came back to a 
speculative CQ call, and some JAs were 
booked in, plus UAOs, VK3VXV, 
3V8DX, 7Q7LW, KH6BOG, and K7RI. 
On March 1 Tony found ZB2ER and JAs, 
at which point Aurora came along and 
killed everything. 

Now we come to G4LDS (Chelmsford) 
who notes that we got his reports crossed 
again last time round; and, would you 
believe, this month we missed his 14/21 
MHz reports and now haven't time or 
spaceto slot them in. Sorry, Chris -there 
really seems to be a jinx around! Next 
month, surely all will be wog.... Turning 
to the G4LDS Ten -metre report, we have 

to compress it somewhat, but in essence we 
have VK, W6, W7, VE1, VU2NP, SVI00, 
JY9RV, DK6NL/5NB, CE6CFX, 
TI2RQ, a call from TI2SRR, ZD7BW, 
more Ws, VU2CJ, 5B4AN, TRBLJ, 
VE3OCU, PJ3HM/M, a call from 
VP8PG while the latter was beaming 
Stateside, VK9LA/V2A, ODSMU, 
SVILS, VK9YC (hence removed from the 
Most Wanted Cotaway spot), EABSK, 
VP2EU, K9MK/V2A, J6LB, YJBNSO, 
and 5T5AY, not to mention the smaller 
fry. 

Nice to be hearing from G3CED 
(Broadstairs) who says he hasn't been on 
the band very much, partly due to work, 
and partly because at age 74 he reckons 
that if he stayed in the shack he would be 
hypothermic in short order! When he did' 

get on, it was all Ten metres, and includes 
CW to VP2ESE, VU2BK, PYIHQ, 
SVINN, W3ARK, VP2ES, K7RDG, 
DK4PY/V2A, and along and entertaining 
chat with UA9MX in Omsk; seems George 
said temperature was 6 degrees, and got 
back the observation that that was very hot - the temperature in Omsk being minus 
20. Then came the comment that 
Edward's father was born in 1915, so 
G3CED `must be a very old man"! 

Finally, we have an interesting report on 
the Russian RS7 satetite, heard on Ten 
metres and on 145.8 MHz by SWL Kelly in 
Belfast; the gear in use is the Ysesu 
FRG -7700 on Ten and a Bearcat 220 on 
Two metres, both receivers having simple 
indoor aerials. 

Finis 
That's it for another month. Deadlines 

are as in the 'box', and the address is 
"CDXN", SHORT WAVE 
MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, 
Herts. AL6 9EQ. 
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CIRCUIT OPERATION 
AND ALIGNMENT OF THE 

TRIO R-1000 RECEIVER, 
PART II 

THE CIRCUIT IN GREATER DETAIL, 
CONCLUDING WITH A DESCRIPTION 

OF THE ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 

J. L. LINSLEY HOOD, C.ENG., MIEE, 
MIMC 

IN the first part of this article I looked at the general circuit 
layout of the R-1000, as a representative example of the new 

style of 'third generation' communications receivers, using 
double -conversion, with the first IF stages operating at a high 
enough frequency for the age-old problem of ̀ second -channel' 
interference to be eliminated; and with quartz crystal 
'synthesised' first oscillator to abolish the other problem of 
oscillator drift. I also had a brief look at the actual method by 
which aphase-ticked loop could be used to generate a reasonably 
stable VFO, by combining the outputs of a pair of crystal 
oscillators with the variable frequency signal from a fairly 
standard FET LC tuned oscillator. Although this along way short 
of true crystal -divider frequency synthesis, used in some of the 
very upmarket receivers, nevertheless it works quite well- and is 

a lot less expensive) 
In this part of the article, I propose to take a more detailed look 

at the circuit itself - although the total circuit is so very complex 
that a complete guided tour would demand more space and 
patience from S. W.M. and its readers than would be reasonable 
to expect. I shall therefore, look mainly at those bits which are 
interesting in theft own right, or which are replicated several times - like the input bandpass filters - or which, because of their 
nature, have a large influence on the final performance of the 
receiver. It is also worth noting, in passing, that the circuit used by 
the )(mu FRG -7700 is so dose to that oftheTlio R-1000, except 
in respect of the detailed organisation of the frequency 
synthesised oscillator -which would not be expected to have any 
influence on the Rx sensitivity or sin ratio - that remarks about 
the R-1000 could well apply to the 7700 as well. 

Looking at these two circuits, it is difficult to avoid the thought 

that one was copied from the other, and my own conclusion from 
an examination of these two is that the Trio came first, and that 
Yaesu designers then did a bit of lily -gilding in odd places, in the 

hope of getting a bit of an improvement in performance. The 
major difference between these two is, however, in the PLL 
frequency synthesiser circuit, where the 7700 is organised to allow 
the recall from memory of a predetermined operating frequency 
-a possibility which does not exist with the R-1000. 

The Circuit Design 
Looking at the circuit design for the first time, a puzzle 

confronts anyone brought up in the world of conventional radio 
receivers to find any tuned circuit which will determine the chosen 
operating frequency. This is because the signal input to the 
receiver (shown in my block diagram of Fig. 7), having been 
selected from one or other of three possible aerial inputs (two high 
Z, one low Z) through appropriate input matching transformers, 
and 0-60d13 attenuator pads, it merely routed through asequence 
of diode switched wide -band filters and broad -band amplifiers 
into the tort mixer input circuit, with no specific attempt at 
individual signal selection. 

This leaves the actual determination of signal frequency to the 
post -mixer selectivity and the local oscillator output. While this 
very effectively achieves the desired aim of single -knob signal 
tuning, without any of the inconvenience of the need to ensure 
accurate tracking of oscillator and signal circuitry, it does impose 
some heavy demands on the linearity and s/n ratio of the impur 
circuitry. 

Each of the input bandpass filters, which, with the exception of 
the fast, 0.2-1.0 MHz section, covers a frequency band of a 1:2 

ratio, is of similar design, and h built up from a straightforward 
five -element LC high-pass element, followed by a similar five - 
element low-pass section, as shown in Fig. 8, With good layout, 
this could be expected to give reasonably flat-topped pass -band, 
with an attenuation ratio of some 30dB octave outside this, of the 
general shape shown in Fig. 9. In the receiver tested the results 
obtained were reasonably close to this, though the overall signal 
attenuation was more than suggested by the 'typical' signal 
voltages indicated in the service manual. 

As in all the other signal switching in this circuit, with the 
exception of the aerial input selector, the signal routing is through 
forward/reverse biased diodes, whose bias voltage is, in this case 
determined by the main 0-30 'MHz' switch. 

From this input bandpass filter circuit, a I MHz -plus stab of 
signals is amplified by a comparatively straightforward RF 
amplifier -mixer circuit, shown in Fig. 10. The first stage of thisisa 

0.2-1MHz 

4 

4 

Fig. 7 Signal Input circuit layout of R -torn 
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OTHER FILTER UNITS 

Figa RF Input bandpass filters 

conventional dual -gate M0l fTRFamplifier, having a nominal 
gain of about 7 -times, chokecaparitance coupled to a junction 
FET acting as source follower buffer stage. Between thesetwois 
a sharply tuned IF trap, operating at 48 MHz, connoting of C2, 
T19 and C61, to remove any spurious signal input at the first IF 
frequency. 

TR3 and TR4 are another pair of dual -gate MOSFETs 
connected as a single -balanced mixer, whose oscillator signal 
input is obtained from the PLL frequency synthesiser. The output 
from this is transformer -coupled to a 48.005 MHz, relatively 
narrow bandwidth crystal filter, shown in Fig. 11. (The FRG -7700 

uses a common -gate balanced pair of junction FETs as the first 
with a further common -gate connected junction FET as an 

output buffer/gain stage. I would guess that this would give a 

slightly borer s/n ratio... but this is only aguesspTheoutput of 
the 48 MHz crystal filter is taken (m the 7700 as well) to a further 
pair of dual -gate MOSFETs connected as a second single - 
balanced mixer, whose oscillator input is derived this time from 
the 47.6 MHz crystal oscillator also housed in the PLL box. The 
455 kHz output to the second IF gain stages is obtained from the 
tapped output transformer Tll, which also provides a signal 
output to the noise blanker circuit. 

%H AOC is applied to the signal gate of the RF stage, and terse 
455 kHz IF stages, from a later AOC amplifier, while the line 
which I have labelled AOC2is used to provide a partial AGC and 
also a mute facility. 

As a very conventionally brought up circuit designer, I raised a 

metaphorical eyebrow to observe that there was no formal gain 
stage - apart from any gain which might be obtained from the 
first mixer - in the 48 MHz signal line. Since the crystal filter gives 
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an attenuation of about 4.5 -times, this cancels out the stage gain 
of the fast mincer, and leaves two sets of conversion stages 

effectively operating at the same signal level. Not, I would think, 
the best recipe for good s/n. 

The 455 kHz IF 
This is also fairly conventionally designed, and is shown in a 

slightly simplified fon in Fig. 12. This gain stage employs a 
further pair of dual -gate MOSFETs, and gives an overall gain of 
about 20170 -times. A choice of selectivities is provided by three 
diode -switched surface acoustic wave filters, .giving 
approximately 312, x6 and s2 kHz bandwidth. (Changing the 
position of plug PL3 will alter the AM bandwidths to x6 kHz and 
+1 kHz). Of these, the first two are available for AM use, while 
the third is restricted to CW, USB or LSB use, with an 
automatically switched BFO. 

The noise blanking circuit is operated, as shown, from atap on 
the input transformer driving the balanced diode switching 
circuit, and preceding the SAW filters. This allows the noise 
blanking system to have a faster rise -time in operation than the 
main IF system, and contributes to the effectiveness of this. in the. 
event of anise pulse in excess of the predetermined trip level, the 
output amplifier transistor TR22 is tuned hard 'on' and removes 
the normal forward bias from the switching diodes D15 and D16, 
which disconnects the following IF stages from the signal line. 

As mentioned earlier, a very nice touch in tha circuit is the use 

of a pair of crystal controlled oscillators, TRl l and TR13, as 

shown in Fig. 13, to provide a solid, drift -free, CW carrier 
injection for USB and LSB suppressed -carrier reception. 

The post-demodulason AF stages are unremarkable, as is the 
very simple DC power supply stab0isatin circuit, shown, for 
completeness, in Fig. 14. 

The only other part of the circuit which needs to be considered 
is the VFO and the voltage controlled oscillators in the phase - 
locked loop box. Since, asmptainedblase first part of this article, 
the operation of the PLL system ineffectively to add a variable 
frequency signal to a crystal oscillator derived signal, the stability 
of the VFO is of the utmmlimportance. The circuit employed is a 

junction FET Colpitts oscillator, temperature compensated by 
C101,. and tuned by a double -gang capacitor of 3-30pF total 
capacitance, housed in a screened box behind the kHz `spread' 
dial (Fig. 15). The signal output from this, in the 5.645-4.445 MHz 
range (to proyeá bit of overlap at each and of the' kHz' spread), 
is buffered.by two successive emitter followers (TR101, TRI02) 
end fed into the PLL circuit. 

The operation of the PLL was described in the first part of the 
article (Fig. 5), and a more detailed examination of its function 
does not seem tome td be.a very exciting exercise, since the only 
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pan the user is likely to come into contact with, except in the 
unhappy business of fault finding and repairs, is the voltage 
controlled oscillators VCOI-4. These are all single transistor, 
variable capacitance diode tuned, LC oscillators of substantially 
identical desi®4 housed in a screened box mounted beneath the 
median chassis plane. Their design is shown in Fig. 16. 

Performance and Alignment 
The R-1000 has a very favourable reputation among the SWL 

community, built up in the relatively short period since its 
introduction in the UK, a little over two years ago. I was 
therefore, very interested to see how well this actually performed. 
On the credit side, it is a small (111/2 x 4 Vc x 9 ins. deep), light and 
exceedingly conveniently designed instrument, on which tuning is 
simply a matter of selecting the MHz bard desired, and then 
tuning the kHz dial until the frequency counter display circuit 
shows the frequency required. One then turns up the volume to a 
suitable level, and if the signal is receivable, there it will be. 

The operation of the switched selectivhy/BFO control is also 
very simple and convenient, and provides a useful choice of 
bandwidths to ads listening conditions. The organisation of the 
IC clock and frequency counter so that it will double, when the set 
is not in use, as a predetermined time switch, is very crafty, and 
typical of the general thoughtful approach to the design of the 
receiver overall. The precision of operation of the input 
attenuator and the 'S' motes is also something which other 
manufacturers might emulate (and has allowed me, for example, 
codetermine thesigW strengths, in the range 100giV to 20mV, of 
some of the more interesting commercial SW broadcast stations, 
as appearing on the end of my own vertical aerial). 

On the performance side, as determined by instrumental 
measurements and comparative trials against my personal 
FRG -7, I remain a little less enthusiastic. The input signal level 
required for a 6dB CCIR weighted s/n ratio at 5 MHz, was about 
ipV, as measured on narrow bandwidth AM, and the ritinimum 
detectable signal - except on CW, which will do rather better 
than this - is mound 0.30V. The FRO -7 can better this by a factor 
oftm in sensitivity and s/n ratio, though it is, of course, much less 
easy to use and less conveniently designed. The reason for this 
adverse comparison caused ese some thought. Initially, my 

Af1C2 

reaction was simply that I was comparing a straightoff-the-shelf 
R-1000 (which had been kindly loaned to me for the purposes of 
this article by Lowe Electronics Ltd.) with an FRG -7 which had 
been 'breathed on' -io the 'as received' condition my FRG -7 was 
about three or four firms less good, which would have greedy 
narrowed this performance difference. However feeling that it 
would be rather unfair to leave matters like that, I checked the 
alignment of the Trio and found that it was just about spot-on as it 
stood. 

This discovery that the alignment, as received, was almost 
exact, coupled with the very neat and tidy layout of the receiver, 
left me with a very favourable impression on the standard of Trio 
workmanship, and adds up to a very highly recommendable 
instrument for anyone whose main interest is in SW broadcast 
listening, where the signal strengths are likely to be 100-10,1100 
times the noise threshold. However there is still a lot of internally 
generated hiss, suppressed on signal by the exceedingly effective, 
though rather slow acting, AGC. This noise is not appreciably 
lessened, off signal, by removing the aerial input. (By contrast the 
FRG -7, without aerial, is very quiet). My own supposition is that 
this internally generated noise has its origins in the complex dual 
mixing circuitry, all operating at about the same gain level. More 
amplification at 48 MHz between these two mixers could well 
swamp any noise due to the second of these. However, it still 
leaves two RF devices, in cascade, to give an overal signal gain, 
from aerial to mixer, of rather less than 4 -times. Overall, I feel 
that this is the least well thought out pan of an otherwise superb 
instrument. 

My only other operating criticism concerns a large flock of 
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small `birdies' in the 10-12 MHz region, perhaps due to some loan 10012 

radiation of VFO second harmonics. Apart from these, the 
receiver is extremely clear of.spurii of all kinds. 

Alignment 
Although the electrical circuit is very complex, alignment is, by 

contrast, exceedingly simple, assisted by the easy removal of the 
top and bottom covers which are only held by six screws on each. 
As in the FRG -7, the 'kHz' turfing section operates backwards, 
with the 5.545 MHz output corresponding to '0' kHz, and the 
4.545 MHz corresponding to '1000' kHz. This means that arty 
adjustment to the VFO, to ensure that the 'kHz' dial concurs 
exactly with the frequency counter reading, must be done by 
adjusting the trimmer capacitor TCI first, at the '0' kHz setting, 
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Fig.1e Circ it diagram at VCO's used In PLL'crystal locked' local oscillators 1VC01-41 

and the inductor LI second, at the '1000' kHz setting. Both of 
these are accessible through the lid of the VFO box, under the 
central chassis divider. 

Since the VCOs must be tin lock' if they are functioning at all 
correctly, short of a fault condition they are unlikely to require 
any adjustment. However, the procedure is merely to tune the 
receiver to 4.5 MHz (oscillator output 52.355 MHz) and then 
adjust the VCO No. 1 coil (T5)until the control voltage measured 
at TP3 is 3.8 x0.05 volts. The same procedure applies to VCO2 
(T6)at 12.0MHz, VC03(T7)at 19.5 MHz and VC04(T8) at26.5 
MHz. 

On top of the chassis, the IF trap (T19) is adjusted with the 
receiver tuned to 29.5 MHz on USB, and a 48.055 MHz aerial 
input of 20mV magnitude, so that thereis the minimum 'S' meter 
or audible output. 

The use of an HF wobbulator is recommended for the 
alignment of the 48.055 MHz first IF crystal filter assembly, with 
an input of 3mV at TPl and the output signal derived from TP3. 
However, this seems a bit unnecessary since the coils are fairly 
damply tared and the characteristics of the filter are mostly 
determined by the crystal filters in the ladder network, and not 
much alterable - except in total transmission loss - by coil 
adjustment. The selectivity of this filter is not really quite 
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adequate to reject strong MW broadcast signals in the 1 MHz 
region from the 0.1 or 1.9MHz second channel regions, but this is 

the only area in which I found this snag. 
The adjustment of the RF (1st mixer input transformer) and the 

455 kHz second IF is equally straightforward. For this, an input 
signal of loV at 14.5MHzirecommended, with the receiver sett° 
'USB'. The RF transformer T4, and the IF transformersTlO-T15 
are then adjusted to give maximum output on an AC 
millivoltmeter connected across the LS coil. Small adjustments to 
the signal generator frequency, to alter the beat -note pitch, and to 
the signal generator output, to keep it in the SI -2 region, may be 

necessary to make sure that the optimum sensitivity is achieved. 
Adjustment to the noise blanker circuit is principally one of 

adjusting the broadband IF amp. tuning (T16/17) for maximum 
gain (maximum signal at the output of the diode pump D32 -D33) 

and then adjusting the control, VR2, in the balanced diode switch 
circuit at the beginning of the 455 kHz IF chain, for minimum 
impulse noise 

The 'S' meter, which is accurate and reproducible, is adjusted, 
if required, with a 14.5 MHz input signal. VR3 is set, on no input 
signal, to give a reading of '0'. VR4 is then set, with an input of 
31.6(N, to give an' S' meter reading of 9; this input should beat 50 

ohms impedance into aerial input 'A'. 

EQUIPMENT REVIEW 

DATONG MODEL MK 
MORSE KEYBOARD 

THIS piece of equipment, one supposes, must represent close 
to the ultimate in Morse keys! And so h should, at its price of 

8129.00 (inc. VAT/care.) - but a superb bit of work his, in both 
the design and engineering areas. 

TheModelMK will take up awidth of 1054 inches and want 6 
inches from to back, on the shack table. As to its height, l Va 

inches is the maximum and that includes the robber feet. The 
entire keyboard area is covered with a sheet of black 
polycarbonme, and all the panel markings are screen -printed on 
the underside of this sheet of plastic -so no fear of rubbing the 

key markings off, and no serious problem if a cup of coffee gala 

upset on it; you just wipe it clean. 

Operation and Controls 
Operating the MK is very definitely not to be attempted until 

you have read and fully understood the comprehensive 
instructions. In the normal way of things one just switches on and 
types one's message onto the keyboard; each letter is put into a 

buffer store where it waits its turn to be keyed out. The signal 
going out is audible as a sidetone (the level may beset by the on -off 
switch -cum -volume control). If, for instance you set the 'Speed' 
control for 15w.p.m,for as long as there are letters waking in the 
buffer, the keyer will send them out at a precisely regulated speed 

and letter spacing, with the inter -word spaces called up by the 
equivalent of the space bar of a typewriter. You can go up to 16 

letters ahead before the buffer store is full, at which time the 
`Buffer Full' LED comes up and the bleep tone is continuous; the 
keyboard just disregards whatever keys am hit after the buffer is 
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filled. Normal operation means that one just keeps a few letters 
ahead in order to get the perfect letter -and -space output. 

Where the shift kry of a typewriter would live, on the left side, is 
a key marked 'Shift' and on the right a key labelled 'Tune' - 
handy for tuning up the rig. The normal letters of a QWERTY 
keyboard are used, and 'Shift' enables several other letters and 

symbols to be made available; in the lower case set one futds /,?, 
Cr -,iii; Kit, a full set of letters and numbers, and some accented 
letters, while the use of the shift key adds access to VE, AE 
brackets, single and double inverted commas, full stop, equals, 
plus, and some more accented letters. The 'Speed' control covers 
5-33 w.p.m. on its slow range, and there is a switch on the back 
panel to multiply the speed by four; and 132w.p.m. is fast enough 
for meteor scatter as well as general use of the keyboard on the 
band. 

Having mentioned the back panel, let us look at it a bit more 
closely. Dirxtly behind the volume control there is a socket for 
AF out and, progressing to the left, one finds a socket for positive 
keying, another for negative keying, a T/R output which can be 
used to turn the rig on just before the first dot or dash arrives (to 
get rid of that annoying clipping of the first dot which some rigs 
are fond of), an external input if you don't like to run off the 
internal battery, a bleep volume control, followed finale by a 

control labelled 'Delay' which inscris an extra long space between 
letters - handy for the use of the keyboard either directly for 
Morse training, or for recording Morse tapes fora student. To 
look a bit more closely at these back controls, what it boils down 
to is that the keyboard will key about anything in the way of a 

commercial rig you care to throw alit, and most of the home-brew 
ones too; AF output seems a bit redundant save for taping -in 
directly when making Morse practice material, as thme is enough 
sidetooe for normal needs. The bleep volume didn't do much in 
ours, as the MK arrived with a fault in it - no bleep tone at all, 
and shortly after that no `Buffer Full' LED. But more of that 

enRetuming to the top, along the rear there is the on/off-plus- 
volume control, a speed control, a weight control which will 
enable a controlled adjustment to the weight to be made if the user 
is a believer in this. Then there is another knob labelled 'Delay' - 
this one sets the time delay ohm used in conjunction with the 
'Auto Repeat' control to its right; if the memory is loaded with, 
say a CQ call, atthe end of the message if the auto repeat button is 

pressed and the 'Delay' adjusted to a given number of seconds, 

then the CQ call will automatically repeat after the given delay 
interval - handy for contests. If the 'Auto Repeat' button h 
pressed a LED beneath it lights up. 

Continuing to the right across the top we find 'Record' with 
another LED beneath, MI, M2, M3, M4 and a key labelled 'Coot' - of these more in the next paragraph. We have already 
mentioned the shift key, and on the left hand side of the keyboard 
proper wefind, to the left of Q a key labelled 'Clear' whose action 
ism clear whatever may be lying in the buffer store -this mean 
that an error in sending due to hitting a wrong key can be 
removed, and with only a momentary hiccup be sent again 
wihout the need for an erase signal. To the left of the 
letter A is a key labelled 'Merge'; this is used to run two letters 
together, for example in sending an erase, hold dot. 'Merge' and 
type in two H's. One thing this keyer is unable to do is to send 
gibberish, as so many el -bugs will do if one gets 'out of sync' with 
the keyer. 

Memory 
There are four of these, each of a nominal 64 characters. Hone 

is careful, one can pre-program a complete QSO, from the first 
CQ right through to the final VA: Provided the battery is in place, 
the contents of the memory remain while the Myer is switched off; 
and if the battery is there but normal operation is from an 
outboard DC PSU, one can still retain the memory contents 
provided one switches off at the keyer first. Even while changing 
batteries, provided the actual change is done in under a minute the 
memory will remain intact. 

To inject a message into the memory, one just pushes the 
'Record' key and, say, 'MI' and keys the message in, as slowly 
and hesitantly as you like, finishing with 'Merge' and a tap of the 
space bar. A second depression of 'Record' puts out the record 
lamp and the memory is now ready for use. All one does to use it is 

to tap 'MI' once, and off it goes. If you wish to inject something 
into the middle of the message a tap of the space bar stops the 
memory sending, you key in your extra bit, then a tap of the 

`Coot' key and the memory recommences just where it left off: 
handy if you are getting Gs back to a CQ DX, as you can insert 

'DX only please' into the already prerecorded message without 
losing the contents of the memory. Ina similar way one could 
insert a different report, or a contest serial number or whatever. 
The 'Speed' control is operative on both the memory and the 
output of the buffer store so that such an interjection will be at 

exactly the same speed as the rest of the message, seat worst there 
will be a moment's hesitation in the outgoing sigsal, while all the 

characters remain perfect specimens of their kind. 
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Using the Keyboard 
If you can type or use a teleprinter keyboard or the QWERTY 

keyboard of a home -computer, you can't go wrong; and even 
those who have never touched a typewriter keyboard will fend it 
quite surprising how they an keep a few in the buffer store at 15 

w.p.m. after only an hour or so's practice, And of course, if you 
have 'screws' in the keying arm, or are afflicted with that 'glass 
elbow' phenomenon after acouple ofminutessending so that you 
seem to be sending more 'erase' signals than E's, then this will 
solve your problem; and if you send Baghdad or Martian Morse, 
or with the left foot, this will be a godsend to the chap at the other 
end! 

Problems 
We always pray for something to go wrong with a review item, 

so when the back-up service lnhke! Up till now, Datong can 
e he e 

a 
managed to escape as we have always received equipment 

from them in faultless condition. This time however, although the 
keyboard arrived all nicely packed in typical Datong fashion, 
whm we first tried the MK we found the 'bleep' tone, which is 
supposed to pip each time a character goes into the buffer store 
and continuously if you try to overfill it, was conspicuous by its 

absence, regardless of the setting of the preset control at the back. 

As mentioned before, the LED which should alsoappearwith the 
bleep, then turned its toe up - pretty obviously the same fault. 

Datong service? Well, they turned round the keyboard in just 
24 hours - which leaves nothing more to be said. 

A second item is the polycarbonate membrane over the whole 
keyboard. We have managed to put four nasty marks on it where 
a heavyish, sharp item fell; but although unsightly, examination 
under a magnifying glass shows the membrane is intact and we did 
drop water on the membrane quite deliberately to see if it would 
upset the workings. It just shrugged off such maltreatment! 

Conclusions 
The Model MK is a very pleasing and satisfying instrument, 

well designed and with the usual Datong high -quality 'feel', and 
surely a godsend to many amateurs who would like to operate CW 
but are deterred by their inability to send foe more than a short . 

1 
period before muscles 'seine -up' to reuse the sending of lots of 
erasures. For the contester or M/S buff, the keyboard and the 
memories are invaluable, and the ability to 'break in' to the 
contents of a memory enables the owner to retain the personal 
touch. The MK can only be unhesitatingly recommended. 

All of which being said, who is going to produces Morse reader 
that will cope with hand keying? 

SPREAD SPECTRUM 
TECHNIQUES FOR THE 

RADIO AMATEUR 
DR. R. SUPWARD, D.Fng. 

The author is a lecturer in Advanced Communications Studies at 
the prestigious State Universityin Bloomer, WYsconsin, and holds 
the unique edhign K9P. 

Introduction 
NVrOUT reliable radio communication, no nation cars 

defend itself against airborne attack by an aggressor. Vast 
sums of money are being spent to try to devise foolproof 
communications systems, while equally large amounts are 
devoted to Ekcrronic Counter Measures - E.C.M. in - 
attempts to defeat these systems. One of the more difficult 
systems to disrupt involves techniques whereby small packets of 
information are rapidly transmitted on conrandy changing 
frequencies. This is known as Spread Spectrum Communication 
and some ingenious ideas have been demonstrated to keep a 
distant receiver synchronized with transmissions which are 
hopping all over the RF spectrum. The more sophisticated ones 
are highly secret, of course, and cannot be discussed here. 

Amateur Spread Spectrum 
It may be asked what this technique had to do with Amateur 

Radio. Well, it offers an ideal way to deal with deliberate QRM 
and also to prevent your private conversations being overheard. 
Amateur sped spectrum, or ASS, can be fairly easily achieved 
with modem gear. You need a transceiver with a number of 
memories, and an encoder/decoder device. The basic method is to 
program into the transceiver number of agreed frequencies. For 
example, the Yaesu Digital VFO accessory for the Popular Fr -707 
can accommodate up to twelve. 

A simple timer circuit is used to drive a diode switched network 
which selects these different memories at regular intervals. At the 
end of each transmission period, the encoder injects atone which 

selects the memory associated with that particular tone. In order 
not to be a constant annoyance, these tones can be sub -audible. 
At the receiving end, the decoder performs the same function by 
switching the receiver's memory to the same frequency. 

To set up the system, two or more stations have to agree the 
discrete frequencies and which tone denotes each. The 
transmitting station then effectively consrok all the receivers, 
remotely. It can be seer that each station can have a different 
length of transmission per channel. Thus the system is eminently 
suitable for dub nets when confidential matters can be discussed 
over the air, but in private. 

There are some drawbacks, however, and the above system 
does require reasonably QRM-free reception for, if a tone at the 
end of transmission is not received, then the receiver gets lost. 
However, this is not all that much of a problem as eventually a 
transmission will reappear on the channel to which the receiver is 

tuned. If transmit periods per channel are kept short, little 
information will be lost. 

It is important to switch off the ASS system when normal 
operation is required. During the development phase, this was 
once overlooked resulting in no replies to "CQ" calls for several 
days, and stations called never replying. To avoid complaints of 
QRM from QSOs on whose frequencies you will inevitably alight, 
it is desirable to keep transmission periods quite short. Another 
useful tip for VHF users 'a to nominate oddball frequencies 

The system has proven very useful on the lower end of the 28 
MHz band which is subject to illegal use by CB -ers. By choosing 
the popular, so-called "High, High" CB channels used by your 
local pirates, ASS QSOs an be established, so causing the 
maximum amount of QRM with the minimum of effort. 
Obviously, the reader will think up refinements of this basic 
system. For example, we have used a common computer for the 
encoder, programmed to give different transmission lengths per 
channel, for added security. 

(Editor's notes: The type of emimion would be designated by the 
new system as A7A, ASE, 18E and FIE for CW, AM, SSB and 
FM modes, respectively. It has been queried if this kind of 
transmission is covered in the present U.K. licence, now 
undergoing amendment. At the time of publication, clarification 
was awaked, an announcement being expected in the London, 
Belfast and Edinbragh Gazettes on the first of April.) 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO 
MICROCOMPUTERS 

D. J. REYNOLDS, G3ZPF 

AN increasiing number of amateurs are becoming interested 
microcomputers, and this is hardly surprising considering 

that there are several applications within the sphere of amateur 
radio in which a computer can be of use. The more obvious 
examples which spring to mind are QRA/distance/bearing 
akulntionn, contest scoring and results analysis, together with 
sending and receiving CW/RTTY/SSTV. Since an amateur 
would seem to have more reason for wanting a home computer 
than most members of the public, it is perhaps surprising that the 
number of amateurs using computers is not far higher than it 
presently is, but closer investigation tends to suggest why not. 

Almost invariably, computers are sold by the "domino effect", 
after one brave soul (usually well versed with programming) takes 
the plunge and subsequently demonstrates it to the tools: This 
often results in one or two others who were already interested, but 
with no previous experience with computers, also getting the same 
type, taking heart from the fat that they will hare alocal "guru" 
to turn to when things do not go as they ought. This is a fairly 
predictable attitude, since there are a bewildering variety of 
computers available, all claiming to be better than their 
competitors, and all incompatible with one another. The next 
phase in the domino effect is when the "guru" is summoned to the 
dub net frequency to give advice, and after a few appearances 
others will become intrigued by these curious discussions, thus 
falling under the spell of the micro themselves. Eventualythedub 
net starts to be dominated by micro talk, at which point the 
remainder of the dub members feel like banishing them to 
another channel. Formnndy moat amateurs are gentlemen, 
however, and slide up the band a link to discuss computers, 
before returning to the dub net. 

One of the first problems that is likdy to be encountered is that 
of RFI from the computer, caused by the fact that they operate by 
use of high frequency square waves, and the smart plastic uses 
they are often contained in do not makethe greatest ofRFshields. 
Careful screening, and filtering of all leads will probably be 
necessary before the computer can be operated alongside the rig 
without desensitizing the receiver. Furthermore, although the 
glossy ads. are quick to inform you of the wondrous things a 
computer would do for your station (like tracking your aerial with 
[scar and displaying the current Doppler shift), when it comes 
down to it very few (if any) emporiums have the necessary 
programs (software) or interface boards (hardware) for such 
applications, all of which brings you back to the local "guru". 
Those tyros with no localcomputer buff to steer them around the 
ads., and provide assistance afterwards may well ford it all too 
confusing and simply not bother to pursue the matter further. 
Hopefully what follows will serve m a general introduction to 
microcomputers for the uninitiated, and help to clear away some 
ofthejargon and mystique which seems to surround what can be a 
fascinating aspect of dectrocia. 

During the mid -seventies, integrated circuit technology 
advanced by leaps and bounds in terms of the number of active 
devices that could be crammed onto a single silicon wafer (chip). 
Large Scale Integration (LSI) was the term coined for this new 
generation of super ICs, and many applications previously 
unviable due to size and cost limitations could now be 
manufactured to order on a single chip. Calculators, digital 
watches, music synthesisers, speeds synthesisers; the list was 
endless. Whenever the public could be persuaded to buy them in 
sufficient quantities the prices dropped like the proverbial stances 
the development costs were recovered. 

Gradually the idea dawned that instead of producing a myriad 
of ICs, each of which was specifically designed for a particular 
task, it would make sense to have just one single IC which could 
do any of the tasks. The trick was not to produce an enormous 
multifunction IC, but an IC which um undedicated to specific 
tasks and structured internally in sods a way as to be externally 
programmable to perform each task. Initially the manufacturers 
intended them robe used as sophisticated controller circuits, and 
the full implications of their potential were not realised at first, 
but the similarity between the internal structure of these 
"microprocessor" chips and that of computers soon led to their 
being incorporated into personal computers. When this trend 
became established, more sophisticated microprocessor chips 
were quickly developed with computer application specifically in 
mind. 
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Each rnanufaaurer structures his own microprottawr drip in a 
different way, giving each one its own "instruction set". The 
instruction set is an in-built table of commands which the chip is 
capable of executing. Although the commands individually may 
seem quite trivial, consisting of little more than reading from, 
writing to, and adding together memory locations, they can be 
combined to form complex programs in much the same way as 
our alphabet of only 26 letters and 10 numbers an be used to 
convey entremdy complex information. 

The microprocessor chip needs an area of "memory" to work 
with, and this on most simply be imagined as a large rack of 
pigeon holes, each with its own reference number. Data is stored, 
manipulated, and moved within the memory during the execution 
of a program. Like humans, the chip can only do one thing at a 
time, but the secret of its usefulness is the speed and accuracy with 
which it can tirelessly perform repetitive end complex 
calculations. It should be borne in mind that a compute is not 
intelligent, and can only follow a predetermined set of 
instructions exactly. Problems occur when the differences 
between what you want the computer to do, and what you 
actually ask it to do are so subtle as to go unnoticed initially. This 
is often referred to as the GIGO function (garbage in -garbage 
out), and the frequently used phrase "computer error" is a 
convenient cover-up for a human error. 

To be of me to humans, the computer must present us with 
information in terns of the numbers, letters, and special symbols 
which we understand, but within the computers memory only 
binary information can be stored, so some means of representing 
symbols which humans understood in terms ofwhal the computer 
an deal with is called for. Most current microprocessors are 
referred to as "8 bit microprocessors", since each character, 
letter, or number is represented by a string of 8 binary digits (bits) 
ranging from 00000000 to 11111111.The way that characters and 
nuntiwrs are encoded into this form is generally m accordance 
with ASCII (the American Standard Code for information 
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i* E010 metres including new allocations. 
* Variable IF bandwidth 2,41tHe down to 300Hz. 
* Audio Peak and independent notch controls. 
* AM, FSK, USB. LSB, CW, FM. (TX end RX). 
+ Semi -break in, inbuilt Curtis IC Keyar. 
* Digital plus analogue frequency displays: 
* VOX built-in and adjustable.. 
* Instant write in memory channel. 
* Tune up button 110eec, of full power). 
* Switchable ARC end RF attenuator. 
* Optional 3Fí0 or 600% CW, :kHz, AM filters. 
* Clarifier (RIT) swkchable on TX, RX or both. 
+ Plug in modular, computer style constructor. 
* Fully adjustable RF Speech processor. t Ergonomically designed with necessary LEDS. 
* Incredible range of matching accessories. 
* Universal power supply 110234V AC and 12V DC. 

FT 1012D £635 inc. ä5E®:Zo R 

160lo metres (including 10. 18, and 24Mhz). 
USB-LSB-CW W-FSK-AM multi -mode. 
Full broad bend "no tune" power amplifier. 
2# 1mlP. o T5 hannaer ls wnt ith clariwer ifieroonm mo 

at 31 VSWR. 

f Up/down scanning control from microphone. 
* Variable IF bandwidth - 16 poles of selectivity. 

O, * Bandwidths: Et', 2.41d1.-300Hz, 8O0tr-3D 1z. 
* Selectable CW "fixed" widths CW-W and CW-N.' 
A Tunable Audio Peek IAFPI end Notch fitter. 
# Diode ring mixer for very high Rx dynamic range. 
* Noise blanker - front panel adjustable threshold. 
* ADC; slow -fast -off. Attenuator 0-20]0 swkchable t RF speech processor fitted - front panel adjustable. f Digital 1100151 plus analogue frequency displays. 
# Semi -break in with side tone. Vox built in. 
* Choice of built-in or separate power supply units. 

FT707 £ 569 inc B SEt RI ÓR 

* Rx: 150kHz-30MHz. Continuous general coverage. 
* Tx: 160-10n le bands) or 1.630MHz commercial. 
* All Modes) AM, CW, FM*, OSE, LSB, USB. t 10 VFO'slll Any Tx-Rx split within coverage. 
* Two frequency selecdon ways, NO bandswitch. 
* Main dial, velvet smooth, 10Hz resolution. 
* Inbuilt keyboard with up/down scanning. 
# Dedicated digital display for RIT offset. 
* Receiver dynamic range up to 10022111 
* SSE: Variable bandwidth AND IF shift. 
* 300 or 8001e, 2,400 300%, ikHz, 12t1-1: 
* Audio peak and notch filter. FM squelch. 
* Advanced variable threshold noise blanker. 
* 100N RF, key down capability, solid state. 
# Maine and 12VDC. Switch mode PSU built in. 
* RF processor. Auto mic gain control. VOX. 
* Last but not least FULL break in on CW. 

FT902DM £885inc. 'NMI, 

* 16010 metres including new allocations. 
* Variable IF bandwidth 2.4kHz down to 33014z. 
* Selectable CW fixed bandwidth CW-W and CW-N. 
* Semi -break In with sidetone for excellent CW. 
* D'gg I plus analogue frequency displays. 
* 190th PIP and - 31d0 3rd order intermod. 
* RF speech processor fitted - adjustable level. 
* VOX bulk -in end le adjustable from the front panel. 
* Wide dynamic range for big signal handling. 
* High usable sensitivity, for those weak ones. 
* Superb ralee blanker - adjustable threshold. 
* Attarwator: 0102016, AOC: X citoff. 
+ Clarifier (RIT) swkchable on TX,X, RX onboth. 
* Low level trans drive output Isolant. 
* Universel powerr supply V AC e 120 DC*. 
# Incredible range of matchinghing accessories 
* 6 models: Digital/Analogue - AM/FM options. 

FT 107M £725 Inc AIM. 
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* B3.10 metres including laie and 24MHz banda). 
* USB-LSB-CW W-CWN-AM (Tx and Rx operation). 
* 100W PEP. 5096 power output at 3:1 VSWR. 
* Full "broad band" no tun output stage. 
* Excellent Rx dynamic range, power transistor buffers: 
* Rx Schottky diode ring mixer module. 
* Local oscillator with -ultra -low noise floor. 
* Variable IF bandwidth - te crystal poles. 
O. Bandwidths &Hz, 2.4kHz-300Hz 18003EQHz. 
* AOC: slow.fast ewitchable VOX built-in. 
* Semi -break in with side tone for excellent CW. 
it Digital 11001:1 plus analogue frequency display. 
* LED Level meter reads: S, PO and ALC. 
* Indicators for: calibrator, fix, im/ext VFO. 
* Receiver offset tuning (RIT -clarifier) control. 
* Advanced noise blanker with local loop AOC. 
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Interchange), often referred to colloquially as "asskey". 
In ASCII format, the letter K would be represented as 

01001011, which although the computer is happy enough with. 
humans certainly are not. The strings of 8 bits are referred to as 
"bytes", and in their present form would be mind -bogglingly 
tedious to, work with, so use is made of a more convenient 
representation in "hex". Hex (short for hexadecimal) is a system 
of counting based on 16 rather than 10, in which the numbers 
from 0 to are represented normally with numbers from 10 to 15 

being represented by the letters A to F. The mechanism by which 
this is done weed only serve to confuse the complete tyro, and 
thanks to high lestlguages (I'll come to those shortly) can be 
safely forgotten about until more experience has been gained. 
Suffice it to say that in hex representation, the letter K is "4B", 
which you must confess is rather more easy on the tongue than 
01001011. Whenever a microcomputer is instructed to display an 
area of memory on the screen for some reason, a "monitor 
program" within the machine will make the conversion 
automatically before displaying it. The range 000000110 to 
11111111 in binary is represented in hex by 00 to FF. 

A program written directly in terms of the instruction set is 
called a "machine code" program,. and is rather tedious to write 
(like having to look up the spelling of each word before using it), 
so it would be more convenient to be able to enter commands in a 
recognisable form, leaving the computer to make the conversion 
to machine code for you. Such a translator is referred to as a"high 
level language", and there are quite a few of them around. Just as 

each manufacturer structures his microprocessor chip as he thinks 
best, so the writers of high level languages stmcturetheir facilities 
to be most suited to their orem particular applications. The one 
written for mathematical and scientific usage was FORTRAN 

BRm 
fo)ht COBOL 

Oriented for business 
applications. A host of other languages mist; all initially written 
for mainframe computers, and all requiring a large amount of 
memory space to operate within. Fnstly the language itself has to 
be stored, together with the program to be converted, and then the 
converted code has to be stored before being executed. The 
converted code is referred to as the "object code", and is 

compiled from the high level language before being nm. 
Until fairly recently, memory ICs were quite exp ne'. .jaws, 

and 8 bit microprocessors are only able to access 64k bytes of 
memory anyway (unless you resort to "paging" memory), so 
simpler form of high level language was called for, which could 
operate within modest amounts of memory space, and be simple 
enough for beginners to understand. BASIC (Beginners All 
purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) was written to fulfil this 
requirement, and is the langgage most commonly implemented 
on microcomputers, although each maker tends to have a slightly 
different version. BASIC does not compile an object code before 
running it, but "interprets" each line of the program as it is ran. 
This saves on memory requirements, but means that programs 
mn slower due to the fmite time it takes to interpret each line as the 
program is running. In real terms the programs still mn quite fast 
enough for the majority of applications, with perhaps the main 
exception being progams which make use of moving graphics 
(space invaders et al). Such programs are invariably written in 
machine code to obtain sufficient speed of movement and 
minimise flicker. 

Another term for the microprocessor chip when incorporated 
into a computer is the Cenral Processor Unit, orCPU. Whilst the 
heart of any computer is the CPU and its associated memory 
board, all di4he electronic wizardry would be useless without a 
means of communicating with the outside world. Generally 
speaking, input from the operator will be via the keyboard, and 
the computer will respond either to a printer, or to a VDU (Visual 
Display Unit) sereen. Existing programs will be input either from 
cassette tape, of from magnetic disc, whilst new programs will be 
entered from the keyboard and later stored onto tape or disc. 
Some form of storage outside the computer is nceessary because 
apart from the fact that the computer's memory would very 

quickly become full, the main area of memory within a computer 
is generally "volatile", which means that if power is removed 
from the memory ICs, then any data stored within them "lost". 
The main area of memoryis referred to as RAM (Random Access 
Memory), but there will be an arm of non-volatile memory or 
ROM (Read Only Memory) which will contain the computer's 
monitor program, and probably the BASIC interpreter as well. 

Although data is retained within ROM without power being 
maintained, the contents of the ROM cannot be altered (unlike 
RAM). If the BASIC interpreter is not stored in ROM, then it will 

have to be loaded into the computer each time it is switched on, 
and will obviously reduce the amount of RAM that you have free 

for use with programs. If the computer's BASIC h in RAM, the 
computer will automatically partition off part of the main 
memory to prevent your programs from overwriting the BASIC. 

IT PAYS TO 
PLAN AHEA 
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Having discussed, in general terms, the innards of thecomputer 
itself, let us now move on to a consideration of the system as seen 
by the operator (i.e. from the outside). A computer "system" is 

the term for the entire collection of boxes (or peripherals) 
containing the keyboard, VDU, printer, tape deck, disc drive(s), 
and the computer itself. In addition to the above items there may 
occasionally be others, such as light pens, graphics tablets, 
plotters, and various interface boards, depending upon the 
interests (and fiscal wellbeing) of the user. Some models 
incorporate the computer, VDU, keyboard, disc drives, and 
sometimes even the printer in one cabinet. The video output from 

computer is generally suitable for feeding directly into a video 
monitor, or (via a suitable modulator) into the aerial sockets of a 
domestic TV set. Although most domestic users start by using a 
portable TV as the VDU, far greater definition can be obtained 
using the direct video output and so many either get a monitor 
later, or modify the TV to accept direct video as well as RF. 

When it coma to storing programs, the vast majority of 
personal computer users will utilise cassette tape storage, on a 

conventional cassette recorder. This is a far cheaper alternative to 
buying a disc drive, especially since most people aheady burro 
cassette recorder to begin with, but is somewhat less versatile. 
Loading a program may take up to 2 or 3 minutes, depending on 
its length and the baud rate of the computers cassette port, 
whereas loading a program from disc will take only 2 or 3 seconds. 
In programs which are repeatedly updated (i.e. a logbook 
program) you will need to save the entire program to tape at the 
end of each operating session, whereas with a disc system only the 
additional information need be written to the disc. With a tape 
system the number of entries will be limited by the amount of 
memory within the computer (since the computer must contain 
the program and all the data), but with the disc system the 
computer just holds the program, with all the data being written 
onto disc as it is entered. Having said all this, the vast majority of 
personal computer users are entirely happy with a tape based 
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system. Since I have already made repeated references to disc 
drives, its about time I explained just what they are. 

There are basically (no pun intended) two types of disc; hard 
discs and floppy discs. Hard discs are, as their name implies, rigid 
discs about the size of LPs, coated with a magnetic material, and 
stacked one above another on a common shaft. Both sides of the 
discs can store information, and each side of each disc in the stack 
will have its own read/write head. Hard discs are capable of 
storing vast amounts of data, and have access times measured in 
fractions of a second, compared to the 2 or 3 seconds for floppy 
discs. The discs are spun continuously at several thousand RPM, 
and the head (unlike a tape head) does not touch the disc, but is 
designed as an aerofoil to (quite literally) fly in the airstream 
above the surface of the spinning disc. The head flies so close to 
the disc surface that should a dust particle become settled on the 
disc, the head will collide with it and be drawn onto the surface of 
the disc. The results of this happening can be spectacular, 
expensive, and (on the larger drives) potentially lethal to anyone 
standing close. Fortunately "disc head crashes" are uncommon, 
as the discs are contained in sealed enclosures, and this type of disc 
has been used on mainframe computers for years. Over the past 
couple of years versions have become available for 
microcomputers (generally referred to as "winchester" drives), 
which are physically quite small, but still with a staggering price 
tag. They would only be viable for a small business, where large 
amounts of information need to be stored and accessed rapidly. 

Floppy discs are thin sheets of plastic, coated with a magnetic 
material, and contained within a protective sleeve. They are either 
51/4 or 8 inches in diameter, with business users generally 
preferring the larger type because of their storage capacity, and 
domestic users preferring the smaller (mini floppy) because both 
the discs and the drives are cheaper. They are inserted into the 
drive as and when required, where they spin at a few hundred 
RPM with the read/write head actually in contact with the surface 
of the disc. As the cost of floppy disc drives continues to fall, more 
and more domestic users are adding them to their systems to take 
advantage of their greater speed and versatility over a tape storage 
system. As the head is in contact with the surface of the disc, they 
do eventually wear out, but normally the disc is only spun during 
the read/write times and so in practice they do last a considerable 
amount of time. 

Whilst output from the computer will generally be to the VDU 
screen, there will be times when "hard copy" is required, and 
output will be sent to a printer. There are two types of printer in 
general use, the first type being "daisywheel" printers. These 
produce typewriter quality script, since they are in effect, a 
computer controlled typewriter, but with the hammers being 
arranged like daisy petals around a common stem. These printers 
are normally used for word processing applications, and are 
capable of right hand justification of text which is not possible 
with a conventional typewriter. (For the benefit of those 
unfamiliar with the term, right hand justification is the means by 
which magazines achieve neat, even borders to both sides of their 
printed columns.) It is accomplished by "fiddling" the spaces 
between the words, so that each line is filled completely, and the 
spacing variations will pass unnoticed by the eye if done correctly. 
Daisywheel printers tend to be very expensive, rather noisy, and 
comparatively slow when compared with a dot matrix printer. 

Dot matrix printers produce letters by means of a matrix (or 
grid pattern) of tiny needle hammers. The number of hammers in 
the matrix will vary from 5 x 7 to 9 x 9 on the more expensive 
versions. The quality of print improves with the number of 
hammers, and the better printers give true descenders on lower 
case letters. There is still a noticeable difference between what is 
called "correspondence quality" script from a dot matrix printer, 
and that from a daisywheel printer, but dot matrix printers are 
more than adequate for most applications. Dot matrix printers 
with a 9 x 9 matrix are usually capable of reproducing high 
resolution graphics in addition to normal text. 

That about winds up the general overview of a microcomputer 
and its peripherals, so now let us turn our attention to actually 

writing programs. Perhaps it should be pointed out at this point 
that the only real way to gain experience with computers is to 
actually have access to one, since there is simply no substitute for 
"hands on" experience. 

The types of program of use to the amateur can be loosely 
grouped under the headings of "applications programs" and 
"number crunching". Applications programs are ones in which 
the computer is connected to objects in the outside world, in 
addition to its own peripherals. Tracking your aerials with Oscar, 
or transmitting RTTY via your rig are both examples of 
applications programs, and would require some kind of interface 
to be built, as well as the writing of a program. Such programs 
would be written (partly at least) in machine code, and will be 
"machine dependent". This arises not only because of the 
differing instruction sets of the various CPU chips, but also of 
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differences in arrangement of the various computers themselves. 
Number crunching programs are ones which (say) calculate the 

points scored during a contest, and are often written completely in 
a high level language. The language most commonly implemented 
on microcomputers is BASIC, and although each type of 
computer tends to have its own version (or "dialect") of BASIC, 
the differences are not generally all that great, which means that 
programs can be modified to run on different machines without 
too much trouble. 

It is very tempting at this point to launch off into a series of 
lengthy programs, painstakingly explaining the function of each 
BASIC command, but without a computer to try it out on (and 
this is supposed to be an introduction for the uninitiated!) it 
would not serve much purpose, and in any case most of the 
"standard" programs (QRA/CW/RTTY etc) have already done 
the rounds of amateurs using computers. Instead, a very simple 
program of just a few lines will be presented to (hopefully) 
demonstrate that learning and using a computer language is 
nowhere near as tedious as learning a human language. 

Before typing a program into a computer, it is advisable to have 
a good idea of how the program will be organised, and the way to 
do this is to draw a "flowchart". A flowchart can be compared to 
the block diagram of an electronic circuit, and the program itself 
as the actual circuit diagram. 

Let us consider a very simple program, that given a frequency 
will calculate the corresponding wavelength. Most amateurs will 
be able to remember (given a few seconds to ponder, about the 
units) that for a Frequency in MHz, and a Wavelength in metres, 
that 

W = 300 -F 
The flowchart for a program to carry out the above calculation 

can be represented in the manner of Fig. 1(a). This sequence does 
not contain any check on the validity of the input. All will be 
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sweetness and light, until the inevitable wiseguy enters "0" as the 
frequency, and the computer attempts to calculate 300 divided by 
zero. The computer will quickly catch on the feet that something 
is amiss, and present you with DIVISION BY ZERO ERROR on 
the screen. (For these of you without a mathematical bent, 
division by zero is a no -no). 

Since it seems to be a deep rooted characteristic of human 
nature to deliberately "crash" a program in as short a time as 

possible (assuming they haven't already done it by accident), it is 

always advisable to check the validity of entries froth the 
keyboard. The consequences of this simple program crashing are 
insignificant, but if it occurred during the running of a business 
program, large amounts of data could be lost. It maybe some time 
before you start writing business programs, but it's as well to get 
into the habit of including "error trapping" to begin with. 

The previous flowchart can be modified quite easily to check 
for a zero input, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Obviously this program 
flowchart is atrirtal example, but will serve to show that even the 
largest programs are built-up from individually small steps which 
have been carefully thought about. Given a tittle practice, 
amateurs will quickly progress to quite lengthy programs, since 

it's all a question -of approaching the problem carefully and 
logically. Since very few of us are possessed of such well ordered 
mental process., it is perhaps fortunate that bull headed 
persistence, repeated attempts, and luck, wi0 also get you there 
eventually. 

Undoubtedly by now, several letters will be winging their way 
towards S. W.M's long suffering Editor, overflowing with 
comments pertaining to my being acharlatan, because of the way 

in which the flowchart was drawn. In commercial circles, 

flowcharts tend to range from moderately huge to mind - 
bogglingly enormous, and in order to make them easier to follow, 
each box will have a special shape, dictated by the function which 
it contains. There is a large range of shapes (rectangles, diamonds, 
parallelograms, etc) which are undoubtedly of great assistancefo. 
the commercial mm (who may well be fo0llowing up someone 
else's work - never easy at the best of times) but remain 

"something else to Icon" for the tyro, who is probably hard 
pressed to keep up as it is. Initially therefore, it will probably be 

ier to draw all the boxes as rectangles, since early programming 
attempts aratatdy very large, which has the additional advantage 

that they fit nicely onto lined paper. 
Having considered the flowchart as a means of sorting things 

out beforehspd, it's time to move onto adescription of the actual 
BASIC progi half: A BASIC program consists of a series of 
numbered instructions (referred to as "statements") which are 

executed by the computer in amending order. Line numbers do 
not have to be consecutive, nor do they have to be of equal 
increment, width aidssubsequent modification or correction. For 
example, a programmayhave lines numbered 10, 20, 30, 40, etc., 
and it is later realised that further instructions need to be inserted 
between been 20 and 30. These tines are typed in, numbered (say) 
22, 24, 26. If the program is then listed on the VDU screen, using 
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the BASIC command "LIST", the lines will be seen to have been 
duly inserted in the appropriate place. 

Referring back to the first flowchart, the equivalent BASIC 
program could be written as: 

10 INPUT F 
20 LET W = 300 / F 
30 PRINT W 
40 END 

The program is slatted by typing the command "RUN", 
whereupon a" 3" will be printed on the screen. This is a result of 
tine 10, and indicates that the computer Is awaiting for you to 
enter a value for the frequency (F). If we enter say 10, and then 
press the RETURN key (sometimes labelled ENTER or 
NE W LINE) so that the computer knows we've fmished, devalue 
of 300 -F is calculated and then printed on the screen. Note that 
in line 20, the symbol for '+' in BASIC is"/", and that in most 
versions of BASIC the word LET is optional, and the tine maybe 
written as 20 W = 300 / F. 

Now referring to the second flowchart, the program listing 
could be as follows: 
IO INPUT F 
15 IFF= 0 THEN GOTO50 
20 LET W = 300 / F 
30 PRINI'W 
40 END 
50 PRINT "PLEASE DON'T MESS ABOUT" 
60 COTO 10 

Providing that F is not entered as zero, the program performs 
exactly as before, but if F is entered as zero, then when the 
program gets to line 15, it will print themessage PI FGSF DON'T 
MESS ABOUT (having branched to line 50), before returning to 
Om start of the program again. 

Some versions of BASIC will allow the use of any length (within 
reason) variable names, and line 10 could just as easily have been 

written 10 INPUT FREQUENCY, but other versions of BASIC 
only differentiate between the first two letters of variable names. 

The latter type would treat the variable with names FREQ and 
FREAK both as the same variable (i.e. FR), and so in versions of 
BASIC which only check the first two letters - although full 
names make a listing easier to follow-either just use one or two 
letter names, or be very careful with your choice of names. 

The program as shown is still very much a bare bones affair, 
and there is much that could be done to improve how it is 

displayed on the screen. Programs will always be much easier to 
use if the inforroation is arranged in a neat and logical manner on 

the screen, and the way in which the "screen formatting" is 

carried out will depend to a large extent upon the facilities 

available on your machine. 
Hopefully by now the clouds of computer mystique have 

cleared a tittle and some of you may even build or buy a 

microcomputer. Prices start at around £60 for a machine with Ik 
of RAM and BASIC in ROM, although really you could do with 
about 16k of free RAM for starters. Whether you buy a cheap 
machine and upgrade it later, or whether you start with a fairly 
sophisticated model will depend not only on the depth of your 
pocket, but also on whether you have ideas about using it for your 
business as well as your hobby. Having decided roughly what to 

do, your exact choice of model will probably be strongly 
influenced by what the other locals already have. 

Please mention "Short W Magazine" when contacting 

Advertisers - it helps you, helps them and helps us. 
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Book Review 

"AMATEUR RADIO 
OPERATING MANUAL" 

Second Edition 

N the first edition of the Amateur Radio Operating 
Mtrmral appeared in 1979, it was very favourably reviewed 

by this writer in the December, 1979 issue of the Magazine. 
Obviously, Amateur Radio is an evolving hobby and, while some 
aspects of it do not change very much over long periods, others 
do, and what was state-of-the-art two years ago, can seem quite 
archaic today. 

The second edition of the A.R.O.M. essentially retains the 
same format as the original with ten chapters, the first of which, 
"The Amateur Service", has been largely re -written following the 
agreements made during the 1979, World Administrative Radio 
Conference. Chapter 2, "Setting Up a Station," is unchanged 
and the acefent advice given in the first edition remains as sound 
today. In Chapter 3, "Operating Practices and Procedures", a 
section on CW operation in a foreign language has hem added 
with lists of the more commonly used words and phrases in 
German, French and Spanish. The paragraphs on Conversation 
and Telephony Techniques have been expanded. 

"DX" is the title of the fourth chapter and now includes 
paragraphs on the new 10, 18 and 24 MHz bands. The 28 MHz 
beacon list has been expanded and the graphs showing the 
progress of Sunspot Cycle No. 21 extended. (It is interesting to see 
how much the actual behaviour of this cycle departed from that 
predicted at the time, in 1979). The 7MHzDX notes have bun re- 
written and on the VHF side, the QTH Locator System is now 
much more fully explained. The VHF/UHF beacon list has been 
up -dated and a piece about propagation warning nets added. The 
only obvious error ¢ the reference to the 10 metre satellite 
downlink band being 29.4 to 29.55 MHz. This band has long been 
established by the I.A.R.U. as 29.3 to 29.5 MHz. A list of "Rare 
Countries" has now been included, but the table showing VHF 
allocations in Region I of the I.A.R.U. in the various countries 
has been omitted from this edition. 

Chapter 5, "Contests", remains the same apart from the 
inclusion of a list of the major HF bands events throughout the 
year. Chapter 6, "Mobile, Portable and Repeaters", includes the 

latest maps of the VHF and UHF repeater networks in the U.K., 
plus the new23cm. relays. Otherwise this section has only minor 
revisions of the first edition material. 

are covered ht Chapter 7 and this pmt has been 
considerably revised with the Oscar 7 data deleted and UOSAT 
information added. The "Look -up Tables" for 0-8 and U-0-9are 
useful to those who do not want to interpret graphs or fiddle with 
maps and movable cursors. Unfortunately, the Manual was 
printed before the latest Soviet RS satellites were launched. 
Chapter 8, "RTTY", and Chapter 9, "Blow Scan TV", are 
unchanged. Although no expen oo either mode, the reviewer 
would have expected some mention of such systems as AMTOR 
and colour SS/TV. The final Chapter 10, "Special Event 
Stations", is also unchanged. 

Since the first edition of the A.R.O.M., there have been a 
umber of changes in the international political scene which have 

affected Amateur Radio. Usually these have involved thecreation 
of new prefixes as countries have gained independence upon 
relinquishing colonial status. Also, the growth ofA.R. has meant 
that familiar callsign series have bem fully used requiring the 
issuance of new series, such as the A -series in the U.S.A. These 
changes have been incorporated in the feat three Appendices. 
Appendix 4, the "DXCC Countries List", is now presented in a 

better form and has seven columns in which the user can indicate 
on which bands countries have been worked or heard. Appendix 5 

is the "Wodd Wide Legal Ttme" list. N the fast edition, the 
"Amateur Service Frequency Allocations" were tabulated in 
Chapter I, but in the new one they form Appendix 6, complete 
with lots of W.A.R.C.1979 footnotes. Appendix 7iºalso new and 
is devoted to "Standard Frequency Stations". This is a most 
useful addition and gives all the details of the data transmitted 
from such stations in the U.K., U.S.A., Argentina, Australia, 
Canada, France, Italy, Japan and theU.S.S.R. The fatal page isa 
short index. 

Having had the first edition of the A.R.O.M for a couple of 
years, it occurred to the writer to reflect how useful the book has 
been to a typical operator who has been licensed for a few 
decades. It must be admitted that the only parts regularly 
consulted have been the Meteor Shower data in Chapter 4 and the 
various appendices dealing with callsign sequences. Therefore, 
the conclusion must be that this book should be of greatest 
interest and use to the newly licensed amateur with little, practical 
operating experience, to whom it can be thoroughly 
recommended. The editor is R. J. Eckersiey, G4FTJ, and the 
publisher is the R.S.G.B. There are 208 pages in 248 by 184mm. 
format and the Amateur Radio Operating Manual, Second 
Edition is available from "S. W.M."Publications Department at 
34, High Street, Welwyn, Hens., AL6 9EQ for f14.95, which 
includes postage and packing. 

N.A.S.F. 

KW Communication, Ltd., a name well-known ln amateur radio circlet for many years, recently launched the range of American Ten -Tee 
equipment. On the left Is the Omni -C transceiver with 200 watts p.e.p. input; covers all bands including the new ones and incorporates a full 
range of up-todate features, and the price Is ä98.5o plus VAT. Also with a full complement of features and 200 watts p.e.p. Is the Delta 
transceiver (centre), which Is priced at fae2.00 plus VAT. On the right It the popular Argonaut ORS transcever, the specification for which 
includes S58/CW, 5watts p.e.p..10/15/20/40/80n. coverage with p -t -t and fut1CW break -In with sidetnne; prireisn289.50plus VAT. For full 
details contact K W Communications Ltd.. Vanguard Works, Jenkins Dale, Chatham 11E4 5RT 10614815172í. 
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CLUBS ROUNDUP 
By "flub Secretary" 

SOME three months ago we asked for comments on the 
question of MCC's future as a contest. So far we have had 

very few replies, which is both surprising and disappointing. So 

come on chaps, don't just sit there - start thinking, and let's have 

your ideas! 
On adifferent, but well plied, tack would all dubs please check 

that details of your Hon. Sec.'s name, address and telephone 

number, Hq address and meeting routine, are all up to date. 

The Mail 
Acton, Brentford & Chiswick lead off; G3CCD will be talking 

about "A Chip for Speech Processing" on Tuesday, April 20, at 

Chiswick Town Hall, Chiswick High Road. 
A.R.M.S. caters for the interests of the mobile operators, 

licensed or SWL, within the hobby-details from the Hon. Sec. 

-see Panel. 
The gang at Aylesbury Vale foregather on April we Elmhurst 

Youth Centre, Fairfax Crescent, Aylmbury; if you get lost try 
GB3VA on R4 for a bit of talk -in. For may, we note, the 
Construction Contest is booked. 

Harking group have a place at Westbury Recreation Centre, 
Westbury School, Ripple Road, Barking, which they use on 
Mondays, Tuesdays for More at all speeds, Wednesdays for HF 
operating activity, and Thursdays for the 'proper' meetings - 
lectures, etc. 

Barry (College of Further Education) come next, and they are 

to be found at the Annexe in Weycock Cross; every Thursday of 
course, plus a Mobile Rally at Barry Memorial Hall on May 23. 

Meantime, there is some help for the RAE candidates with aseries 

of quitzes designed for them. 
B.A.R.T.G. now, catering for ail those interested in RTTY 

operation on our bands whether with the older Creed machines or 

bythe more modem all -electronic rigs. Details from the Hon. Sec. - see Panel. 
At Basingstoke on April 21 they will be hearing all about the 

`how' aspect of home construction from G3CBU. No venue 

quoted so we suggest a call to the Hon. Sec. 

New One 
This one is m Biggin HW and they have a booking in Biggin Hill 

Memorial Library on the last Tuesday each month; for April they 

have a Calibration evening set up. More details from the Hon. 
Sec. -see Panel. It sounds as though this group is abeody flying - we wish than every success. 

For the new Hq and latest state at Borders we must refer you to 

the Hon. Sec. -and when you 'phone him tell him we need an up- 

date, pronto! 
No doubts about Bournemouth; the datesare April 2 for a 

Super Junk Sale, and 16th for a video show of G6CJ's Aerial 
Circus; Hq is at Kinson Community Centre, Pelham., Millhams 
Road, Kinson, Bournemouth. 

On Aprit7, the Brighton dub will be listening to G3XUS who 

will be talking about the UOSAT at 47 Cromwell Road, Hove. 
Many a long year since we last heard of British Rail; their 

membership are members of the staff of the B.R. organisation,' 
and thedul is affiliatedthe 

Hon. 
the international railwaymen's group as 

well. Details frommthe Hon. Sec. at the address in the Panel. 
Our next call is at Port Talbot; British Steel Corporation is part 

of the club name as they foregather at the B.S.C. Sports & Social 

Club every Thursday evening. More details from the Hon. Sec. - 
and thanks, OM, for the notes about MCC. 

At Burnham Beeches the lads have the first and third Mondays 
of each month at the St. John Ambulance Hg, Serena Hq, Slough - any other details from the Hon. Sec., see Panel. 

Every Tuesday at the Mossy Community Centre is the Bury 
routine; the 'main' meeting is always on the second Tuesday of the 
month and on April 13 some Wood&Douglas products will beon 
show. 

On now to Cambridge, they are still in the Visual Aids Room, 
on the ground floor at Coleridge Community College, Radegund 
Road (a turning off Coleridge Road) in Cambridge. April 9being 
Good Friday, the .centre is not open, but on 16th they have 
"Antenna Shop, plus How to Tune a Rice Box", while on 23rd 
they go back to the mundane SS/TV. Finally, April 30 is an 

informal. 
For Chelmsford the venue is at Marconi College in Arbour 

Lane. However for the April data we must refer you to the Hon. 
Sec. as it is not mentioned in the newsletter. 

Cheltenham have their base in the Old Bakery, Chester Walk, 
Clarence Street, on April I, when G3RJV will be talking about 
QRP operation, and on 16th fm the natter evening. 

Shame! Who dunnit? In February we managed to get the 

Chesham name mixed up with the Cheshunt doings ... our 
apologies to both dubs. Cheshunt starts April on the 7th with a 

junk sale, and on 14th some go to see the Air Traffic Control at 

Sansted while the rest have a natter at Hq. April 21 is another 
natter evening, and on 28th G8XYJ will talk about broadcasting 
technique. The venue is the Church Room, Church Lane, 
Wormley. 

Deadlines for "Clubs" for the nest three months- 

May issue -March 26th 
June issue - April 30th 
July issue - May 28th 

August issue - June 25th 

Please be sure to note these data! 

Now we move on to Chichester and the Spitfire Social Club, 
Tangmere on the first and third Mondays of each month. April 5 

is particularly important as it is the AGM. 
If you are in any doubt about the Chiltern doings, we feel it 

important that you contact the Hon. Sec. or one of the locals 'in 
the know', as we read the newsletter as indicating a change of 
venue for one meeting which could be made permanent if the 
members' reaction is positive enough. 

Clifton get together at the New Cross Inn at the junction of 
New Cross Road and Clifton Rise, London, every Friday evening. 

April 1 is down for a film evening, and on 29th is a talk on 
microprocessor applications; we refer to the Colchester club, at 

Colchester Institute, Sheepen Road, Colchester. 
Nice words from the Hon. Sec. of Cowwy Valley; he reckons 

their membership is rising thanks to people reading about therein 
this piece. They foregather on the second Thursday in the month 
at Green Lawns Had, Bay View Road, Colwyn Bay. 

Deadlines 
GW4KGl of Conwy Valley club wonders how wework out our 

deadline for this piece. Simple: your letters always to arrive bythe 
last Friday of the month, with the gen about meting. for (at least) 

the next -but -one month ahead. Thus mail for this "Clubs 
Roundup" reached us by February 26th. 

Back to our last, and this time Cornish come to be mentioned; 
they are to the found at the SWEB Clubroom, Pool, Cambome, 
and on April 1 it is AGM time. About all we can say is that you 
should get there early as the room becomes very full on most 
evenings. 

Next, pay Valley, based on Christchurch Centre, where April 
1 is down for the AGM. The Centre is in Eltham High Street. 

Nice to sm the familiar duplicator shed and fist of G3FZL 
again with the Crystal Palace information. The third. Saturday 
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Names and Addresses of Club Se -Mane mporling in this tenet 

ACTON. BRENTFORD @ CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer. GOGEO. lee 
Gunn rwbury Avenue, Anon, Laden. /OI-9923]18) 

A.R.M.S.: N. A. S. Fitch, G3FPK, 40 Gkdale Gardens. Porky. Surrey CR2 
IF1. 

AYLESBURY VALE: M. 1. Medan GBBQH, Nmter's Moos, 
Bwkinghmn Red, ANN,. MORN()) 

BARKING: A. Smla, M Lyndhurst Gardens, Baklne. Essen. 
NI 15132,(01-5342411) 

B ARRY (College of F. eaten): J. A. Slave. GW30KA, 3 Uplare 
Cleaenl, EJmdms PenaM, S. Glom. 

B.AKAg000 Baas.. GBLWT, h Groner Court, Richmond Road, 

BB ORE R Waned, OfCPA. M Bowmen Rata, Tadky. 
Basingstoke. 

BIGGM HILL: 1. MeeI00. CAF -MW, 3]13 The Grove, Bityin HH, 
emeriti., Kent. (0091-7.178.9 

BORDER: A. M. MCClodie, OMBTPI, 16 Fame Pb.g Eyernoush, 
Borden TDM 51Q IEy aovlh 

CAERE,B BOURNEMOUTH: A. Bagley, RE, Takeise,Ferndowa, Winsome, 
ereBH22 91211. 

BRIGHHTON: G.h a, GIVRE, 65, Montgomery Sheet. Hove. 
BRITISH RAIL G. Sting, 85 Suety Sum, Cl aap, Derbyshire SK139AJ. 

B/LITIMISTEF-1. (PORT TALBOT): R. Thomas, GW4BCD. 13 Noreen 
Ponaa hl, Mm-0h00.4Dem. 

BURNHAM BEECHES: A. E. Alderman, OALQD, across, Kbgway, 
Farnham Common, Slough, R100023SL. 

BURY: N.05300) M,CAGSY,] RaNbury Clore, Bey, lamp. BLit 
(061-761 508.3) 

CAM4UPIDGmb. Weege k, GNU, 19 Cavendish Avenue, Cambridge CBI 

CHELMSFORD: A. Rave, G4KQE,9Aeharn eve,Slver Ear, Witham. 
MM. ER I MORI 

CHELTENHAM: G. Crawley, G3LLL 4] Golden MHn Road, Plmta17, 
Cheltenham. (C 6an43891) 
ES CHHUNT: R. Gray, CACNV, 3 Saarabe Green Road. Seeth e, Wan, 

111H. (Dom SR I antra tEER S. Ta@or,G ÌÌ1 Pier Road.LatlehamprSn, W.Sm 
BN 115L W. Ifhalamm150&1 

CHILTERN: R. Ray, G3NCL, 21 Pariah Piece. Holmes Green, High 
Wycombe, Bee 

CLIFTON: R. A HNoo. 42 Sutcliffe Roe. WAlbg, Kent. (01-3001864) 
COLCHESTER: F. R. Howe, GMT. 29 Kiopwmd Road, Cohan. 
CONWY VALLEYY:/I. N. Wright, OW4KG1. Elver, Byn Decal, 

AAbbeege1lee (Monger MORI 
COR00.43) .C.T]mrh,CSHJ, 12 Peek ROad.Cambome.(Cano e 

/1313) 
CRAY VALLEY: P. J. Clark, WOG, 42Shooters HIS Road, London SE3. 

100-!1830.031 
CRYSTAL PALACE: G. M. C. See, GIFZL, 11 Unhook CRº'ml, 

Iwden REM 38N.101-erA 69101 
DERBY: Mrs. I. Sharma, G0EYM, 19 Ponreath Drive. Harley Abbey, 

Derby DEI . (Da eb MVO 
DERWEHISIDG P. Hoag. GBWEI, 26 Hadrian Way, Eames, Co. 

Durham DHB WE. 
DUMFRIES@ GALLOWAY: C. D. S. Roger, GM4NNC, 5EIñx Avenue. 

unelRden, Dumfries 002 OHL. 
EDGWARE: H. Drury, G411M D. M W mlhorough load. Swmmore. (MOM 

GREATER PETERBOROUGH: F. Snaky, GBZV W, 27 lady Lee Drive, 

OFRuWr CamFGUI OD H. 
Peterborough, 

B, 23ore an Park, Alb. AHanwt. 
Hams. GUI261N. 

HARLOW:MaP. enn,G4KVR,c/I11.00ld Bart.,. Avenue, abr. 
P 

HARROW: C. D. Fhid,GMUP, IT aeon Avenue, Harow,Middx. HA2 ST68OW) 
HASTINGS:INGS: G. N100.GD.L. ] Famwdl Avaue, Little Common. eel - 
HEREFORD: S. lawn, G4LNY.181 King Acre Road, Hereford. (Hereford 

32311 
ISLE1. E182,11,, H. Road, EnglesWm,D9ben11. 
ISLE LOF 

(Meehan 
Mm31080 .Oaypre. CaBudl Rmtl, Reamer, 

I.OLN: M. 1B/ 

LINCOLN: Weal, GBPNU, 4 Horan CO. Banat Road. Lincoln. 
n@amH anal 

LOUGH ERNE: C. Cache/, 014CZW, 320E Raspy Part. enable, le, 
Co. Fermanagh, N. (Enn2kiOm 25 

MALVERN: R. nkr, (NWT. 9 Wpibelladdl. Malerur, Wores. WR44EF. 
(Kean 6í90q 

MEIRION: Mn. I. lang, GW4KYK, 25 Morel Dyfrie, Lywym. Gwynedd. 
710 

MELTON MOWBRAY: R. Winters, G3NVK, 32 Redwood Avenue, Melton 
Meta, lab. (Máem Mowbuy 633691 

3210 SUSSEX: J. Brooker, ODMB, 20 Farnham Aare, Hassocke, Sea. 
MID -ULSTER: D. Cumha. O14NKO, 109 Dear Park. Cngavon, Co. 

Amngh. Bf 6 MH. 
MID -WARWICKSHIRE: Mn. M. Palmer. GBRZA, 13 as Rad. 

Woodbe Pak, Warwick CV345LX. Dom, 
NORFOLK: P. Gunther, 08XBT, 6 Maven Road, Noah NRI SBA. 

(N Slag) 
NORTHH 

Slag)DE 
DEVON: H. G. Hughes, CACG, Crimtis, Xgh Wsll, Skklegsh, 

9amnayle,Tkvm }DP. EXR 
NORTHERN HEIGHTS: R. Ham, 040M14, 11 Buk Surn, Denholme, 

Bradford. (pool/RR O 

NORTH W112791 LD:N. D. Horne, gel Deem Grove, Milky, Leeds, W. 
York. LSP ESA. 

ORKNEY -CAITHNESS Grout* Gr Mn. K. G, 04.141143a,Denney. 

hir. Odom. 
PONTEFRACT:: N. Whittinghem, GGIU, ] Rggedale Mount, Pontefract, 

W. Yorke. WPB ISO. 
R.ATao,0-.1M® M.G0000.9Drummond Haue, ante. Lay Lane 

East, Fraley, lamm N3. 
REIGATE: C. S. Bane, GHEE, 25 Harwood Avenue, Wallah, aph, 

Reigate, Surrey RID SET. 
ROYAL OMANI: N. EAwads, A4XIA, ED, P.O. Bu gel, Musa. Sultanate 

M Oman. 
Sr. HELENS: P. Gerke, 134MW0, Ill Genreh Rad, S. Helens, 

Meraeydd s 1 eke ROH 
SILVERTHORN: RN: C. GIAJA, 41 Neon Road, South Cheated. 

London W SEA. (01529 2282) 
SOUTHAMPTON: A. Silence, ce, GOATS, M Caford Drove, Coxed. 

Southampton S)1 WM 
SOUTH BIRMINGHAM: T. Scrimshaw, GBRGQ, 10 Samenale Road, N, eer. B3I 2EG. (021-150 8 311/ 
SOUTHDOWN: R. E. abant.CAERS.2 Denbow Ann...hareeme. E. 

Slav ENT] 6AB. (Easthourn q 
S.E. KENT YMCA: A. Moore, CIVIC, I68 LeW.sham Rad, River, Dover. 

(Keay 11301 
SOIWee Mt. V. 

London 
N21. 01-3.1056, M ClueevSle Pvk Road. 

WFORD-Lnie mß8321 
STANFORD-LE2. M. Taylor, CHK11, NKpshkaCax, Stanford. 

le -Hope, 
Clarke. SIEBENALES. Carte. GBLKT, 126 Puugidge Road, Smpsky, Lue. 

Benn LID 81-112. 

STIRLINGSHIRE Mein): G. See, GM6CR13. 2 Mayfield Mews, 
Falkirk. 

SURREY: R. Howells, ] BrrchwrN Close. Rure. Surtey SM I4NR. (01413 
9811) 

SUTTON* CREAM: G.4BFI CACPeaU, Grange Meade, ennead0.fiNa. 

THANET: Iß)1. B. Gax.G4NEF, It Pear Roth. Ramare.RmL Memel 
MIR) 

TOR 
H. 

A. Jong, C1ß. T.11 

Bowed 
Wolle. T Nv Ried. 

TORBAY: X. 0.vea, GIDZJI, Ill BowkM Clou, Pagnlou, Devon Le 
VER G. Dale, GJPZF, 16 Palfrey Clore, S. Albstoa. /Sf. Albans 

JAM 
WAKEFIELD: R. C. Say. G48LT, 1 Wavers Garth. Spam Menu. 

WOORBM. 2502) 
WATInRD:R. J./W CSRC13K, il Genlog Crtumw, Gaston, Wutfan, 

Hens. (001000 )1831) 
WETS KENT: B.P.Cade. G4DYP.6 Pinewood Avenue, Sevemaks,Kml 

1304 5.4F. ISnenmbn.ABI 
WB. : E . G. an. CORN, 30 Beet Logurs, Wimbledon. 

WIRRÁL:0.Lee.Conio, 3OMuor Drive, Upton, 5. (031e771518) 
wORCESTER:D.S.PGR,GZE, 15 Pain Lane. 

YEOVIL: D. L. MBLenn.G3NOF, 9Cadar Grove, Yeovil, Smmeruw.lYmvd 

K 
1056) 
K: YOR R. Can, 03W VO, 4 HeworO, Village, York. 

evening in the month i5 the one, and it is at Emmanuel Church 
Hall, Barry Road, SE22, at 2000. 

April in Derby should beof interest at 119Green Lane; on April 
7 there is a junk sale, and on 14th John Stiles of Radio Derby will 
be the speaker. April 21st is down to Dennis Chaddock to talk 
about Engineering in miniature, while April 28 is for films. 

Another New One 
Derweotmde, first mentioned last month, have a place in the 

R.A.F. Association Hq, Sherburn Terrace, Comers, Co. 
Durham, every Monday evening. They say they would like skeds 
with dubs or individuals On these evenings. 

We have= up -date from Dumfries & Gallowºy, where we note 
the Hon. Sec. has upgraded to GM4NNC. The group meet in the 
Cargenholm Hotel, New Abbey Road, Dumfries, on the fist and 
third Mondays of each month; the former is the informal and the 
speakers are usually booked for the later meetings. Looking 
forward a little they have 082DHE at the Dumfries Hobby 

f 
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Exhibition on May 22. 
What a pity Edgware didn't. send us the final details of their 

Straight Key Evening earlier- April 29 it is, and aline wekme 
to day; just come on, between 3.520 and 3.580 MHz, straight 
keys only, from 1900z for as long as you like. Nominations to the 
Hon. Sec. - see Panel - for the Best Fist, Oldest Key, and 
Oddest Key. CU there! Reverting to the Club, they are based on 
Watling Community Centre, 145 Orange Hill Road, Burnt Oak, 
Edgware, on the second and fourth Thursday of the month. 

We move on now ro Greater Peterborough; they have the 
fourth Thursday of most months at Southfields Junior School, 
Stanground, Peterborough. This gives April 22 for 0400 to talk 
about his "Fifty Years in Amateur Radio". 

Along to Guildford, where April 9 is a natter evening, and April 
23 is down for the AGM. The Hq is at the Model Engineers' place 
in Stoke Park, on the second and fourth Fridays. 

We mustn't forget Harlow, who seem to be blossoming forth 
more than elittle, andin all sorts of ways. They are to be found at 
Mark Hall Barn, First Avenue, every Tuesday evening. 

April for Harrow starts on 2nd with "Basks, Part 4", leaving 
9th blank as `no meeting'. April 16 is ddnìifor informal and 
practical, 23rd is a surplus sale; apdoá90ffi there will be a talk - 
speaker and subject open at the time they wrote. The venue is 

Harrow Arts Centre, High Road, Harrow Weald. 
Next stop Hastings; the Main meeting is on the third 

Wednesday of the month at West Hill Community Centre, 
Hastings, but they also have a clubroom at 479 Bexhill Road, St. 
Leouardson-Sea, on Mondays and Fridays. 

Hereford foregather at County Control, Civil Defence Hq, 
Gaol Street, Hereford on April 16 for the Construction Contest, 
and before this on April 2 for a planned video recording session. 

Over to El now, and LR.T-S- who are the El equivalent of 
RSGB. Anything that happens in El - they can tell you! For 
more details contact the Hon. Sec. -see Panel. 

From Ireland to the ide of Wight, where the gang head for the 
County Hall, Wootton Bridge, near the Sloop Inn, on Tuesday 
for operating and Fridays for a chat night. 

A letter from Lincoln mentions their Diamond Jubilee, which 
they celebrate with a traditional hamfest on May 9 at the 
Lincolnshire Showground, on the AIS some 41/2 miles North of 
Lincoln. As for their meetings, these are at the City Engineers' 
Club, Waterside South, Lincoln; dates and details from the Hon. 
Sec. - see Panel. 

Again a New One! 
This one is called Lough Fine and is based on Lake Sand Sports 

Centre, Enniskillen, where they are to be found on the second 
Friday in each month. On a different tack, on Apul 18 they are 
running the test Rally ever to be held in Co. Fermanagh, at 
KilyhaulinHotel starting at noon. All welcome, boat trips for the 
distaff side on Laugh Erne, and of course all the hotel amenities. 
There are to be some trade stands, too. , 

Malvern Hlihclubchose a subject "Early DaysofSSB", which 
jolted your old Club Secretary-it seems only yesterday when he 
became the first SSB operator in his locality! The Red Lion, Great 
Malvern, on April 13. 

GW now, and Mehium. Their meetingsare on the frstThuesday 
of each month at the Royal Ship Hotel, Dolgellau; the April 1 

meetings is down for the AGM. 
Mellon Mowbray have a Quiz Evening led by GBRBY; it is on 

Friday, April 16, at the St. John Ambulance Hall, Asfordby Hill, 
Melton Mowbray. 

We haven't had au update from MM -Sussex for sometime, so 
w must refer you to the Hon. Sec. for all the details -sec Panel. 

Another rally in GI comes for mention nest - this one at 
Parkanaur on May 23. As for the Mid-UIMer club, they 
foregather on -the -first Sunday in each month at the home of 
GI4BAC in Banbridge; the April date is down fora talk on hi-fi. 
More details from the Hon. Sec. -see Panel. 

It looks like the first and third Tuesday evenings for Mid- 
Werwicksh!re, the Hq address being 61 Emcote Road, Warwick. 

On now to Norfolk and the Crome Community Centre in 
Telegraph Lane East. April 7 is down for the AGM, and an 14th 

they have an informal plus Morse practice; the informal meeting 
on April 28 will probably be given over to the AGM of the Norfolk 
Repeater Group. 

From North Devon we have a note of a change in the meeting 
arrangements. They are in session on the 4th Wednesday in each 
month; on the odd months at Bideford Community College in 

Abbotsham Road, and on the even months at Fitton Community 
College, Chaddiford Lane, Barnstaple. More details from the 
Hon. Sec. - see Panel. 

Every Wednesday evening the Northern Heights mob head for 
the Bradshaw Tavern, Halifax. A particularly important date in 

April is on 7th, when they have their AGM. 
North Wakefield's letterhead says it a6 - every Thursday at 

Carr Gate Working Men's Club; during April they hope to have a 
visit to BBC Radio Leeds - more data from the Hon. Sec., see 
Panel. 

The Orkney -Caithness Repeater Group is now active, and have 
plans to put GB30C on Wddeford Hill near Kirkwall. They would 
like to hear from new members, and of course any help with 
getting the repeater up and running would be much appreciated; 
must bequite a financial strain on athWy populated area. Details 
from the Hon. Sec. -see Panel. 

April in Pontefract has April 1 for a discussion evening, and 
15th a talk on the way into RTTY by G4HYD. That leaves April 
29 for a film evening, all at Carleton Community Centre, 
Pontefract. Again a word of thanks for comments on MCC. 

R.A.O.T.A. is the Old -Timers club; details from the Hon. Sec. 
at the address in the Panel, and we hope 'ere long to have more 
details as to the future conning of the Association since the sad 
death of G2UV. 

At Reigate we see they are to gather at the Constitutional and 
Conservative Club, Warwick Road, Redhill, in the upstairs 
meeting room on April 20 for the Annual General Meeting. 

Another national society now, the Royal Omani Amateur 
Radio Society, colloquially known as ROARS. This is the tenth 
anniversary year of the society, and they seem to be doing a fine 
job; with local clubs forming where it seems justified and a very 
good newsletter, which carries a nice balance between 
international, national and personal news. Details from the Hon. 
Sec. - see Panel. 

Back home again, to St. Helens, where they have a place on 
Thursdays at the Conservative Rooms, Boundary Road. St. 
Helens. The start is at 7.45, but for the previous half-hour Morse 
practice is there for those who wish it. April I is down for the fmal 
details for the club stall at Belle Vue on 4th, and on April 8 there is 

a constructional evening featuring a VHF/UHF wavemeter. This. 

activity continues on April 15, and on 22nd G4CVZ talks about 
the contest computer - wonder how he made the beast silent 
enought to live near a contest station? (An article, maybe? -Ed.) 
Finally, on April 29 an HF night -on -the -air. 

Silverthorn hasn't sent us a recent update on their doings', so all 
we can say is try Friday evenings at Friday Hill House, Simmons 
Lane, Chingford; then tell them to tell us! 

We must now head to Southampton, where the routine is to get 
together every Wednesday at Tee H, Little Oak Road, Raswtt. 
One evening each month is set apart fora formal meeting; this is 
April 14 for GSKWV to be talking about Post Office 
Communications. On the other nights there is usually an HF 
station on the air from Hq. 

The South Birmingham, group now has some 120 members 
which makes the club shack a little cramped, but it is hoped to 
have another room available before long, solely for the station. 
The routine is to foregather at West Heath Community 
Association, Hampstead House, Fairfax Road, West Heath, on 
the first Wednesday in each month; April 4being down fora talk 
on radio astronomy by Dr. Alfrey of Birmingham University. 
Then, on every Thursday, the HF gear is ford up, while on 
Fridays it is VHF operating, nattering, Morse, construction, or 
whatever. 
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Back to the South Coast, to Southdown who have for many 
years been based on Chaseley Home for Disabled Ex.Servicemen, 
Southcliff, Eastbourne, where they have the first Monday of each 
month. For the remaining detail we have to refer you to the Hon. 
Sec. -see Panel. 

South -East Kent YMCA is the full name of the club 
colloquially known as Dover; the venue being Dover YMCA in 
Leyburne Road. It looks like every Wednesday evening with a 
special in April, this being the AGM on April 7. 

Next we can head for Soulhple - and here wearied an update, 
so we have to refer you to the Hon. Sec., see Panel. 

Stanford-e-Hopeis a recently -formed club, based on the Scout 
Hut, Hardie Road, Stanford -le -Hope, where they are to befound 
on Monday evening. 

The ex -Hawker Siddeley Dynamics works now know as British 
Aerospace Plant B is home to the Stevenage crowd; they go there 
on the first and third Thursdays in each month and visitors are 
welcome. 

Surfngshioe (Falkirk) group write to say they want others to 
know they exist and are looking for new members. They men on 
the first Tuesday in each month, and details can be obtained from 
the Hon. Sec. -see Panel. 

T.S. Term Nouo is Hq to the Sr.. crowd, on the first and 
third Mondays of the month. April 5 is the AGM and on April 19 
the evening will be devoted to RAE revision, mall who are taking 
the RAE are invited.It is also noted that the May meetings are 
both put back a week to avoid the Bank Holiday clash. 

For Sutton & Chum we have to be careful as to the venue; 
April 16 is definitely at Bannead Institute, but there isno mention 
of the place where they are to have the AGM on April 30, although 
we expect it to be Sutton College of Liberal Arts. However to be 
sure check with the Hon. Sec. -see Panel. 

Press on regardless, to Monet where the lads get together at 
Birchington Village Centre on alternate Fridays; other details 
from the Hon. Sec. 

April 7 is the date for ThornMvybut for some reason the Hon. 
Sec. is coy about the meeting -place; they are, maybe, on the hunt 
for somewhere new. Anyway, contact him for the gen - see 
Panel. 

AGM4ime for Torbay again, on Apri124, at the club Hq, Bath 
Une, rear of 94 Belgrave Road, Torquay, the staring time being 
7.30 sharp, please. 

The Vemlam crowd now have their formal meetings at the 
Charles Morris Memorial Hall, Tyttenhanger Green, 
Tyttmhanger, Nr. St. Albans; on April 27 they have Mr. G. Price 
to talk about maritime communications. In addition, there are 
Informal sessions at the new R.A.F.A. Hq in New Kent Road, St. 
Albans, on the second Tuesday in each month, and of course 
visitors are welcome to either. 

Alternate Tuesdays are the form for Wakefield, at Holmfield 
Home, Denby Dale Road, Wakefield. April isatalk on Rayne 
by G3KWT, and on April 20 there is the AGM. 

The Watford chaps have their pace at the Small Hall, Christ 
Church, St. Albans Road, Watford on the first and third 
Wednesdays. Thus April 7 is an infoesnal, on Ewer Monday they 
have aspecialcvent nation at Watford Easter Gala, and on April 
21, they will entertain GSUM talking about "Then-and Now." 

April 2 is the AGM at Wen Kent and on April 20 they have the 
Construction Contest, both at the Adult Education Centre, 
Monson Road, Tunbridge Wegs. 

Now to Wimbledon, and the second and last Fridays of each 
month, at the St. John Ambulance Hag, Kingston Road, 
Wimbledon. For the rest - contact the Hon. Sec. at the address in 
the Panel. 

The Wirral club members will be entertained by G2AMV on 
April 7 with a retrospective view of his year as President of RSGB, 
which should keep the gang well entertained; and on April 21 
there is a surplus sale. In between, there is the Annual Dinner on 
April 16 at the Heatheriand, Thurstaton. The venue for the dub 
meetings Minto House School, Birkenhead Road, Hoylake. 

Things have changed somewhat at Worcester; the Hq for the 

formal meetings is now the Oddfellows Club, New Street, 
Worcester, and there are to be additional informels on the third 
Monday of each month at the "Old Pheasant" in New Street. 
They will beat the latter *neon April 19 for an infontalevening 
and skittles session. 

At Yeovil the venue is still Building 101, Houndstone Camp, 
and on each Thursday in April they have G3MYM to talk on 
various technical topics; this to ready them for the AGM on May 
6! Seriously, they are lucky to have such a 'willing horse' for a 
member. 

Finally we come so York, where thegroupsull have their Friday 
evening at the United Service Club, 61 Micklegate, York, are 
that they always pass the third Friday in each month. Visitors 
wanted and welcomed. 

Finale 
That's the lot for another month. Don't forget the updates - 

with a special mention in this connection for Crawley, Midland, 
and Thames Valley (to name but three!). Address your letters to 
"Club Secretary", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High 
Street, Welwyn, Huts. AL69EQ, to arrive by the dates shown in 
the 'box' and including any Mobile Rally information, phis your 
ideas/comments about MCC. 

More Mobile Rallies 
May 9, Lincoln Short Wave Club 'Harnfest' at the Lincolnshire 
Showground. Details from G3PVU, QTHR. May 18, Swindon 
and District A.R.C. Radio and Electronics Rally at Park School, 
Marlowe Avenue, Swindon, Wilts., from 10 a.m., free parking 
refreshments, talk -in on he, (S22) and 700m. (SUB, or GB3TD), 
admission 50p, family attractions. Details from GBSFH, QTHR 
(tel: 06668-307). May 23, Northern Mobile Rally at the Great 
Yorkshire Show Ground, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., talk -in an 
RBI4, SU20 and S22, refreshments, licensed bar, full range of 
family attractions. Information from Mrs. Pat Home, GBRKU, 
14 Fieldhead Road, Guiseley, Leeds (0943-74986). May 23, Barry 
Rally, Barry Memorial Hall, Barry, S. Glam. Full details from 
GWBTCF, QTHR. May 30, Plymouth R.C. Radio Rally, Tamar 
Secondary School, Paradise Road, Millbridge Plymouth, talk -in 
by OB2PRC on 522. Further details from Julie Butcher, G4HKZ 
QTHR (0752-338417). May30,East Suffolk Wireless Revivalatthe 
IACSSA sportsground, Straight Road, Ipswich, transceiver 
clinic, aerial testing range, trade stands, 'Bea market', licensed 
bar, family attractions. Details from G4IFF, QTHR 
(0473-44047). May 30, Hull & District A.R.S. Mobile Rally at 
Hall University. Full details from H. V. Cunliffe, G6DUL, 142 
Hag Road, Hall. Tel: Hull(0482)447355. June 20, Denby Mobile 
Rally, Shelley High School, Denby Dale, Huddersfield, 11 a.m. to 
5 p.m., talk -in on S22 and SU8, trade stands, refreshments, 
family attractions. June 27, Longleat Mobile Rally, Longleaf 
Park, Longleat, Warminster, Wilts., an the usual arrangements at 
this splendid site. Details from G4FRG, QTHR (0272-848140). 
July II, Worcester & District A.R.C. Radio Rally, at the High 
School, Ombersley Road, Droitwich, talk -in on VHF and UHF, 
trade stands, excellent selection of family attractions. Details 
from G8NSL, QTHR (Worcester 620507). he 18, Pembroke & 
District A.R.C. "Bucket and Spade Party" at the Regency Hall, 
Saundersfoot, from 11 a.m., talk -in on 2m. and 70cm. Further 
details from GW3XJQ, 09945-267. July 23, Anglian Mobile Rally, 
Stanway School, Colchester, from 10 a.m., talk -in on 2m. 
Information from G3YAJ, QTHR. (020639-3938). 

Short Morse Course 
A 12 -lesson course will be held at Beckenham Adult Education 

Centre, 28 Beckenham Road, Beckenham Kent, on Wednesdays 
7.30-9.30 p.m., commencing April 28th; no prior knowledge 
necessary. Full details from the course tutor, Steve Palmer, at the 
above address (tel: 01-650 1383). 
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input tuned circuit to signals at 6 MHz was also measured as 30 dB 
relative to signals at 2 MHz. The reason for the last measurement 
is as follows: the non-linearities in the mixer produce a signal at 

A SIMPLE RECEIVER FOR 
160 METRES 

GEOFF ROBINSON, G4AKW 

HAVING recently constructed a QRP Top Band transmitter 
for "a few pence", I decided to see what could be built ín the 

way of a low budget receiver for this band. A direct -conversion 
receiver seemed the best approach, and a search for suitable 
components began. To keep the receiver simple to construct, and 
cheap, the decision was made to try one of the many AM radio 
IC's available at the moment. Looking through the data sheets the 
CA3123E seemed most appropriate and the receiver was built 
around this device. 
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R1, R2 = 10K 
R3 = 390R 
R4 = 3K9 
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The Circuit 
The CA3123E is a 14 -pin IC which contains an oscillator, RF 

amplifier, IF amplifier, mixer and voltage stabiliser. In the circuit 
shown in Fig. 1, the RF and IF amplifiers are actually used as AF 
amplifiers with the "RF" amplifier driving a pair of low 
impedance head phones (less than 600 ohms). The receiver was 
designed for use with a reasonably effective transmitting aerial, 
hence there was no need for an RF amplifier. The received signal is 

'passed directly to the mixer after being filtered by the input tuned 
circuit which is resonant at 1.9 MHz. The oscillator is tuned from 
1.8 to 2 MHz by one half of the dual varicap diode, Dl; the other 
half is not used and is simply bypassed by C4. The tuning voltage 
is provided by RV 1 which should ideally be a multi -turn pot., but 
a single turn pot. will do. The two simple low pass filters formed 
by R4, C11 and R5, C8, together with the internal impedance of 
the IC, determines the selectivity of the receiver. 

Performance 
With the aid of a spectrum analyser a couple of measurements 

were made on the receiver. The oscillator leakage at the antenna 
input was measured as -40 dBm into 50 ohms. The rejection of the 

the oscillator third harmonic (and others), consequently any 
signals at this frequency appearing at the mixer input will be 

converted to audio. Unfortunately some of the strongest signals 
on the short wave bands are to be found around 6 MHz, namely 
49m. broadcast stations. Occasionally then, with some aerials and 
matching units breakthrough from these stations is experienced 
near 2 MHz, but it is never serious. 

The oscillator proved very stable, even without any conscious 
attempt at temperature stabilisation, and was quite adequate for 
SSB and CW reception. 

Construction 
The layout is not critical provided all the RF connections are 

kept short. Once constructed the core of L2 should be adjusted 
first so that the oscillator tunes from 1.8 to 2 MHz. The core of L 1 

is then adjusted for maximum output at about 1.9 MHz. 

The total cost of the receiver should be no more than £3 and the 
components can be obtained from a number of suppliers. 
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"A Word in Edgeways" 
Letters to the Editor 
The views expressed here are not neressardy those of the Editor, 
or should they be taken to ;present any particular SHORT 

WAVE MAGAZINE policy. 

Dear Sir- G3NXC seems to have been thoroughly upset by my 
"divisive diatribe" (what lovely alliteration!), so this reply is 
intended to dear the air a tittle. 

I'm sorry f omitted the inverted commas that show "dinosaurs 
on the DC bands" to be a humorous referenceto a friendly rivalry 
that well pre -dates the 'B' licence. Yes, I omitted the new DC 
bands, just as [omitted the UHF/SHE changes, since I was trying 
to be brief and pithy! A few seconds' consideration should acquit 
me of sour grapes -1744 years of activity on VHF/UHFcould not 
possibly be sustained in the fare of an unrequited hankering after 
an 'A' licence. I will pass over the word "gloating"; since Mr. 
Plant evidently felt my letter was offensive, he is entitled to be 
offensive in return. Perhaps denying the title "experienced" to 
non-CW operator needs more general forgiveness, but that's for 
otters to say. Certainly, nothing I said could be more 
intentionally ..divisive" than that! 

The crux of the matter isCW. My data was obtained in precisely 
the same haphazard and unreliable way as G3NXC's. Perhaps it's 
about time we put this whole business on a sound footing by 
collecting some reliable data which could be subjected to 
meaningful analysis. S.W.M. and Rod Core could print 
questionnaires, randomly sampled G3/G4's could be questioned 
at rallies and conventions, and dubs could canvass their own 
members; but even data of this sort, though representing a big 
improvement, would only be a collection of opinions. Random 
short Morse reading tests would be better, but are probably 
impracticable. A matter which generates so much heat deserves a 
bit of effort to nail it down, and if I turn out to be wrong to the 
extent that G3NXC expects, I will apologise without reservation. 

But if I am right, what then? The arguments I posed stand or 
fat by the proportion of .A' operators retaining CW proficiency 
and not by how much traffic is carried by CW, nor by vague 
attempts to second-guess the thinking of governments. If the 
majority of 'A' operators allow their CW to decay, then either 
CW proficiency is irrelevant or they are wilfully neglecting the 
needs of their governments. It h reasonable to assume that a 
government would take steps to correct any situation that it sees as 
harmful to is interests; but if f am right, they must see such action 
as unnecessary. After at, the forces have their owntechniques for 
inducting CW proficiency inamatterof weeks -and so much for 
experience! 

Turning to CB, I don't agree that intrusion is reducing, and 
have good reason to expect that things will get much worse. I 
bought a licence and a CB rig out of curiosity, and am very 
perturbed by the frequency with which breakers ask me where they. 
can buy "ham transmitters" as soon m they find out that I am a 
ham. Breakers have already appeared on 2m., and it's no good 
trying to shout them down because this only simulates their 
natural environment! The largely negative attitude of the RSGB 
must be replaced by an aggressive policy of education and 
encouragement so that breakers not only see the R.A.E. as their 
logical next step, but are fully aware of how much help and 
encouragement the ham fraternity can offer them. We can only 
benefit from this, since my operator that can cope with the 
horrendous crowding and general silyoess on 27 MHz would be a 
real acquisition to us. The trouble is, many of them have never 
heard of the RSGB; and have a vague image of a ham as a highly 
qualified but inimical being! This is our fault, and the solution 
reins with us all individually, whether or not the RSGB co-. 
ordinates our efforts. 

Brian Carter, G8ADD 

Dear Sir- Whtstmuch enjoying the contents of your magazine, 
I must admit to some disappointment at the recent letters you have 
published. With so many brick -bats tying around and, with 
respect, on such essentially unimportant poie,,I_wonderwhether 
the casual reader would feel that the aNneWroodwill amongst 
radio amateurs was quite as evident as indeed it usually is on the 
air. Would you allow me therefore to inject a lighternote, not as 
an "old hand", but as a newcomer who has just celebrated one 
whole year on the bands? 

I have thoroughly enjoyed amateur radio since I first became 
interested after atrip to New York about four years ago. A friend 
produced a portable SW broadcast set and -low and behold - 
received the BBC. On my return, I too bought a SW portable and 
started to listen to broadcast bands. Soon I discovered BFO's and 
SSB and the amateur bands and became an avid SWL. Last year I 
was licensed as G6AFP (when G6s were still a novelty!). I soon 
met up with many local amateurs, both newcomers and 
established stations. I once (falsely) "accused" though well- 
intentioned - another station of spreading all over the band 
when the front end of my Liner -2 let in everything from police cars 
to Radio 4, suffered a reprimand and hurt pride, and re -incurred 
vengeance when the same Liner -2 spread itself (in fact) all over the 
bands once or twice in return! Many Es later, a new multi -mode 
and a little better placed confidence and life was more tranquil. I 
had great fun with the almighty aurora of July last year and worked 
an OKI as best VHF DX. In summer I went to France with a FO 
call and felt very honoured to cause a pile-up across the Channel 
on 2 metres. Meanwhile the second batch of C6s came along, and 
I began to fed quite venerable with six months' experience behind 
me. I continued to meet on the air, and sometimes in the flesh, all 
sorts of interesting people with all sorts of different interests and 
background and eventually the time seemed right to think about 
CW. 

In November last year, my brain teeming with dits and dahs, I 

trekked to Trosthorpe, our local Mecca for the aspiring G4, and 
passed the Test. Since December (no long waits then!) I have 
chalked up 85 countries worked on HF; I've spoken to 
missionaries in Africa, DX-peditions at the South Pole and even a 
maritime mobile in Mayotte, which was not "somewhere in the 
Mediterranean" as I had thought but near Madagascar. 

This is a very ordinary potted history fora new ham. Many can 
tell far more interesting stories about their new exploits. There are 
many aspects to Amateur Radio, some excellent, somelessso. But 
as a hobby Lamson it is unique in its potential. Of course we must 
print our gromes, but do let's also enthuse and encourage alittle. 
There's surely room for that too. 

Jeremy Bare, G4NJH 

Dear Sir- I was pleased to read that G9BF has been re -issued. I 
Nought I had worked a pirate, having tecèived`a crimpled QSL 
card with GB3SWM crossed -out and G9BF substituted in felt pen. 
DC input was also crossed out, with 200 B.H.P. inserted instead, 
and myRIT given as297X. The card was endorsed with a "Not in 
FOC" sticker. Welcome back! 

Rev. George Dobbs, G3RJV 

Address your lettemfor this column to "A Word in Edgeways", 
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, -Wehvyn, Herts. 
AL69EQ. 
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4 VHF/UHF MOB S - SIX OF THE BESAT' 
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70cms, SSB, £129.00 inc.!! 
KLM JUMBO (Liner 430)432.03-43C4GMH5 
(Plus further 480rHz band (430 up fitted), USB/LSB, lOW PEP 

/Auto Scan n 10tHe, semi break-in CW, FET RF and mixer, RIT 

'N.B., e/w me end bracket. 

2m or 70cros FM, from £245 inc. 
FT72OR rantotable', 4 memories. RX priority, ecanrkng, 
rnic rte, FT720NV (2M, 12.5kHz/60CkHz11// 1245, 25W f255. 
FT720RU (70cm, 2HCha11.81414,) 10W E265. Duel bend 
capability 

2m, 25W, FM, £ 199 inc. 
2025 MARK II Full coverage 2M Transceiver, 1214kHz 

Wet 1255-20CkR.l, rapid tuna 10-easy write" memory channel.. 
memory or band -scan between programmable limita, auto gem 
Hop dependent on squelch welcome auto. 

2m, 25W, FM, 1239 inc. 
FT23OR 6" x 2' x 7", 126I2SMz, 360GtHz, special LCD 

display, lOmemoriee, memory and bondman, RX priority feature. 
two independent VFO's. 

FT480R (2m) £379 inc.:A'emFT78OR (70cm) £449 inc. bATSeMWa 

F 
T 
4 

* USB-LSB-CW-FM (Á31 Al, F31. 
3. 

Y*r BandeauA6ñirt no tune design. 
* Bandwidth 2.4[He and 14rhz at -6dB. 
* Semi break in with aide tone. 
* Very bright blue 100/. digital display. 
* Display shows To & On Iraq lint RIT). 
* String LED display for "S" and PO. 
* Digital receiver offset turfing. 

* Advanced effective noise blanker. 
* Memory manning with slot display. 
* Up/down tuning/scanning from mo. 
* Priority channel on any memory slot. 
* Satellite mode allows tuning on Tx. 
* Scanning for busy or clear channels. 
* Size (Cartel: 8.3" D, 2.3" H, 6.9" W. 
* LED's; "On Air" Clar, Hi/Low, FM mod. 
is Matching PPHD Mains PSU available. 

YAM U 

* Excelll nt dynálm c range and sgnsrcvmv.) 
is FM; 25, 1214, ilote teps. 
* SSB; IAA 10Z 1012 atee. 

Any TX Rx eels with dual VFO'e. 
* otenhFouur easy write -In I memory 

split. 

FT7E01 1.6 fated 1.6 MHz Shift E4E9 inc. 
433-0.34MHz 14404461 possible. 
GaAs Ft RF for incrs:ble sensitivity. 
NMOS four bit mom control. 
FM; 100/Hz, 2&Hz, lkHz, steps. 
SSS: 1,000, 100, 101. steps. 
Repeater mum by use of dual VFO's. 
F., easy write-in memory channels. 
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BANDS 
NORMAN FITCH, G3FPK 

Yes Minister? 
THERE can be few British readers 

unaware of the fiasco following the 
unheralded publication of the new 
amateur radio licence schedule in the 
London,Belfast and Edinburgh Gazettes: 

on February 12. The history of tpiatt 
has been broadcast and chronicled well 

enough, so will not be commented upon 
here. As this is being compiled, the several 
meetings between RSGB Headquarters 
staff and Home Off personnel have 
produced worthwhile results which can be 

umunarised as follows:- 4m. Power at the 
aerial 16 dBW for AIA, or CW mode, 
equivalent to a 40W carrier, and 22 dBW 
PEP for 23E or SSB mode, equivalent to 
160W. 2m and 70cm. The same power -st- 
riae -aerial idea prevails, but the CW value 
is 20 dBW or 100W, and the SSB one is 26 
dBW or 400W. On 70cm., all previous 

fission modes have been restored. 23cm 
and above. Above 1.2AGHz, all references 
to e.i.r.p., that mysterious effective 
isotropic radiated power, bane been 
deleted, as have those concerning aerial 
heights which latter, if retained, would 
have put the kibosh on all UHF mobile 
operation. For the moment power lends 
have reverted to the old,.130W DC input 
and 400W PEP output, pending final 
agreement with the Home Office. It is 

expected that the new schedule, in final 
agreed form, should be published by the 
time this appears, and in due course, all 

existing licensees should get a copy with 
then new licences. 

his a sensible approach to depart from 
the DC power input idea. Although the 
easiest parameter to measure, it can lead to 
sub -standard signals whenpeople try to 
squeeze the last watt of RF from a device. 
Output power is a far better way of 
defining the permissible power since the 
user can opt for Class ABI operation on 
CW mode, rather than Class C, which 
could produce a better quality signal. Of 
course, there was nothing to stop anyone 
using the idea before, but the low 
efficiency was not attractive. 

Awards News 
Another overseas reader has been 

elected to the 2m. QTH Squares Century 
Club. Welcome to the first, Swiss member, 
Rudolf Fbtrer, HB9LE, from Winterthur, 

EH57e. Rudy's certificate is number 18 

d was issued on .Feb. 22, with 101 

in 22 countries. He 
many of the expected QSLs 

have never arrived. The actual QTH is 

Kronberg, 1,666m. ms./. which sounds 
fine, but in the southerly direction, there 
are higher mountains to cross. All but two 
of the contacts were via tropo., with 
EA5ZF (ZY) and 9HIBT (HV) the only 
E's QSOs. 15 were on CW, the rest on 

Sporadic E Study 
From this year onwards, the CCIR will. 

be developing the study of VHF Sporadic 
E propagation. E's events on 2m are well 

reported in this feature and elsewhere and 
me of the more spectacular events of the 

pest have been carefully analysed by Serge 

Canivenc, FSSH, the IARU Region 1 Co- 

ordinator. Some readers may have seen 
these reports which, although compiled 
from amateur reports, are in fact official 
CCIR papers. 

An important aim of this long term 
project is to establish the duration of 
particular events. Most of the CCIR 
information on record relates to 
frequencies between 40 and 70MHz and it 
would be a valuable contribution to the 
replanning of various services, following 
$e WARC, 1979, to have available 
information relating to higher frequencies. 

This study will be in support of existing 
IARU Region I work by DUBUS and 
FSSH, acting as coordinators. A full 
interchange of reports between IARU, 
DUBUS and RSGB is planned. A 
reporting form has been printed on one 
side of which can be listed amateur stations 
heard or worked via E's, while broadcast 
FM and TV stations heard on various 
frequencies can be listed on the reverse 
side. Copies of the forms will be available 
at RSGB stands at various exhibitions and 
rallies, as well as from RSGB 
Headquarters in which case an s. 

should be enclosed. Anyreuder wanting to 
participate can indicate this when writing 
and your scribe will pass on the particulars 
so that a register can be compiled. 

The above information was supplied by 

Mike Lee, G3VYF, a member of the 
RSGBS Propagation Studies Committee 
and a contributor to this feature. 

Beacon Notes 
Beacons are becoming a growth 

industry on 23cm. On March 7, GB3N W K 
(AL51b)came on stream on 1,296.81 MHz 
and has been widely heard at good 
strength. The beacon is 525tí. a.s.l. with 
4W outpbt to a 15 -over -15 Yagi aerial 
beaming west -north-west. GB3FRS 
(ZZL57j) iefuRB to last month earns on 
Feb. 28 on 1,296.85 MHz and is also being 
well received. In the 4m band, the Home 
Office has formally approved the new 
beacon frequencies and GB3SU (ZN61a) 
is now operating on 70.05 MHz. 

Repeaters 
The RSGB has approved proposals for 

UHF relays in the Medway, York and 
Bigge Hill (Kent) areas, and for an RTTY 

one in Leicestershire. These will be 

submitted to the Home Office under 
Phase 7, later this year. The UHF repeater 
óB3SY on RB6, serving Barnsley, came 

from a new site on Feb. 27. 
It continua to amaze your scribe that 

the dreadfully abused GB3SL at Crystal 
Palace continues to operate. What an 
advert for Amateur Radio! lust what 
rnrvirn does it provide for licensed radio 
amateurs? It seems perpetually 
commandeered by pirates or else rendered 
useless by being jammed by unmodulated 
carriers. The pirates must think that radio 
amateurs are made to pay for the building, 
installation, maintenance and electricity 
costs of something they can rarely use. It is 

akin to buying a travel season ticket yet 
ever being able to get on the train. Why 

should the amateur radio movement 
provide a free broadcasting service to the 
vandals of the air, or doesn't anyone care? 

Contest News 
Saturday, Apr. 3 sees the 1,296 MHz 

Trophy Contest, with the 432 MHz 
Trophy and s.w./. event the following day. 
The BARTG is running its new, three band 
affair this weekend too; see page 18, last 
month. The feral two legs of the 4m. 
C7 :datives are on Apr. 11 and 25, from 
0900 to 1100 GMT. 144 MHz CWaddicts 
will be at it on Apr. 18 and the first of the 
sic legs of the 10 OHO Cumulatives is on 
Apr. 25. 

On to May, and the fast weekend is 

devoted to the 432, 1,296, 2,304 MHz 
affair. The Low Power 14 MHz Contest h 
on May 2. The times of some of the above 
are not known and may be different from 
the corresponding events in 1981 for 

Satellite Matters 
Very few readers ever mention that they 

operate through any of the present five 

transponders orbiting the Earth, or listen 
to the telemetry from U-0-9. Monitoring 
the downlink bands reveals.the same, few 

stations using 08, etc., many of whom are 
never head on any other mode at all 
regularly, apart from net participation. 

In Oscar News, No. 36, AMSAT-UK 
secretary Ron Broadbent, G3AAJ, wrote 
that 520 copies of the Handbook were sent 
to schools, clubs and education 
authorities. Not one single reply had been 

received, however, as to what use this 
information has been put. The fest issue 
of the new, bi -monthly Orbital Calendar, 
mentioned last month, has been received 
and covers 08 and RS3 through 8 until 
May 2. While all the information is there, 
the quality of the printing is poor - and 
this is acknowledged by AMSAT-UK - 
and one really needs a good magnifying 
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glass to assist in reading the figures. It is 
anticipated that future issues will be better. 

Although U-0-9 was launched last 
October 6, it was still not fully operational 
at thetime of editing. There has been alack 
of information at times from the 
University of Surrey and this is regrettable. 
The hundreds of members of AMSAT-UK 
who donated money to the UOSAT 
project are entitled to be kept informed of 
progress, or problems, on a regular basis. 
With this in mind, a meeting took place on 
March 6 with Dr. Martin Sweeting, 
03YJ0, at which it was learned that the 
University of Surrey command station had 
beta unable to achieve full control over the 
satellite for some time. However, this 
problem was overcome on March 1 and the 
U.O.S. team have been able to load data 
into the on board computer and to control 
all aspects of the spacecraft. Martin 
promised to activate the Speech 
Synthesiser Experiment by the time this 
appears. The Dygitalker hm a 120 -word 
capacity. 

Satellite information is discussed every 
evening from 19001ocal time on 3,780 kHz 
phis/minas QRM, and on Sunday 
mornings from 1015 local time. Details of 
AMSAT-UK membership and services can 
be had for ancue. to94Herongate Road, 
London, E12 SEQ. 

DX Notes 
Rainer Bertelsmeier, DJ9BV, has 

written to inform that a group of 
Hamburg operaors will be going to the 
island of Helgoland, D070j, foe the May 
1/2 contest weekend, with planned 
operation on 2m., 70cm. and 23cm. using 
the call, DKOIK/P. They will have 500W 
and 15 dBd. aerial gain on Sn., with 
Geier preamp. on receive, the QRGs 
being 144.382 and 144.022 MHz for SSB 
and CW respectively. On 70cm., 250W, 20 
dBd., Gatfe t preamp. on 432.162 MHz 
SSB and CW and on 23cm., 100W, 21 
dBd., Gael preamp on 1,296.162 MHz, 
both modes. They will continue till May 7 

and MS and tropo. skeds can be arranged 
via the VHF net on 20m. on 14.345 MHz 
or bydirect telephone all to the station on 
010 49 472 5310, from the U.K. Others in 
the team include DK3XT and DJ7HK. 

During the rust two weeks in July, a 
group of amateurs from Berlin will be 
operating from Liechtenstein, HBO, over 
the fast two weeks in July. More details 
later. Another summer trip, to take in the 
Perseids, is planned by Dave Crisp, 
081XG, and Steve Lowe, G4JVG, who 
will be going to the Aalend Islands, OHO, 
(KT05). They are taking Dave's station 
which campease a Yoeru FT-225RD with 
muTek board, and the 4CX350 amplifier. 
One or two 19 -de. Cushcraot Aerials are 
likely. The target arrival time is late on 
Aug. 10, with MS operation on the 11th 
through 14th. The party will probably 
leave on the 17th or 18th. G4JVG will be 
taking his Drake I4F bands station for use 

An interesting new Rohde 4 .Schwarz HF antenna system. Model 
Ah -501, shown here in mobile operation; the CH -044 antenna switch 
In front is for selection between ground -wave communkation and 
high.ºngk radiation and for bisecting the antenna length. as against 
conventional high -angle antennas. The AK -501 is designed 
specifically for the propagation conditions in the frequency range 1.5 
Ill 30 MHe, and is capable of meeting all the requirements of radlo- 
communkation sorer am distance in the RT and HF range. 

on the 20m VHFnet. G4I WAend G8SYE, 
with an s.et.l, will complete the team and 
Dave is C-in-C. MS skeds and can be 
reached at his new QTH, which is:- 2 
Flaxman Close, Earley, Reading, RG6 
ZTH. 

Four Metres 
The Aurora on Feb. I brought a CW 

QSO with GM4DIJ (Lothian) for Syd 
Haden. G2AXI, (Hants.) On the 14th, 
there were tropo. contacts with G4FRE/A 
(Suffolk), G4FKI (Essen) and G4CIZ 
(Devon). Dave Sellars, G3PBV, (Devon) 
says that local activity is on the increase 
with G4CIZ in Exeter and G4MAW (en- 
GSABP) in Paignton both participating in 
the Cumulative .nand waking towards the 
legal power limit for the band. 

Arthur Breese, GD2HDZ, also worked 
GM4DU in another Aron Feb. 6. He used 
the Cumulohive sessions on Jan. 31 and 
Feb. 14 to good effect, the log showing 
stations worked from Cumbria to 
London, and S. Yorks. to Hampshire. 
Obviously these shim activity periods are 
proving popular. 

Two Metres 
Bill Hodgson, G3BW, (Cumbria) has 

sent in his first score for the Annual Table 

this year. He has three of the aerials back 
aloft following the earlier gale damage 
and, thanks to a few Arevents, has already 
14 countries in the log for 1982. G3PBV 
also sent in ha first 1982 Table figures. 
Dave asked if a list of counties/countries 
worked is required to substantiate these 
claims. Well, no: if readers say they have 
worked what they claim, then that is good 
enough for your scribe. After all, what 
satisfaction would there be in cheating? 
Although he has caught most of the recent 
Ai's, they have been pretty disappointing 
affairs in the south-west with only weak El, 
GI, GM, G and PA stations heard. 
However, GM4LHA (XP) on Feb. 6 
provided a new square. Dnsìmerruptd 
his letter to join in the Mar. 1 event which 
brought GM3WCS (YQ) for another new 
one. G16BNI (XO)gavethe rest SSBQSO 
via Ar and refiexions wem very strong 
from all over the U.K. OZ32W and PAs 
were copied at QTF 25°. G3PBV àsks 
whether we still need this idea of an SSB 
calling frequency on 2m now that there is 
so much more activity? When the band is 
crowded, it would seem quite unnecessary, 
but his probably useful, say, in the middle 
of a weekday afternoon when band 
occupance is very low. 

Mike Lee, G3VYF, (Puce in a late 
note, reports that in the 144/432 MHz 
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ANNUAL VHF/UHF TABLE 

January to December 1982 

FOUR METRES TWO METRES 170 CENTIMETRES 23 CENTIMETRES TOTAL 
Station Counties Countries Counties Countries Counties Countries Counties Countries Points 

G8RZP 62 14 33 9 118 
G2AXI 29 37 9 25 7 111 

G8RZO 61 14 24 9 108 
G8TFI 39 9 37 7 92 
G4JZF 35 12 36 7 90 
G4DEZ 64 22 86 
G3BW 40 14 14 3 75 
G6ADC 39 8 20 3 70 
G3FPK 55 12 67 
G8LFB 52 12 64 
G6ECM 50 13 63 
G3PBV 29 8 14 56 
GD2HDZ 23 5 2 19 55 

GM80EG 44 11 55 
G8VR 23 20 10 54 
G8WUU 35 5 9 50 
G W 3CCF 32 4 6 43 
G6AJA 38 5 43 
G4MUT 19 6 12 38 
G4KLX 22 9 2 34 
G4FKI 3 2 9 33 
G8VFV 24 7 31 

G6ANS 16 9 25 
G3FIJ 11 4 3 21 

GW4HBK 5 2 3 13 

Three bands only count for points. Non -scoring figures in italics. 

Contest on Mar. 6/7, the G4BAR/P 
station made over 650 contacts, including 
over to the F squares. The two 11 -ele. 
DL6WU Yagis and SM6CKU-type power 
divider, all from mu Tek Limited gave a 
very clean polar diagram. Ken Osborne, 
G4IGO, (Bristol) seems to have been on 
for most of the Ar's from Jan. 31 to when 
he wrote on Feb. 20. Jan. 31 saw two 
sessions: 1426-1522 and 1645-1835 with a 
trio of GMs worked and half a dozen more 
heard. On Feb. 1, 1821-2040 brought G, 
GM, GW, OZ and SM stations worked in 
AL, EQ, HT, WS, YN, YO and YQ, with 
many more G, GM, GI, GW and PA folk 
heard. There were two, distinct QTFs, 25° 
and 55° In a short second phase, 
2124-2145, a GW and a GM were heard. 
On Feb. 4, four GMs in YP and YQ were 
heard between 2140 and 2157, followed by 
a longer opening, from 2301 to 0042 in 
which GM4ILS (YR), SM4IVE (HT) and 
GM3ZXE (YQ) were worked. 

On Feb. 6, Ken again noticed two 
different QTFs, 25° and 50° between 1632 
and 2000. The former QTF produced GI, 
GM, LA and SM stations, the latter G, GI, 
GW and PAs. He missed out on the Feb. 
10/11 affair but caught that on the 12th, 
from 0005 to 0040 when an SM6 was 
heard, plus G and GM stations. On the 
13th, Ken notes three phases: 1455-1555, 
1658-2025 and 2207-2226, the last at a QTF 
of 60°. G, GM, PA and SM were worked, 
and DJ, GI and GW heard. At 1741, 
GM3JIJ was S9A at 15° and the Doppler 
shift changed from LF at 30° to HF at 0°, 
the note changing from truly Auroral at 
30° to T7 at 0°. On the 14th, G, GI, GM, 
GW and SM stations were heard, 
1805-1943 at QTFs 10-30° and 45°. 
Between 1804 and 1839, Ken saw Band 1 

TV pictures from SM or LA, possibly via 
Auroral E? Finally, on the tropo. scene on 
Jan. 30, G4IGO worked a few Fs in AD, 
AG, ZE and ZF and EAs in VD squares, 
while in the Scandinavian contest on the 
2nd of Feb., he contacted OZ1DPR (EP) 
and OZ2ZB/A (EQ). 

Paul Turner, G4IJE, (Essex) worked 
UQ2GLO (KQ) on Mar. 1 via Ar at a QTF 
of 50° and says that PAOOOM worked 
UA3LBO (QO) in this event. Via MS 
mode, Paul worked SM4GVF (HT) on 
Feb. 13; LA5IH (CU) on the 20th, and 
OK1OA (HK) on the 21st, receiving _a 21 

seconds burst at S9 from the latter. Jon 
Stow, G4MCU, (Essex) was on for the 
Ar's on Feb. 1, 4, 6 and 12 and Mar. 1, but 
missed out on the one on Feb. 22 when 
some very weak OH and UP2 signals were 
just fading out. Four new squares were 
added in GM, LA and SM and Jon has 96 
confirmed. 

Adrian Chamberlain, G6ADC, 
(Coventry) does not mention having 
participated in any of the numerous Ar's, 
but has been working some tropo. GDX, 
plus DD3KF (DK) on Feb. 27. Martyn 
Hunt, G6AJA, (Cumbria) has got 
interested in the Worked All Britain scene 
but says there is not much interest in WAB 
on 2m. Welcome to Roger Greengrass, 
G6ANS, (Essex) who enters our tables. 
His station consists of the FDK-750 and 
9 -ele. Yagi, but there are hopes for an HF 
bands transceiver with VHF and UHF 
transverters, now that the Morse test has 
been passed, with the G4 call awaited. 

Graeme Caselton, G6CSY, (Kent) was 
only using a halo aerial on Mar. 1/2, yet 
heard many strong Auroral signals from 
GM, G, GI and SM. He mentions some 
new licensing arrangements in Holland 

whereby the Class D novices - FM and 
repeaters only - are on 145.0-145.8 MHz 
now, instead of 145.25-145.4 MHz. Mick 
Cuckoo, G6ECM (Kent) concentrated on 
tropo. contacts. Jan. 30 saw a QSO with 
FOGWN/P (XH10h) and that is rather 
rare as it is about 95% sea! HB9AEN/P 
(DG 13b) was another new country and 
square, and Fs in YI, ZI and ZF were also 
worked. The next day Mick contacted 
EI9Q (WM55d) for another new country 
and square. Good conditions to the south 
on Feb. 7 brought F1DV (BG), F1CMB 
(AH) and F6CCI (AH). On an apparently 
dead band on Feb. 14, GI8TBQ (X033j) 
and GI4GVS (X021b) were worked. The 
only Ar QSOs were GI8UPV (XO) on Feb. 
1 and GM8OEG (YQ) on the 14th. 

Jackie, G8RZO, and John, G8RZP, 
Brakespear (Sheppey) are making a 
determined effort in the Annual Table and 
have, between them, managed to work a 
nice selection of tropo. and Ar stations. 
The rarer ones included GM6CFN 
(Highlands); GI8YWV (Antrim) and 
G6CBN (Tyne & Wear) in the Feb. 1 Ar. 
On the 4th, Jackie sneaked G6CGY 
(Cleveland); G8XDF (Durham) and 
GI8TBQ (Down). During the Ar on Feb. 
7, John got GM8OEG in Tayside and both 
netted EI2DW (Dublin) on the 28th. Chris 
Easton, G8TFI, (Gloucs.) is finding his 
newish QTH working well for DX, and 
Dutch stations can be worked in flat 
conditions with about one kilowatt e.r.p. 
FOGWN/P in XH (QSL via PAOFTF) and 
EA1TA (VD) were worked on Jan. 30. In 
the Feb. 1 Ar Chris managed GMs in 
Borders, Highlands, Strathclyde and 
Grampian, plus. GI4JYJ in Antrim. 

In a recent Ar event, Ken Willis, G8VR, 
(Kent) heard a French station, Aurorally 
being called by a northern G chap who was 
beaming south and who then called "CQ 
Aurora" to the south! In the 
Scandinavian, monthly contest on Feb. 2, 
G3VYF worked SK6HD (GS68j) via 
tropo. and in their first -ever opening to 
England, they worked about'50 Gs. In the 
Feb. 22 Ar, Mike worked UR2RQT 
(MS80e) at 1820. GD2HDZ has managed 
to miss most all the Ar's so has a lot of 
catching up to do on the band. 

Andy Steven, GM4IPK, (Edinburgh) is 
another MS buff, whose best DX so far is 

UA3LBO in the Quadrantids on Jan. 3. 
Static rain was a problem for him but he 
managed to receive 15 bursts and 8 pings. 
Valera got a ,7 secs., S9 burst from Andy, 
the QRB being 2,205 kms. GM4IPK is 
assembling a four times 16 -ele. long Yagi 
array with az-el control and is pondering 
over what type of masthead preamp. to 
install. 

Andy Swiffin, GM8OEG, (YQ35e) is 

another new contributor and enters the 
tables. The present station comprises a 
Trio TS -700 with 2SK88 "front end", a 
4CX250B amplifier and a 9 -ele. Yagi at 
20ft. An 11 -ele. H.A.G. Yagi has been 
received and will be put up at 35ft. The site 
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is 400ít. net. with some higher ground to 
the south making tropo. in that direction a 

bit difficult. Andy started MS operation in 
the December Geminids and found 
himself in some demand. Likewise, "CQ" 
calls in an Aurora are unlikely to produce 

anything except "lock .jig 
eme continent. In the Ar of Mar. 2, at 

work in the afternoon phase and did not 
find an early evening one. However, the 
late evening one began around 2245 and 
was still on 0230 whm Andy fell into bed. 
85 stations in 35 squares were worked, best 
DX being:- SM7HFW (GQ); SM7MRJ, 
(GP); SM7CAD (HR); SM7EML (HQ); 
DG4NAE (EJ) and DB2AY and DBIAT, 
both in FM. 

Seventy Centimetres 
The Contest on Feb. 7gavemost readers 

a chance to add some 1982 counties and 
countries, in G2AXI's case, 9 counties. In 
the southerly lift on Feb. 9, Syd added 
GJ3RAX and FIFHI. For G3PBV, the 
vent was disappointing, the slight 

northerly lift in the morning being missed 
due to G132RS news bulletin duties. Dave 
did not manage to work any further than 
Derby. The best of the lift on Feb. 9 was 
nor by the time he got on the band, but 
F6DZK in Al was worked for a long 
sought-after square. The Frenchman was 
just using a 21ele. aerial pointing out of 
his window! G3VYF also worked this F6. 
Mike noted a distinct lack of Gs on the 
band in the Mar. 6/7 Contest and, with 
G3NOX, wonders if uncertainty over the 
omission of SSB mode on the cock-eyed 
"new Licence" schedule was to blame? 
Undaunted by such nonesense, the 
G4JAR/P lads made 223 QSO5, mainly 
into the continent, including DL7QY (FJ) 
on CW. 

Graham Taylor, G4JZF, (Staffs.) 
concentrated on 70cm. in the Feb. 9 lift, 
adding eight new squares. He reckons 
there were two ducts, °net° the south, the 
other towards Paris. In the Contest a 
couple of days earlier, conditions seemed 
quite good for the first two hours but then 
it became bit of a struggle. Best DX were 
G3DAH (Kent) and G3PBV (Devon), 
while GD2HDZ was also worked. 
Operation in the Mar. 6/7 event was 
unlikely as the Isom IC -402 had to go to 
hospital for a check-up. 

G6ADC reports a miserable 30W QSL 
return for 70cm. QSOs, as compared with 
954. on 2tn. Adrian always asks 2m. 
stations if they have 70cm. loo, and gets 
some contacts that way. On Feb. 1, he 
worked GBSVK near Heathrow Airport 
and they ended up running very low power 
FM over the 95 miles path. Both were using 
Yams FT -780R transceivers, 06Ar5C's 
aerial being a Jaybeam MBM-4B, and 
GBSVK's a 21 -ele. Tonna. G6ANS has a 
19 -ele. Yogi up the mast but no gear for 
70cm. yet. An FT--JOIZD and tranaverler 
is the immediate goal for Roger. 

It was G8RZP's turn in the Feb. 7 
contest and John did quite well, making 94 
contacts worth 619 points. After the 
contest, the text good day was Feb. 9, 
whm John and Jackie worked amised bag 
of GDX and FIDV (BG); FIFHI (ZH); 

FIFHR (BI); PISA (CI) and ON7PA. On 
the 20th, they worked G5UM (Leics.) and 

re joined by G8BAV (Derby) and 
G3OSS (London). 

GBTFI reckons he will concentrate on 
70cm. Chris has commissioned 

.. simple, cheap and remarkably good 
masthead preamplifier using a 3SK97 
MESFET device'. These can be used to 
make an ampliftsyrith a practical noise 
figure of 0.8 dB. on 432 MHz and are used 

commerciallyin made, Japanese TV 
tuners. The circuit is a tuned, stripline 
input and untuned passive output design 
with a gain of about 15 dB. Chris operated. 
in the Feb. 7 Contest and made 110 QSO5 
for 760 points, in BM conditions. Best DX 
was D19DL at 654 Ions. but he wonders 
where were all the GMs? 

GD2HDZ complains of Syledis 
interference during the Contest and 
struggled to make 29 QSOs which 
provided another 13 counties for 1982. 

Gigahertz Bands 
G3BW now feeds his aerials with 

Andrews LDF-50 coaxial cable and now 
copies GB3CLE every night. Bill was 
pleased to read about GB3 FRS last month. 
Angus McKenzie, G3OSS, (London) now 
has 85W output on23cm. and mentioned a 
QSO with DK1 VC in the evening of Mar. 
6,whh RS53 reports each way. A short 
note from John Tye, G4BYV, (Norfolk) 
refers to Jan. 14, when Steve Berry, 
G4LRT, (Northants.) worked PAOEZ 
(CM) and PAOWWM (CM) on 13cm. 
John worked DF4LY (ED) and DF9LN 
(FO) on the same band. The DLs and PAs 
have moved from 2,304 MHz to 2,320 
MHz. John and Simon Freeman, G3LQR 
(Suffolk) have also moved and have had a 
QSO on the new QRG. 

Late News 
GBVR reports that PA2VST and 

PAORDY will be operating from the 
Duchy of Luxembourg on 2m. from the 
late evening of May 7 till late on the 11th. 
They will be listening for tropo. QSOS 
towards the U.K. with 'VST is Fl square 
and 'RDY in CJ. The CW frequency will 
be 144.I44MHzand the SSB one, 144.244 
MHz. 

Deadlines 
So much for the February doings. All 

your news, views and claims for the May 
column by Apr. 7 and for the next piece, 
by May 5 to: "VHF Bands," SHORT 
WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, 
WELWYN, Herts., AL6 9EQ. 73 de 
G3FPK. 
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Message reads: The Royal Naval Reserve 
is looking for part-time radio operators' 

In return for your !riving up a little of your 
spare time, the RNR will train you to be a 
specialist in communications. 

You'll learn to operate radio equipment, 
radio telephones and teleprinters. 

You'll learn to read Morse at 18 w.p.m.,to 
touehtpe and to handle all sorts of signal 
traffic. 

(You'll also learn there's every opportunity 
ofbecomin an Officer) 

_Siw ç irthe job description. What of 
your employers? 

Well, the RNR is made up of volunteers 
whtrWatit to play an active part in Britain's 
naval defence. 

It operates its own ships, the 10th Mine 
Countermeasures Squadron, as part of 
NATO's defence force. And it provides vital 
reinforcements of skilled manpower tothe 
Royal Navy, at sea and ashore. 

All.weaskyou to put in is afew hours each 
week, some weekends and 14 days each year 
(which we've found most employers will 

«Ikea tt. 

agree to in addition to your summer holidays). 
You'll receive Naval pay during your 

weekend and annual training, a tax-free 
annual bounty, plus travelling expenses. 

And,of course, you'll get everychance to 
make the most of the Navy's excellent sports 
and social facilities. 

If you are between 17 and 33 and you'd 
like to find out more about the RNR, just m 

I 
e) II. »NM ( 

Ia. 
(Fill in the coupon.) r 

I CaptainRC.FryORE,RN,Otficeoftheeommander-in- 
Chief, Naval HomeCommand,IDMNavalóase, 
Portsmouth POI 31.11. 

. Please send me full derails of oining the Royal Naval Reserve. 
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LT ETI 
ANTENENNA 

NA 
SYTHE 

STEMS 
TET HE antennas are unique 

in that they employ dual driven 
elements with the following 
distinct advantages - 

Improved gain over 
conventional arrays. 
Broader bandwidth with 
lower SWR. 

Enhanced front to back 
ratio. 

Better matching into solid 
state transceivers without TET manufacture an exciting range of multi -element 
an A.T.U. HF beams including superb monobanders plus HF verticals 
High power handling Also there is a full range of VHF/UHF antennas most of 
capacity. which have multi -element drive or distinctive technical 

features. An S.A.E.will bring you full details. 

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK 
508-516 Alum Rock Road, Birmingham 8 

Tel:021-32 7 1497or021-32 7 6313 Telex:337045 
Open:9.30-5330Tues.to Sat. Closed all day Mon. 

HB33SP 3element tri -band beoml 
with dual drive for 14/21/28MHz, 

TET 
SOLE 

AGENTS 

TAL 

GSXKS NORTH WEST GSXKS 
TONoe 

6 COMMUNICATIONS (LIVERPOOL) E 
ON 
0108 

5111000 FAST BECOMING THE LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF EQUIPMENT IN THE NORTH 

jrT708R 
219 inc. 

43044alHz 1440450 .' nl 
2510e synthesizer steps 
4bt CPU chip fiewerwy control 
Keyboard entry of frequency/NAM 
LCD digital dieplay eel backlight 
Ten chenet of manery 

FT707 
FT707 EE69.00inc. FV7OIDM E203.00ine 
FT707S C485.00inc. FTV707 E90.00ine. 
FP707 E125.00ire. WMT70] riGGS 
FC707 E85.00ine. 

AN our eels now guaranteed a full 18 months, paru 
and labour (excluding P.A. bottles) 

in c 
,_._4,/£209 inc 
1MHz 1144148 possible) 

o 

12.SGW2.5/2&Hz synthesiser step 
4 Mt CPU synthesiser control 
keyboard entry of 
LCD digital Melly with WtlNNhtwl 
Ten channels of memory 

COMING SOON THE REFTEC 934MHz MOBILE TRANSCEIVER. SUPPLIES AVAILABLE SECOND OR THIRD 
WEEK OF FEBRUARY. PHONE FOR INFO AND LATEST PRICES. ALSO IN STOCK. COMPS, XTALS, PLUGS, 
ALL AVAILABLE ON MAIL ORDER. WE ALSO DO REPAIRS TO MOST RIGS. OPEN EVERY DAY TILL 5.30 

EXCEPT WEDNESDAY. 

L. 117 OXFORD ROAD, WATERLOO, LIVERPOOL L22 7RE 
051-920 7483 

me MOWS. yEMOW. 
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LEE f 

Lee Electronics ltd 
London's Leading Stockists. 

STANDARD IMESU ICOM NHL KIM MICROWAVE MODULES LUNAR SST SHURE HI -MOUND COE STOLLE 
TELECOMM ANTENNAE J -BEAM SWAN KATSUMI,ETC. 

.11 
LEE f 

YAESU GENERAL COVERAGE COMMUNICATIONS RE EIVER FRG7700 

__: 
3 - -- . 

_e 
01049) 

* 150KHz - 29.999MHz, FULL COVERAGE HIGH * RECEIVER NOISE BLANKER 
STABILITY DUAL PLL SYSTEM * TWO ATTENUATOR FACILITY * AUTOMATIC BAND PASS FILTER SELECTION * HIGH QUALITY AUDIO (1.5 WATTS OUTPUT) * 3 FILTERS FOR AM RECEPTION * 24 VOLT AC OR (WITH ADAPTOR KIT) * FAST/SLOW AGC SWITCH 138 VOLTS DC * NARROW BAND FM RECEPTION CAPABILITY * RECEIVES SSB, AM, CW AND FM (NARROW BAND) * TIMER FACILITIES * ALL CONVERTORS AVAILABLE * SINPO CODED SIGNAL STRENGTH METER 

PRICE £329.00 Inc VAT 

£409.00 inc VAT WITH 12 CHANNEL MEMORY 

Free amplifier worth £ 15.00 with every receiver purchased 

40 
EDGWAR 

W2E 
ROAD 

LDON01-ß35521Tá: 
2987¢5 

INSTANT H.P. 
B PIP.. WELCOME 

Send 2 
full d taailster 

f our range. 

tft 
April15th 916th 

9am tD 6pm 
April 11th 

9am tD 5pm 

The exhibition for every radio amateur 
AP'82 is a specialist exhibition of one of the fastest growing A1003 V A406 

Tvjy 4 areas of communications today. Organised by The Radio 
Society of Great Britain, the UK's national amateur radio 

society, this exhibition brings together every aspect of 
' amateur radio in what has been called "Europe's largest 

tent, Alexandra Pavilion. Exhibitors include leading UK 
manufacturers and importers, affiliated societies tor the 

s Ispecialist operator, displays of the latest microwave 
techniques and a comprehensive selection of publications ublic Transport. Alexandra Palace's easily reached by 

If you too are nterested n the future of amateur radio, a visit oao and has free car and coach parking. Bus services 9 

to the RSGB stand is a must, where staff and volunteers will be 1,102,120,134, 212, 221, and 244 are einen easy welkin 
available to give information on the wide range of services offered by (stance, and service W3 connects with the Underground 

the society, t Wood Green (Piccadilly Line) and Finsbury Park 

If you're a newcomer or an ardent radio amateur ÁP'82 is an exhibition not 
Pi and 

near 
Mu well . 

to miss. 
A.Par near Muawell HIII or Wood Green, off the 

North Circular 
For RSGB membership details, Send epost-Card to address shown below. alk-In: GB2AP FM S. or SUP (Initial cells). 

SBB 144.2801-12 (listening watch). 
iscovaz tñ¢ tvozld o 

AMATEUR RADIO 
Radio Society of Great Britain, 35 Doughty Street, London WC1N SAE. 

Uri 
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SEE THE NEW DRAKE 
EQUIPMENT AT 
ALEXANDRA PALACE 
NEW TR -5 ft TR -7A TRANSCEIVERS 
NEW R -7A RECEIVER 

SEE THE GREAT 
BARGAINS 
ON OUR STAND 

TR -7A TRANSCEIVER 
MANY SPECIAL ONCE ONLY OFFERS 

RADIO SHACK LTD. 
188 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON NW63AY 
GiroAccount No. 5887151 Telephone:01-624 71 74 Cables: RedioShack, NW6 Telex:23718 ,__ MICROWAVE MODULES LTD 

THEY'RE ALL NEW ... AND FIRST CLASS! 
MMlIB11003 MML14411001S 

10 METRE 100 WATT 

LINEAR AMPLIFIER 

it4Nt1 A% 
L 

T1. 10 
with mew 

.0eeese.mM 
ar u00 

ed 

AnW 
m1é.pa 

lowee : 
moli INMa nwWi.M Me 

700 WATTS OUT FOR 1 OR 
WATTS INPUT ON 144MHz 

.Rli.rr: ám.+...arsek 
large n v.D.ek. :á mU 

uekaae.r.. 
Several frone panel amarned wá awl.. ' ra.mmie.me 

e.Eanc.o-0-e..Reged 
and out of clre.. In . any el.nuan 

MML144130.LS MM1000161 

MM144130 WATT 

LINEAR NEAN A MMMAMPLIFIER00+-91 

»WAITS OUTPUT POWER Rum. ran 1 OR 3WAIT 
TRANSCEIVERS 
LINEAR ALL MO=7.10N 
MONTANE» OW 
IRMA LOW NOISE EMCEIVE 

MORSE IQYBOARD 

ne.Re ASCII ley1.0 u-a.x wr 
EutiRe xnn.mvox ië..we.r;nï a..övs..r 

O®eR. R.e ..v 

1 d` ÿwdcrel-dd. anal; 
AA 

OUTPUT 
ULTRA LOW O. ia m°k W z^l.m.m:v.emm 

MAIM' ma-rm.r 
á.r.n.ew.lr OR 3 WATT e MATEO 

TRANSCEIVERS MTN MIME ad 
.,ema.m.:. 

hYe.Wloi . ¡m°p.mwi-mm 
wnnnrvnwt .nETn mg. .. 

0129.95 inc. VAT IP + P £31 £145 no VAT IP + P 131 £65 inc VAT IP +P £2.501 RIM be VAT 01.6 dl 
SPACE PERMITST A BRIEF 

°ESCIUMONAVAILABLE FREE Or.gegzen:mlm rvewpnooucrstwwenruu.lurAalo-.>:ra 

m[® MR _ 
20. WAIT UM. ATV VAI iá:: ciR 

ALL MICROWAVEMODULES PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS 1bdö. PATme.. n® 
WflcORE 

DuIFmRFRAROFeFPRODUCTS 
wl0 eF FxnlmcD Am ON SAIE AT 

ROST 

MIAS 
Of 

aw SA1982 s nAM. 
MOBILE 

- HOURS. 

MONOAY TO FRIDAY 

9 12.00. 15.00 
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P.M. 
ELECTRONIC 
SERVICES 

PRICES SHOWN EXCWDE VAT 

UK CUSTOMERS PLEASE ADO 19% 

CRYSTALS MANUFACTURED 
TO ORDER 

Prices shomearebr " one oil" ,,our standard anabur 
ble. Neese H. 

,.":.ä. . - t. WX.lee»<,>udXow.. 
reteteirültar 
20e.ferek1-1.101.1.1 [21118 

02.79.81).11C1XU LIMO 

malirtH c áWu íií'.º 

MOtoSEIROMONCErtl [7.83 
MOO e, ''e"Nr:w.r,w`:® 

w.zapamT .tdD-10'm.eD°C. 
roe Uri 

memww°d'la 
ItImhlh.rdIXClIGasO 

13.0to 21 MHz láh1 H 
RIto .7.91 

MOO 

om 
.. 

vóiri 862 

D+ewr 
11301111.190,1 

iárn°élatmNXeMus 
Low Frequencies m1mMXn3u.m'' 

XNCIVU cav. 
Inwl:weem for sruv..wX...Xew 

etueme..w°°wonme 
NOW erme °' 

3nq aeve meao. a w.e.e m en. 

NAL 

CORNROW eErz-zNlrre am..X memt commnala re 
euereerh%rweekeATÑÓIXTRñCIÚR É. 

nor FxRu.sG 5[iNICE1 mbb4 
metVwgpytc.e.Hewcwnmec.leefc.üwe 

sa g au.arv.Nwawrxlw.emieeer 
rnrM 

IrnúeoW.leeh.ewteHmraxseme[neleer 

ÁDerid63ó 
me olws 1. 

technical between .. 
Many tweed made 

i> 
mantle w 

eewr. 
delivery of ere. days on 

PRICES INCLUCE P. D P. IMmMI ISLES1 EXCEPT 
WHERE STATEDOVERSEAS CHARGED AT COST. 

TWO 

OUTPOT.c 
y 

i.gmROT 

Irerarr 
165.101.1. 

325 

ms+m2 
14ume19 

iw°A4íesiá 

1.52.11 

ggRm 

2 ALEXANDER DRIVE, HESWALL 

WIRRAL MERSEYSIDE, L616XT 

Tel 051-3429493. Cables: CRYSTAL, BIRKENHEAD. 

METRE CRYSTALS 

PRICES: lel [21E ml ma. to tim ere Hal [rm. Ic hene nor 
nwxkº 

4uewM 

nuv+heeerl eeweeoebleeoNrew. 
atucklmdwe+Kmkee code IM. 

o nen 
iwhpwim 

OmeReG. When ordering am» wage 111 O.mM.18... game AMR. la a.. kREEI 

nwuetncv.l3 Holden Ir ö.uh cw.tloes Wsa m M. ` DneM wNewlm 

wnneVon 
.pWepwm.eesamxNolFulee.rnW mgimi . 

new... .nheeenryreuisaw4wewlllsanelHwe.an 2eMwXewhh 

Due to the much 
CRYSTALS 

compared 
with metres om nook Taw crystals are to much 
higher tolerancee Men ow . amereur spec. iá°ág. n X vá iáa 
CmAmv.rw'-,OWFÁSio ó 

wneé 

ai et 

specifications G MANUFACTURED TO 
ORDER.. _ 
FOr us: "r`:"w'° plupehymP3r(13.eh. 
1 u Xca'ueiLóvivióiw 

HORU and 
CRYSTAL 

`án.aXCzauzmeemgwean 
per é.r1 rs.ae. Ion d.dwbwlm=rv.n. 

NI et w u.ui.ñsuäµ. 
mane, MHz 

aGa.tm. m 
FICIDU h RCM/ .2116 

ZOME11.1112.11.2.8,9 end 

AERIALS 
MUM BMWp wázxw- atiámrmee.- 

ERIALS 

Itoe°ew`,mm°.enw"rfe 

a 
[18.01»., [im 

>ewhhw.mpaprtmrr.de [t 

1 . =Ykz&ooñ5W.O 

Sto A`aep: 3rsdkdwIthDOU"m deeds ee 

[i(O 
[19.20P.1.1 

Matennovnt 

auMµeneicsBeoin t . 

nw.reeom L3.50 

Are. flange we handmade w g+e[N m em 
Deep aluminium w ...less awl. 

PLEASE ENCLOSE S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES 

/ VTM 
.__. 

.. ..-`"" ..,:: 

rg t 
SUM WY ' TroreWrw..m.eee.g t.sem.wda.a..ewR. eep[m$..end iºó sviAtá. 

Tlr..wlmddW.wrorwTá 
seWnedtaamw .wr.wmWv.WEsawl 

Sti.t[Nm,.eurd [ 1241 SUM Wu 
PíWnMoinpe q123.n.Snela4M1OE.tleYYE.wá.w 

m.rºkumlHed»H. Haeil iiO[ 
vx AesifEZIGO dMoreúameHe.wlrcMdve.rwn..<Tteed/LINoErwH.wllmnNN/.teeNmd+sRy. [ 

ppa.s.qq 
Cd[f1.sE.Wow MAO 

33Anx.tm mitwfien23meeHísalmeyrtEe[d11m 
m°34w`Nr.emn:wré 

;ms 
wmo.m.mm.ren.Ele 

IAy ea* nwrrtwdr »Rea - Wens elmrIMPAIR 
eeam 

we., =we.ails 
Or '=e den 

le.ey,m:. en. repeXAcemennrwrr.wome.tormes.dw..ee. 
?i;.Iorm.rd. Carl wo.+l.°"°sm.iTm.eenn..edcwmrrleew-immavAT. 

.. - elmuTek limited -therf technology company 

.. Bradworthy, Holsworthy, Devon EX22 7TU 10409 241 543 2 
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"NE, Tri gisffflot 
TENTEC 

Introducing a New Concept in HFcommunications 
A NEW SERIES WITH NEW FEATURES, NEW PERFORMANCE, AND ALL 9 HF BANDS. 

CONTINUING THE SUCCESS OF A 
GREAT RANGE OF TRANSCEIVERS 
BACKED BY KW SERVICE- 
The OMNI-C 
(TOP of any class) 
The DELTA 
(an excellent "work 
horse" for Home 
station or Mobile) 
The ARGONAUT 
(amazing performance 
at -cost) 

KW+TEN- TEC ARGOSY HF SSB/CW TRANSCEIVER Came ..for all your other amateur radio the- 
ntaKWserviceadguersntee-KW maintains Ne 10-80 metres, 100 watts (Switchable to 10 watts). manta 

al :Bryiae thecompany it renowned for. Notch Filter. Full break-in on CW. Automatic Output -transistors unconditionally guaranteed 
offered 

for 12 
months. The KW +TEN -TEC units offerd above are normal sideband selection plus reverse. 12 - 14v D.C. 
introduced as a prelude to fully UK essembld input. All solid-state. For the price of £320.00+VAT. 
equipment. A WINNER AT LOW COST. * (A full range of accessories is available for 
KW. TEN- TEC eiuipmensl 
Other KW units available 
KW 107 Supermmch KW trap dipole KW E -Z match 
KW traps KW Belin KW antenna switch. 

KW COMMUNICATIONS LTD 
Vanguard Works.Jenkins0ale.Chatham ME4 5157 
Tel:06 34-815173 Telex:965834 KW COMM G 

8481118 er«K awnMu 

ro 

ro 

1812 

812 
slN 

sts 

s1T 

stur 

a4F TM 

0.0284 
4.01211 
4.0228 

4.0212 R 

lnl 
0.0688 

laaeT 

ámä 
ásesl 

FOR QUALITY CRYSTALS - AT COMPETITIVE PRICES. POPULAR 
FREQUENCIES IN STOCK - MADE TO ORDER 10kHz to 225MHz. 
RB15 Pocketfone crystals now in stock. 

ea [1.80.1or one comer. I...crystal when two or 

121182 

1112 ii:11111 }µmem1s 

a 
iiim 

ái 
.iá 

íow 12080.1 i 118,822 .8800 
a 10678 1110.1: 1 18.1888 44.8683 

0.12 nÚMde YmíKSat, á«11q 116Tò KelTetó ren 
Yee. 

9AkmT.mIK'NI4Ìb9Mtlm mymmelM lea lKYe 
40.111.10. 018801, ó eteam.Fdm. 

CRyeTIIÜIa Äa1wY 1KC111 m rza TM l)®AN..11t lNeew 
w .1222 and 1101Dò 8c! r L! Fy. F.eM.dvm eF 1, m1 

Mba TxrziMrlWil.as elOa l®4R11 
19 a e B6 0. 

Wood end Deemuyll. 
K B BtI IpN.m Nll 

COWMEN 
Im.Kn 11cAMBÑ 1BU.81 

[Y2k6M.m! 8rM u0R4 A.0[4 W.OR 

TOW 8.01111WO N 1li.BMn.410.0.]NGyiT0an11clwmrzllk.mm.T.lbwklv 
116 

.m,amaw.l<la lzl. ecte womn.,.mw.11AUAe.O°°an`'mYk06p::e` 

MADE m esla a1wTAu MOLE OIE YMT RaCIRI 

N ee T.kr"°"""'mm Rom ln"w..w°S 

EwrY 
am n m.rm. 

SOM. 
60 

Mrn 10 
BnW10 m MOW. C11.00 CAW 

M . 

IWO 

100 á m sáa - ZOO 
WO MOO. 1mlNad -MOO 

1:m78 i: 
ieámé88« VIM MA 
m 21.8010 OM MO0.8M.a 

CAW CIO 

WM*. 0488 

ZEN= 
um.mne. 

Rl> 

20..F leadeepecity end 

H OMO * cmww 1slkmivak11Cé nxcºme MOO Column .cm.ane8me.,mM. ' sawW.m..vewe«wema,aeovemnlaw..y.mmm ómmevrd lum.mp.ed.,e«. s n..lml.. 
Mao 
6xelmn.raaaa8s11lYlaM11ztlm .óedmA mbl.ayyeg.y. 

óó 
wyymuq den rT. BwmMm eere r61 awvYFa b/e EialMend 11myuele 

OlylTxL50bfÉTilM11N8GW 0.4. MIMMUM0MER DU80E rt.80 

11.11.48. CMVMorder. TNK TreloMw«MWprW vM eíeincludem bger ®m* new *lank ed. pounds SmmY. 

PRICES ARE EX VAT. PLEASE ADO 15% 

9uartSLab TTebaebone: 01 690ABS824h Áne bottI. kh5r, 
LONDON 

03Z24 a0B3o 
18311 

IS..: 912881 CWUKTXG (Anóetlon OUARTSLAB). CabSa: QUARTSTAB LONDON SEM 
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SPRINGTIME TIME TO BE THINKING HAND PORTABLE 

o LOWFT207R fÌ inC. 
PR IC VAT @ 15% 

B POSTAGE 

* 144-146MHz 1144-148possiblel * 125kHz synthesizer steps 
* 4bit CPU chip for freq. contra 
* Keyboard entry of frequencies 
* Keyboard lockout safety features 
* Digital display to hundreds of Hz 
* Display auto shutdown timer 
* Four Channels of memory 
* Memory back up disable 
* Up/down manual tudng 

* Bandscan for busy or clearchannels 
* Memory manning features 

*+800MzMIR befit in.- 

* Easy charge NiCad packs. 
BNC antenna connector 

* "On Air" end "Channel Busy" LEDs 
* Built in condenser microphone 
* 200nW AF to ineemel/extents) speaker 
* Extenal meeker/min available 
* 2.ó'02W of RF output 
* Ri; 36*A MUM*, 1 E0mA full vol. 
* Tx; 2500* low; BOOnA high 
* 0.3PV for 2018 quieting 
* Düirble conversion 10.7MHz and 455k6z. 
* D.T.M.F. encoder built in 
* 1.71221" D x 2.512.7/" W o 6.717.21" H 

* C/w NiCed.pack, helical and case 

FT29OR MULTIMODE PORTABLE/MOBILE £249 inc. yctcuo,cóa' 

* 144-145MHz1144-148possible) / . 0 50 

nW out 
* ED'sP "ON AIIR' , "BRMSUSY MC meter; S.PO ,4z4f'VW i . 'SG 
* Integral telescopic antenna 2, 
* Bandwidth 24kHz and 14kHz @ - 6dB PPy " ` * Optically coupled mein tuning JP 4e * 100Hz backlit LCD Frequency died./ Q 
* 10 memory channels "5 year" backup , . QPy , * FM: 2etHz and 12.6kdz steps J * SSB: 1kHz and 10CHz steps * Any TX/RX split with Mel VFOe 

.1,4Z P 
* xp0(oHa repeater split 175IXHz burst `{ 
* Up/down tuning from microphone- 
* AF output 1W W 10% 11-113 * Matching 10W linear Amplifier 
* 581H1 a 150(W) 195113) * 5- 15.2V DC External 
* Rx, 70mA, Tx; BOOnA (FM FM maximum) 

B. * e'C. Nieads or Drys 
* Mobile bracket available * SMC 22 AMr NiCae E270Inc 

FT208R(2m) 

,_/ 

...F,` 

£209 inc. WDSTI E 

* 4 bit CPU chip frequencYcontrol 
* Keyboard entry of frequencies/splits 
* LCD digital display with backlight 
* Ten channels of memory 
* Memory back up five-year lifetime cell 
* Up/down manual toting 
* Manuals auto scan for busy/clear 
* Priority channel with search back 

* by n scan i 

feature 
Scan y two frequencies 

* Auto scan restart 
* Quick change NiCad peck 

1,750Hz tone burst 
Built in condenser microphone 
50OnW AF to intlext speake, 

* External meeker/ma available 
* Keyboard offers 16 tone OTMF 

165(H) x 611W) y 39(Dlmm 
* C/w NiCad peck, helical 

FT708R(70cm) £219 inc. 

* 144-14fMHz)144148poasidel F 
* 125/29Me synthesiser steps 
* Any split + or - programmable T 
* t6C0tHz repeater split 2 
* 25 or O3WRF output 

O * 'Mc20nA squelch 150nA max AF 
* To: BOOmA at 2.5W RE 8 
* 0.25PV for 1218 SINAD R 
* Dual conversion 1S9MHz and 455kHz 

* 430-440MHz1440 450optonl F 
* 25kHz synthesizer steps 
* Any split + or programmable T 
* z7.6MHz Ell split standard 7 
* 1W or 100mW RF output 
* Re: 20nA squelch, 150nA (max AF) 8 
* To: 500mA at 1W RF O 
* 0.4pV fa 12dB SINAD - R 
* Dual conversion 46.256MHz and z 

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD 
1 S,M.HOUSE, OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DN, ENGLAND 

Tel: Totton (0703)-887333, Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G, Telegram: "Aerial" Southampton 

GRIMSBY STOKE-ON-TRENT LEEDS CNESTERFIEID -- - WOODHALL SPA 

,S .Cei.H 
(Humberside) S.M.C. (Stoke) 5..M.C. (Medal S.M.C. (-lack TWeadylLID 

6ºwt raow.*; greet- ,M.0 IHumbersi0el 
ake Take 

Pe, 
Stok Lem lemma* me Grimabv roam meet OW69388 

ruesdseSet dev rerrum y-6eovN, g...]IMtav 4aeJry 661,e.Y,S -,,,i imp 
2 

ie ti John 
e G Icreo 

es1.1:15 COMM í5x 
,,,b,idee SMC 

AGENSJersey 
Geoff 10534125788 

eáipey, CMG. 1pnN9 NA Sere, siman G4FG6 08Ì36®.a sutl. Howe GW , 
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oEE.rnNaAT.RARewr 
MEMO TMNREaAn.sR 
OWE ucAiEMwnNE- 
omIMNMWaaqEMFN0e31N36. 

DEPT.SWI.LEADEBNOEISE A R RO W 
ELECTRONICS LTD. 

COPTFOLD ROAD, BRENTWOOD. 
...... ESSEX CMI6SBN 

:.. : 

s NWTOR ) 
AaTxONEmoFAu. 

11/ 
. .. 

STANDASS x 

CM 70cen FM 01.00 
All 

[AW 
m má 

gym° 
MM lingGSM. 

PRICE 

FTf®M 

Memory 

0118.00 I. 
FREEVADDIENEVER 

- 

ONVAiMW IXWeMFU ro%e 
Fmm 

9,ANDre 

FTRY/VASSU 01001 

ce. e. 

e. . 

FM= Mu x Fomulreg.. be.R 
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PARTRIDGE G3CED 
- OFFER YOU 
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FOR EFFECTIVE 
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FREE 
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REG. WARD (G2BSW) Fr CO. LTD. 
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BECOME A 
RADIO AMATEUR 
Learn how to become a radio amateur in contact 
with the whole world. We give skilled preparation 

for the G.P.O. licence. 
No previous knowledge required. 

woe 
Brochure without obligation to - 
Britlsh National Radio 
& Electronic School 
READING, BERKS. RG1 1BR 

Name... 
Address. 

, swtrms 

Fw Value 

CI 

El 

U 

0 

n 

0 Deese send Bap for catalogue Et price list 
emm.eamar ta [Mail Ortler íl1532)70 

("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE") 

2 w.o,e ..ma.,Raa.xo..+mwm.n.Ava.a.pmxnma,ar.m.m 
ar ewas..me w w an ra mu r.a man rrrc. no ®wwura 

minimaaam_ Short musrw.üi..`¢i.tq. wém:ii:o:us:w.na. 

TRADE 

Good second-hand equipment always wanted. Come to 
AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE for the best deal. - 373 

Uxbridge Road, Acton, London W.3. (Tel: 01-992 5765/6/7). 

SSTV die easy way. Robot 4W p.c. boards, genuine Robot 
manufacture, £72.50 (no VAT), including technical information 
and p/p. Also sets of memories (16 x 4030), exequipment but 
guaranteed, £23 per set, or £25 including sockets. - Peter 
Burnett, G4BLL, 7 Ryd ngs Avenue, Brighouse, West Yorkshire 
HD6 2M. (Tel: 0484-710474). 

ZX8I software: VHF contest logging program, £4.50. Send s.a.e. 

for details. - J. V. Moss, 66 Littleheath, London S.E.7. 

RTTY/CW reader. Decode the audio tones from your receiver 
with this easy -to -build board which automatically displays 

incoming code on a bright, 8 -character, alphanumeric LED 
display: 5 to 30w.p.m. Morse, 45 and 50 baud RTTY, pips Morse 

keying practice. Available only as a kit at £68.00(excluding case). 

Display expandable to 12 or 16 characters. PCB and chips 
available separately, send S.a.e. for prices. Construction data, 
£3.95 plus s.a.e. -N. MaeRitchie (Micros), 100 Drakies Avenue, 
Inverness IV2 3SD. (Tel: 0463-221194). 

May issue: due to appear Aprd 30th. Single copies at 80p past paid 
MU be sent by first -clam mail for orders received by Wednesday, 

BLOCK CAPS PLEASEApril 28th, m available. - Circulation Dept., Short Wave 
' Magazine, 34 High Street, Wewyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. 

0 

The pion of Ono communications 

Post to, Seetts rn.aern.a.md.. Roars ...,ee.L.a.tsev.. 

05:;a37.77117: .^ . 
I II I I I II I 1 1 Jl I I 1 ID 

000000000 0 

Listener and QSL cards, quality printing on coloured gloss cards, 
at competitive prices. Send s.a.r. foe samples. - S. M. Tatham, 
'Nioodsidé', Orchard Way, Fontwell, Arundel, Wes[ Sussex. 

Went to leant Morse? Our C90 Morse cassette (2-12 w.p.m.) 
complete with data is the solution. Only f4.W. - Midland 
Electronic, 70 Bloomfield Drive, Athlone, Westmeath, Ireland. 

Amateur Equipment bought and sold, cash waiting. Contact 
G3RCQ. Hornchurch 55733 evenings. 

Courses - RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION, City and 

Guilds. Pass this important examination and obtain your licence, 
with an RCC Home Study Course. For details of this and other 
courses (GCE, professional examinations, etc.) write or phone: 

THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE,DepI.JVI,Tuition House, 
London SW194DS. Tel: 01-9477272 (9a.m. to5 p.m.), or use our 
24 -hr Recordacall Service, 01-946 1102, quoting Dept. JV I. 

DIY QSL's, 1W mixed designs, £1.90. Eight designs, coloured 
card, s.a.e. samples. - RWW, P.O. Box 11, Ramsey SO5 8XW. 

New international list of aeronautical frequencies including 
airports, air traffic control centres, weather reports, beacons, 
long range HE stations, callsigns, etc., Part 1 (Europe, 384 pages), 

f7.50. International lists of maritime frequencies including coast 
stations, long rang HE stations, broadcast times, callsigns, 
distress frequencies, etc., Part 1 (Europe, Africa and Asia, 385 

pages), E6.70. Post/packing E1.50 per order. Other parts 
available. - PLH Electronics, 97 Broadway, Frome, Somerset 
BAH 3HD. 

QSL cards. Sample pack and price list forwarded on receipt of 22p 
stamp. - Dement Press, 69 Langstore Drive, Exmouth, Devon 
EX8 4HZ. 

TRAP DIPOLES, CUSTOM BUILT, ANTI-TVI MODELS, 
Tx-ing, SWL-ing 24 -ft. to 108 -ft. Send s.a.e. for lists. - 
G2DYM, Uptowman, Tiverton, Devon. (Tel: 03986-215). 
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Aerial wire, 14 s.w.g. hard -drawn copper, 70 -ft. coils, £5.75; 
140 -ft. coils, £9.50. TVI/AFI, cure it with ferrite rings, 67p each. 
Amsat 28 MHz pre -amp. kits, complete, £7.85. All prices include 
postage and VAT. - TMP Electronics, Unit 27, Pinfold 
Workshops, Pinfold Lane, Buckley, Clwyd CH7 3PL. 

Personalised QSL's 100 for £12.50, 5000 for £42. Log books 
available. Send s.a.e. for samples. - Printshop, 89 Derwent 
Street, Consett DH8 8LT. 

READER'S ADVERTISEMENTS 

10p per word, minimum charge £1.50 payable with order. Add 25 per cent for Bold Face (Heavy 
Type). Please write clearly, using full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility 
accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 40p extra. Send copy, with remittance, to the 
Classified Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., High Street Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. 

Exchange: Partridge mini antenna (SWL version) and ATU, for 
AD -370 with MPU - Ring Lynskey, 0255-34522. 

For Sale: Yaesu Musen FRG -7700, only 7 weeks old, used just 12 
hours, as new (owner returning to Canada), bargain £265. - Ring 
0843-601041. 

Circuit and component list of any Rx, Tx or sig. gen., £1.50. - 
Brooks, 5 Farrant House, Winstanley Road, London SE112EJ. 

Selling: Realistic DX -200 communications receiver, 1 year old, 
excellent condition, with box and manual, £75. - Ring Randall, 
061-320 7080. 

Wanted: SX-200N scanning receiver, in exchange for Realistic 
DX -302 receiver, 5 kHz to 30 MHz, AM/CW/SSB, AC/DC, 
digital display, very good condition, with 2m. Microwave 
converter. - Ring Sturman, Bristol 22850. 

Icom/Trio Kenwood owners: very informative separate 
newsletters. - Send s.a.s.e. for details to G3RKC, QTHR. 

Wanted: BC -221, with or without PSU, in good condition. 
Details and price please (including carriage). - Ring Ward, 
G8CN, Cleethorpes (0472) 697881 evenings. 

Swop: Complete 2m. shack, comprising TR -7800 with power 
supplies, Icom base mic., AR -240 synthesised portable with 
home -built power, supply, SWR meters, dummy load, 

-magmount, plus much more (S/H value, £500), for 
FT-221RD, FT -225R, TS -700G or TS -700S. Wheelchair disabled 
so will pay part -petrol to collect a.s.a.p. Please write first - 
Turner, 51 Weyland Road, Witnesham, Ipswich IP6 9ET. 

For Sale: Two telescopic aerial masts, galvanised steel, heavy, not 
portable, 40 -ft., £28; 30 -ft., £22. Lafayette HA -600 general 
coverage receiver, excellent condition, suit beginner, £35. - Ring 
Harrison, Wakefield (0924) 271790. 

Selling: RA -17 with low frequency converter and diversity unit, all 
in table mounting case, £250. - Ring Richardson, 01-886 4186. 

For Sale: Yaesu FRG -7700M receiver plus FRG -7700 tuner, 5 
months old, £350. - Nieto, Keynes College, University of Kent, 
Canterbury, Kent. (Tel: 01-942 9034). 

Sale: SX-200N scanning receiver, £200. GDX-2 Discone antenna, 
£30. Heathkit MW/VHF-stereo tuner, £75. Plus various other 
goodies. - Ring Griffiths, 01-527 2300 ext. 223, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Selling: Trio TR -7000 2m. FM 10 -watt transceiver, excellent 
condition, £80 or near offer. - Ring Dolan, G3KZU, Oxford 
63000. 

Sale: Sommerkamp FT-277ZD Mk.III HF/SSB transceiver, only 
six months old, £550 or near offer. - Ring Colmworth (023062) 
641. 

Versatile IF -Module for 2m etc., (Pt. 1) Ì 
96MHz Crystal Oscillator, Microwave Communications, Etc. 1 

Send £1.40 for a copy of this edition or £5.30 for complete 1981 volume 
1982 Subscription now available at £5.30 I 

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is the English language edition of the German publication 
UKW BERICHTE, a quarterly amateur radio magazine especially catering for 
vhf/uhf/shf technology. It is published in spring, summer, autumn and winter. All \ 
special components required for the construction of the described equipment, such as 

% printed circuit boards, coil formers, semiconductors and crystals, as well as complete 
kits, are available for despatch direct from Germany. Many of the printed circuit \ 
boards, in addition to a few selected kits, are stocked in the U.K. A complete index for 

I1970-1980 is now available - send sae for your copy. 
Orders and enquiries should be sent to \ 

VHF COMMUNICATIONS, Dept V214, Communications House, 
I 20 Wallington Square, Wallington, Surrey SM68RG 

LISTEN TO THE WORLD 
WITH A 

RECEIVER 
FROM 4atronics 

Best Selection 
LOWEST 
PRICES 

MEDIUM WAVE/SHORT WAVE 
h Trio R-600is a new high class general coverage receiver recovering 30bands between 

150tHz and 30MHz with a PLL synthesiser. Both digital display readout (1kHz \ resolution) and analog display (10cHz resolution) are provided for easy and accurate 
Ituning. The R-6COalso includes three IF fitters, RF ATT and tone control, etc., to ensure 
the best receiving conditions for each mode. 240V ac/12V dc supply. £235. \ 

- - - --- (VHF) w...mor..amar..any. 

Signal R528 portable crystal 
controlled channels, with scanner. 
High performance, pocket size. 
E69.50 + crystals £280 ea. 

Signal R517 portable fully tuneable 
118 to 143MHz with provision for 3 
crystals (extra) 1.8,V sensitivity. 
Fine Tuning control, Telescopic 
aerial. £49 

MARINE/AMATEUR (VHF) 

Search SR9 fully tuneable coverage 
+ provision for 11 crystals. Fine 
tuning and Squelch controls. 12Vdc 
supply. Excellent value at only £46 

I 

Ì 
oee:./OMI..M1111I4 

DAIWA SR11 - fully tuneable 
coverage plus 6 channel scanning 
gives tune/scan/manual modes of 
operation. Variable squelch control. 
12Vdc supply. £78 + crystals £280 
ea. (Marine version only) 

Belcom AMR217B - automatically 
scans up to 7 crystal controlled 
channels with provision for 10 
additional fixed channels. 
24OVac/12Vdc supply inc. 8 
channels. £120 

DON'T MISS lT! 
i WINTER 1981 EDITION 

VHF 
COMMUNICATIONS 

I 
\ 
' 

I 
\ 

A Fount of Information for all Keen Amateurs, 
including Special Articles on: 

Linear Amplifier for 13 cms. 
Receive Converter for Meteosat (Pt. 1) 

Antennas for 137MHz Satellites 
UHF/SHF Power Meteor 

Easy to Build TV Pattern Generator 

I 

le SYNTHESISED SCAN-AIR/MARINE ETC. ."4/1 
SX200N- the ultimate scanner for 32,000 channels covering 2688, 108-190, 

'386514MHz AM and FM, 16 memory channels, 2 speed scan, 3 squelch modes + 
Digital Clock Display. Listen to 10n-70cm Amateur, Aircraft and Marine Bands. \ 
230 ac/12V dc supply. New version with improved filters, etc. 

ALL FOR ONLY £264.00 

NI Additional crystals for above receivers: Airband and Marine, f2.íì0; Amateur, E2.50. 1 

% 

All prices include VAT but add carriage: R600 Er SX2OCN, £5.50, others £ 1.50 
91 \ Goads may M tram* via ERESTEL au MAILBOX saºaat 016696701 -or pay by Barrlyang 

h 
Tryst**Y&aer Ants; Erma* Master Charm ate; cask dome*KP. or Catnip* Credit 
Charge Card 

N4 

% Post orders normally dealt with on same day as received. I 
Everything covered by CATRONICS THREE STAR GUARANTEE. \ 

- is CATRONICS are only 300 yards from Wallington Railway Station (L.B. or VIC.). 
Frequent buses from Croydon and Sutton. Three big car parks within 100 yards. 

Lowe DS10 portable, 10 crystal 
controlled channels automatically 
scanned. Re -chargeable batteries 
and charger included, Telescopic 
aerial. £75 + crystals £280 ea. 

CATRONICS LTD., 
COMMUNICATIONS HOUSE, 

2: 0,1 
WALL NGTON SURREY 

WALLINGTON 
SM68RG. 

kOEP Tel: 01-6696700. 
Shop/Showroom open Monday to Friday 9a.m. - 5.30p.m. 
(closed for lunch: 12.45- 1.45.)SaturdaVS:9a.m. - 12.45p.m. 

For Sale: Yaesu FRG -7000, good condition, 2 years old, original 
box, £190. - Ring Hoad, 0634-62393 (Kent) after 6 p.m. 
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Sale: Eddystone EB-25 MkwIll receiver, mint condition, £200. - 
Ring Cleary, 0I-340 7860. 

Selling: Drake SPR-4 receiver, modified with BFO switch, with 
5 -NB noise blanker, SCC-4 crystal calibrator, MS -4 speaker, 24 
crystals and manual, two years old in mint condition (cost £600 
new), £300. Buyer collects. - Ring Carpenter, 01-650 65%. 

May issue: deem appear April 30th. Single copies at 80p postpaid 
will be sent by first-class mail for orders received by Wednesday, 
April 28th, as available. - Circulation Dept., Short Wave 
Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. 

For Sale: FRG -7 receiver with Microwave Modules In. 
converter, all mint, £125 carriage extra. - Ring Easton, 
0632-570429. 

Selling: Racal RA -117 (not ex -govt.) in cabinet, professionally 
maintained, excellent condition and performance, any test, with 
spare valves and service manual, £220. Buyer must collect. - 
Ring Robinson, Bury St. Edmunds (0284) 61951. 

Wanted: No. 19 Set Mk. m and ancillary equipment; also 22 Set, 
62 Set, C12 and ATU, ZC1/2, any condition but unmodified. - 
Ring Wuille, Worthing (0903) 41810 after 8 pan. 

For Sale: Trio TS -830S with SP -230 speaker and AT -230 ATU, 
£650. - Monk, G3AKP, QTHR. (Tel: 0455-612423). 

Selling: Microwave Modules MMT432/144R transverter, new, 
£145. Sinclair ZX81, boxed, as new, £45. - Ring Devine, 
GBLGE, 0924-825025, West Yorks. 

Sale: Hustler 5BTV trap vertical antenna, £55. - Ring Ferry, 
Orpington 74213. 

Selling: Datong plug-in mains power unit and Wale 2 -way coax 
switch (I kW SO -239 connectors), £15 or near offer. Surplus to 
requirements. (Surrey). - Bon No. 5760, Short Wave Magazine, 
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. ALO 9EQ. 

For Sale: SRX-30 receiver in mint condition, £120 or near offer. 
Buyer collects. - Ring Woods, Sacriston (0385) 712564. 

Sale: FDK Multi 700E 2 -metre FM, excellent condition, no 
mods., complete in original packing. Reasonable offers, please. - Ring Davis, GWBFll, Aberystwyth (0970) 3591 evenings. 

Help wanted to put a BC -312D back in working order. Do you 
have schematics and/or handbook? - Pike, Fairview, 
Bremilham Road, Malmesbury (3338), Wilts. 

Sale: R.A.E. course, theory and practical kit plus teslmeter, only 
first test paper used (cost £100), bargain £50. (Notts). - Box No. 
5761, Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. 
AL6 9EQ. 

Selling: N.E.C. HF transceiver, 10-160m., SSB/USB/ 
LSB/CW/AM, RTTY/SSTV/FSK, with 6.10.15-20m. vertical 
antenna, £410. N.E.C. 2m. portable FM transceiver, fully 
crystaled, £100. New CB transceiver, 5 star, 40 channels, legal, 
SWR meter, `witch stick' FM base antenna, £100. - Ring 01-352 
7847. 

Exchange: Burns Electronics TC -I01 absorption wavemeter, 
meets all Home Office requirements for all frequency 
measurements (inc. harmonics) on HF bands, plus instructions, 
for Datong D7oMone Tutor. Or sell for f43. (Lines). -BonNo. 
5762, Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. 
AL6 9EQ. 

Sale: Yaau FRO -7700, as new, £205.Or exchange for video. - 
Steele, Mayberry, Chilbolton, Stockbridge, Hants. 

Sale: Complete SSTV receiver station, comprising Hammerland 
HQ -180A triple -conversion communications receiver, 0.54-30 
MHz, and Robot Model 7041 -in. monitor, £350 or near offer. 

Ring Hames, Aldershot 25050. 

THE MICRODOT 

SEND/RECEIVE 

ALL BRITISH MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED 
TERMINAL UNIT FOR CW AND RTTY 

FEATURING .. . 

Integral five Inch VIDEO MONITOR 
Profeadonel KEYBOARD with numerous special functions 
Real-time CLOCK 
On board DEMODULATOR end MODULATOR ICW, FSK, AFT m 

Automats SPEED TRACKINGI 
reveeM HI'TY IBappeti 

THREE SPEED SETTINGS on transmit ru each node 
Both send and receive SPEED DISPLAY on =rein 
SCREEN STORE and RECALL...iv 
PORTABLE - runs nowlAIWaeadoel for rallies/ 
Highly 

CALL 
in must a oMawt with cane fiend. 

programmed in for DE' (Here HI function 
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS include 'Oak brown fox' generator 

'CO CO CO' key GeV Iwbo are youN key 
R AS KR VA VE barred characters 

One year NO-GUIBBLE GUARANTEE. 

ALL THIS AT A MUCH LOWER PRICE THAN 
COMPARABLE IMPORTED PRODUCTS 

£ 395 inc. VAT and carriage 
mealer enquiries welcome) 

For full technical specification write to 

POLEMARK Ltd., 148450 High Street. 
Berkway. Royston. Herts. SGS 8EG 

r 
INTERNATIONAL: 
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS 119821 

Foreign l"OX") Owings f 11.80 
U.S. Listings E12.40 

U.K. Cellbook, 1981 Edn. IRSGBI E4.60 

MAPS 
'SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE'. DX ZONE MAP 

(GREAT CIRCLET in colour. Latest 9th edition fang 
AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD Marcantor Projection - 

Much DX Information - in colour. Latest 14th edition £1.10 
RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE U.S.A. AND NORTH 

AMERICA State Boundaries and Prefixes, size 24' x33", 
paper. Latest 7fhedi'tion 9% 

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD ATLAS In booklet form, 
Mercantor projection, for desk use. Gives Zones and 
Prefixes. Latest 11th edition E1.65 

LOG BOOKS 
Amateur Radio Logbook Elf 
Receiving Station Log LOI 
Mobile Logbook 

(The above prices include postage end pecking) 

Available from: 
Publications Dept. 

Short Wave Magazine 
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. ALO SEO 

Tel: Welwyn 10438711 52013/7 

(Counter Service, 9.33'5.00 Mon. to Fri.) 
IGiro A/c No. 517 61511 
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"s.W.M.ar DX ZONE MAP : ! awansr7 FaMMli..nmr 

Sth Ecationl ell mode Pol- 1 Greet Circle Projection on ble, quality, paper tor wall Cop 1218 0ein teo. PO Mroun \ mounting, 33% in. wide by 246 in. deep. Giving eaeential DX Pion. Size DIE 
information - bearing e Oman. of all parts of the world 16501 

W 
mt Oman.. CHEW. £35000,. 

relative to the U.K., the Zone areas into which the world is \ BMW MAGAZMF PROJECTS. k divided for Amateur Radiopurpoeea, with mejm prefixes limed BUILT CASESTESTED. Hperatly Dlatace Ye in mile` and kilometres. Time scale 30WATT2METREUNEAR AMP. GMT. Mesta of Lat./Lorp, losa tough for Bccwa1e \ 2-3 Wen. RF in deco Watts RF 
a tting. Hundreds of piece names, mainly the unucuel ones, freer, all node Operato,. and most of the rare Wands. Buihinpeanp [M. EZpop. 

2pna end Free es tweeted to August 1980 ------- 
Price £3.50 inc. p/p 

PWYoeaom Dept. 

Short Wave Magazine Ltd., x Mph Street, Welwyn. .B. SE0. 

raeri.rasrrAAA e 11u IIrI III rIL 
2n-2BMH.IF E2286E1pMP 
Rme.2NMHrIF F23N6LpeBapp 
Dual R m ,AHE ms-án/TcaN 
VHFTVICM521 L28.SOE1pBp. 
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lffM MAU HAM MUSS MHr2. MRCIRYMnWfIC.Mf yAlprksalnc.VAT. / 

electronics 

MORSE !.W BY THE RHYTHM METHOD! % 
Nmonnowee..mennenindoetelunIzele 
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w mim athree 
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molOgned - iB.ner..1asWoien' ;0: 
G2DYM ANTI -INTERFERENCE 

ANTI-TVI TRAP DIPOLES inc. WARC NEW BANDS 
TRANSMITTING & S.W.L. MODELS 

DATA SHEETS LARGE SAE. AERIAL GUIDE 50p. 
Callers Welcome. Tel 030130-215 

GEOM. UPLOWMAN. TIVERTON. DEVON 

_RAE. TUITION R.A,E. 
Obtain the highly coveted Amateur Radio Licence. Personal 
tuition, epecilically paced to achieve this result, is available in 
Georgian Bath. This is a five day course leading hem basic 
principles, through the City a Guilds syllabus, to examination 
level. The classes, held on the outskirts of this beautiful City, are 
essentially small: so each student is able to receive the required unt 

of tuition. Instruction is given by GaJWJ epecielet in 
paeonel tuition and co-author of 'Amateur Radio'. For more than 
tdecade students of all ages and walks of bee have benefited from 
hesee courses and are now licensed amateurs. 

For further details please write, enclosing a S.A.E., to: 
PETER BUBB -tuition 

58 Greenacrea, Bath, Avon. BA1 4NR. 
or telephone 022527467 

mum. peresine.ausihno. 

ALL 
VALVES 
Ft TRANSISTORS 

-. 4,`--....G fE 
Call or phone for a eli 

most courteous quotation 
01-749 3934 

m 05 0 
. par 

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD. ioNinorCiO4OM2Wt Rodo 

w 

Mobile Radio Bench Engineers 
We are looking for experienced top quality bench 
engineers. We offer good salaries for the right people. 
Expanding company offering opportunities for promotion. 
Full fringe benefits. Contact J S Clark. 01-13805555. 

® 
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AMATEUR RADIO 
\ OPERATING MANUAL 

New Second Edhion 
Most of the chapters in the new 2d edition of this popular 
RSGB tole by R. J. Eckersley, G4FTJ, have been revised end 

Z. updated. Chapters cover: the Amateur Service; setting up e 
re salon; operating practices and procedures; DX; contests; : 

mobile, portable and repeaters; amateur aeteWne.; RTTV; e 
SS/To; .peolal event sMtions: with appendices and index. 

e Extrocr from review ºn 'Thera Wave MalezAte' " ... µhis \ 
book should be of greatest interest end use the newly e 

n licensed amateur with little, practical operating experience, to 
whom it can be thoroughly recommended". 
2DºAagea Publications Dept. [...Mine. pip 

e Short Wave Magazine Ltd., \ b34 High Street Welwyn. Harts. ALB9EQ. 
Ì 

NO 
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Uarenamrmmem,nmia .... ........`nm16E We, Warn low loss 
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P.e.ae Imrel.e In buckets. S.A.e. la M Mb. 

Ist K YnarlR. aAwTN, lnuwollMe, MOON 

AMATEUR RADIO 
by Gordon Stokes and Peter Bubb 

The Lutterworth Prose are the publishers of this book, which le 
Mtended for those wishing to study for the R.A.E. and 
comprise. nineteen charter, plus Introduction and Index, 
covering the basic, technical materiel the would-be candidats 
needs to obten a 'pass'. Copiously iluetrated with simple 
diagrams end excellent plate.. Publiehed in hardback. 
192pages Eaeoinc. pip 

Pubgestbu Dept. 

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD. 
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN, 

HERTS. AL6 9E0 
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e SAMSON ETM-3C C-MOS KEYER 
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ude 15% VAT. None send stienP with enouNes. 

RK t AFbdrrr.t]eMa..Rebtll-Bs&Si 

G4DSG D.P. HOBBS (NORWICH) LTD. G3HEO 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
`MENU .Sern 

[240.00 

No T N.nPn0üggey [ 21123 

Me in Mews 
2.00 

Ian. K -0e IIIM enc 
whin dapr.ata 

FM 11C acei De. 
/CMvn g' rineBurel. rite LIMP, 

Poems' 
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Tr...sex..0 erN Preps.. wU50RP ' MMm e.. »et) 
13S 

*».'*».' 
BaneardFAswe. exams A/M.50.Na to 

t. 
Nome, 

Benedict'e St.. Norwich. Tel. 615756 

e. Also Visit D.P. Hobbs Ltd.. 11 Kip St., Luton. Telephon 20907. 
coos, soda, 

RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX -COUNTRY -ZONE LIST 
published by GEOFF WATTS 

Editor of ilLiff News -Sheet" since 1582 
The Un you have always nuked, tM Iln that giveºycuevery.ing, eM ell 
On One gnel For each country: - 
a. ne DKCC "anus" e. the continent 
b. the normal prefix 1. UM"CD"Zom No. 
c. the special ppppl1 g. the RU Zone No. 
d. the ITU cease block elloca an 
Full information on Antarctic Mons. USSR Klub -stations, obeabta 
prefixesused d during the pan years, yee, ash m A more.. 
The List can be kept always unto -date because ample space has been 
povked for adding every nevi prefix, Birch new MU aMooetbn, etc. 
Everything arranged alphabetically and numnically in order of prefix. Idsel 
for Cont.( operators end SWL'e. 

fnetO.l Spleso. P111eUerRl ov0e ºs5a heir mreille200danCsnme. 
GEOFF WATTS 

BR DELMORE ROAD. NORWICH NR7 CU, ENGLAND 

TMP ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 
STOCKIST OF YAESU. JAYBEAM, HY-GAIN, AMIDON CORES, 
KDK, FDK. MICROWAVE MODULES, RSGB BOOKS, ASP, 

LEADER, CUSHCRAFT, DAIWA, HANSEN S,;< 
LICENSED CREDIT BROKER 

Amsat pre -amp kits. 
Back in stock. Complete kit to make the famous pre- 

amplifier, including PCB. 
f 7.85 inc. VAT & Postage 

HOWARTH JONES GW3TMP 
UNIT 27, PINFOLD WORKSHOPS, PINFOLD LANE, BUCKLEY, 

CLWYD CH7 A'L. 
TEL: BUCKLEY (0244) 549563 

open Tus a.y-Miley 8.5.30. Saturday 433,4.m Lush t.mpte 

JOHNS RADIO 
WNref Wl WOM1s.IBCWheMMp RosdEest NMenehew, Bradford, 13011 WA 

Tel. Ne.0Zí4-081W - Demomoatbn by Appointment 
LeRSEPurecuSE OF RACAL 

117E - 
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TEKTRONIX 

PORTABLE MAST GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 
32ft. Heavy Duty Aluminium 

Comprising:- 
Eight - 4H. x Sn. Interlocking Tubular Sections. 
.Eight - Galvanised Ropes. 
Four - 27n. Steel Guy Securing Stakes. 
Base Plate and Various Accessories. 
All packed in strong marine ply in carrying storage 
container. 
E46 including carriage and VAT. 

'GRANVILLE MILL' 
Vulcan Street, 

Oldham O1.7 4EU. 
Telephone No. 061 652 1418 6' 061 633 0170. 

1st GRADE COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES 
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WORLD RADIO/TV 
HANDBOOK 1981 

Now in stock/ 

The World's only complete reference guide to 
International Raio &Television Boadcasting Stations. 
It Includes: Frequencies, time schedules, announce- 
ments, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much 
mom besides of value to the listener. 
Lists all International short-wave stations, including 
frequencies, for each country; foreign broadcasts, long 
and medium wave stations (AM broadcast Band), TV 
stations and domestic programme.. Long recognised as 
the established authority by broadcasters and listeners. 
Inci the only publication that enables you to identify BC 
stations quickly and easily. Enables you to fill mom 
pages in your log book on the SW BC bends and helps 
you add more BC -station QSL cards to your collection. 

£11.35 
(The above price Includes postage 

end packing). 

from 

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL69EQ 

THE rl 

RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK, 1982 p 

(ARRL) 

59th Edition 
0 

Now in stock! 
Considerable added material to the 1982 edition 
includes more emphasis on digital v 

communication techniques, and tables and 
charts for the new WARC amateur radio bands; 
plus several new construction projects. This 
superb book continues to be the radio amateur's 

, indispensable 'A to Z' reference title. 

640 pages rj 

hard cover, E 11.50 inc. p/p > 

soft cover, E9.25 Inc. p/p 

Publications Dept. 
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD 

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN, 
HERTS. AL69EQ 

Butterworth Group 
publications now in stock 
Practical Aerial Handbook, 3d edition £7.95f 
Two -Metre Antenna Handbook £435' 

stone and Answers on Amateur Radio £125 
Beginners Guide to Radio, 9th edition 

inners Guide to Electronic&, 3d edition £4 
1 Electronics Q. & A., 2d edition £235' 
f e estions and Answers on Traniators, new 4th 

edition E2 e . f 
Jests in Radio and Short Wave f 

Listening £3. o f 
'de to Broadcasting Stations, latest 18th edition £3 f 

The World's Radio Broadcasting Stations and 
European FM/TV Guide, tram title £610f 

Radio Valve and Semiconductor Data, 10th edition 
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th edition£&35f 
Radio and Electronic Laboratory Handbook, 9th f 

edition £21.250' 
Practical Electronics Handbook f440í 
Electronic. Pocket Book, new 4th «Rion £5.20: 
Oscilloscopes - How to Use Them, How They Work, newt 

title E385í 
prices include postage and pecking 

Publications Dept. f 
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD. f 

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN, 
HERTS. AL69EQ f 

1982 
"CALLBOOKS" 
ARE /N STOCK! 

Foreign ("DX") Listings £11.80 

U.S. Listings £12.40 

The above prices include postage and peeking 

Publication. Dept.. 

Short Wave Magazine 
34 High Street. Welwyn, Herts. ALO BEG 

Tel: Welwyn (0438711 5208/7 
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AllIATEUR ELECTRONICS UK 
Irx 

Your number one source 
for YAESU MUSEN 

FT -ONE SUPER 

HF TRANSCEIVER 
This is the latest and most exotic 
product from VAESU's superb 

design team. The new FT -ONE provides continuous 
RX coverage of 150KHz-30MHz plus all nine amateur bands 1160 thru 10m). 
All mode operation LSB,USB, CW, FSK, AM,*FM 10 VFO system FULL break-in 
on CW audio peak filter notch filter variable bandwidth and IF shift keyboard Npt. 
scanning and entry RX dynamic range over 95dB! and NO band switch !!! *optto 

FT -101 ZD Mk l l \r 
................................................. :i:ètS. 

YAESU's FT-101ZD WITH FM is the 
most popular HF rig on the market thanks 
to its very comprehensive specification 

and competitive price. Incorporates notch 
filter, audio peak filter, variable 

IF bandwidth plus many other features. 

FT -902 DM 

Competition 
grade 

HF transceiver 

The VAESU 
world famous 

pace -setter 
with -the 

acknowledged unbeatable reputation. 160 thru 
10 metres including the new WARC bands. 
All -mode capability, SSB, CW, AM, FSK and FM 
'transmit and receive. Teamed with the FTV-901R 

transverter coverage extends to 144 & 430MHz. 

::::T: . 

FT -707 
All solid-state 

HF mobile 
transceiver 

Lfmmnri In [-Inn 

The IFF mobile rig, drgH'àl,variable IF 
bandwidth, 100 watts PEP SSB. AM, CW (pictured 
here with channel memoryVFO I Latest bands. 

00 FRG -7700 High performance communications receiver's 
AESU top of the range receiver. Aft mode capability.. 
SB. LSB, CW. AM 'end FM 12-mem6Oy channels with 

back up. Di artz clock featuretbíth timer. 
ith 

- 

Pictured h 

git 
th matching FR1-7700 Antenna tuner. 

and FRVw7700 VHF converter. 
J 

IVI 
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L 
Including VAT 

FT 25OR 25 watt 
2metre FM mobile 

Two independent VFO's 

1O memories Priority function 
Memory and band scan 

X12.5/25 KHz steps le Large LCD readout. 

FT -708R and FT -208R 

Synthesized UHF/VHF transceivers 

The new FT -708R and FT- 208R provide 
new dimensions in operating flexibility 
for the discerning 70 cm and 2m 

1 operator. LCD display, 10 memories, 
memory and bandscan, priority 
function, internal lithium battery 

back-up. RF output FT -708R, 
200mW low, 1 watt high, 

FT- 208R, 300mW low, 
2. 5 watts high. 

NC8 Charger DC PSU 

FT -780R 
All -mode 70cm mobile 

4 memories, memory 
and bandscan from 

microphone, conservative 10 watts out - 
All thé features of the FT -480 on 70cm. 

As factory appointed distributors 
we offer you- widest choice, 

largest stocks,quichest deal and 

fast sure service right through - 

'f r FT -480R High technology 
all -mode 2metre mobile 

FT'T08R FT.208R 

The most advanced 2 metre mobile 
available today- USB. LSB, FM, CW full 
scanning with priority channel, 4 memory 

channel. dual synthesized VFO system. 

FT -2900 
All -mode 

2 m portable 

10 memories, 2VFO's 
LCD display, 

C size battery, easy car mounting tray. 2 5watts out. 

NORTH WEST -SHANE, ELE }PONIES LTD. GORDON GRLF0 U,aroer 106E61 MO 
WALES a WESS-ROSS CLAR GWENWS. GWENT 10E. RILE 1E6 - 

EAST ANGLIA -AMATEUR E ECTRONICS US -EAST ANGLIA. DR T THIRST ITIND OWS, NORWICH WORSE 01. 
NORTH EASE -NORTH EAS AMATEUR RADIO. DARLINGTON OWSSSERS 

121 
or attrectve H. P. terrns 
readily evadable foron- 

the-spot monn a 

Fullde stratio 
facilities. 

Free Securicor delivery. 

Amateur Electronics UK 
508-516 Alum Rock Road Birmingham 8 

Telephoner 021-3271497 or 021-327 6313 
Telex: 337045 

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 Tues.to Sat. 
continuous-CLOSED all day Monday. 

WHERE TO FIND US 
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Brenda isn't serving 
coffee any more at 

Northfield Road, Ealing 

because we've moved to 
new premises with more 

hd space at 373 Uxbridge Road, 
Acton, LondonW3. 

¡ Tel: 01-992 5765/6/7 ' More space for Bernie to display our ever-expanding range of Amateur 
Radio equipment and accessories, both new and secondhand, 

'D More space for our service engineers to provide the level of 
after sales back-up you expect. 

'D Morespace for our hard-working mail order department to 
assertible and pack your orders for really rapid dispatch. I More space to park alongside and opposite, and much better 
access by public transport too. 

...and more space to put your cup down when you've 
gohyour coffee!!! 

IMMMMMUMBIIMIMMMO 
LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS 'Ask for women quotation.. 
INSTANT HPANDR-MONTIBNO-INTEREST HE TERMS AVAILABLE 
FOR LICENSED AMATEURS AND BANK/CREDIT CARD HOLDERS 

No prices quoted this 
month because of exchange rate fluctuations. 
Please phone for up-to-date information. 
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-AMATEUR RADIO 
EXCHANGE 

FRG -7700 
Yaesu's latest 
receiver with FM 
right across the band now offers all these optional extras 

Memory facility a FRT-7700 Aerial Tuning Unite Six 
VHF Conveners as follows: 
FRV-7700A 118-130MHz 130-140MHz 1.150MHz 
FRV-7700E 118130MHz 190.150MHz 50-aOMHz 
fAV-71WC 190-150MHz 150.1WMHz 1e0-170MHz 
FRV-77w0 118-130MHz 190.150MHz 70-WMHz 
FRV-71WE 190-150MHz 150-160MHz 115-ro0MHz 
FRV-7700F 150-160MHz 160-170MHz 118-130MHz 

Phone for latest picas and remember, our basic Receiver 
price includes a FREE Heliºcan Aerial. 

BEARCAT 220FB 
The super scanner which brings you all the 
excitement of the VHF and UHF frequencies 

TOM. 
...aircraft, marine, amateur, plus so much 

I Elémnnr 
4aD 

NOW 
HERE 
WWI 

SONY ICF-2001 
This unique HF communications 
receiver with keyboard entry and LC4CWbrs 
AM/SSB/CW from 150kc to 30MHz end FM 
from 76-108MHz with six station memories. 

A masterpiece of compact modem 
technology. 

SX-200N 
Another of our sophisticated scanning 
receivers. Similar functions to the 
BFARCAT, but even wider frequency 
coverage,and with AM and FM right across 
its range. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 
373 UXBRIDGE ROAD, ACTON, LONDON W3 9RH 
Tel: 01-992 5765/6/7 Just 500 yards east of Ealing 
Common station on the District and Piccadilly Lines, 
and 207 bus stops outside. 

136 GLADSTONE STREET ST HELENS, 
MERSEYSIDE Tel: 0744 53157 Our North West branch run by 
Mike (G4NAR), just around the corner from the Rugby Ground. 

Closed Wednesday at Acton and Monday at St Helens, but 
use our 24 -hour Ansafone service at either shop. 



Technical Books and Manuals 
(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN) 

AERIAL INFORMATION 
Antenna Handbook (Orr and Cowan) E445 
Practical Aerial Handbook, Std Edition (King) E7.95 
Beam Antenne Handbook [355 
Cubical Quad Antennae. 2nd Edition E315 
Simple Low Coat Wire Antennas, by Orr [4.45 
73 Vertical Beam and Triangle Arennes (E. M. 

Not) 0i5 
73 Dipole and Long -Wire Antennas (E. M. Noll) [4.36 
Antenna Book )ARRL) 13th Edition E4.15 
The (ARRL) Antenna Anthology [315 
Two -metre Antenna Handbook, F. C. Judd 

G2BCX E485 

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER 
Amateur Radio (Lutterworth Press/ MBE 
Questions and Answers on Amateur Radio, by 

F. C. Judd G2BCX 
Transistors a&A,(Newnes),neweeydon [205 
Electronics a& A)Newnes). 2rdEd [235 
Elements of Electronics, Book 1 E350 
Elements of Electronics, Book 2 [250 
Elements of Electronics, Book 3 E2® 
Elemema of Electronics, Book 4 [335 
Elemerrtsof WON., 00 [336 
Solid State Shod Wave Receivers for Beginners 

(R. A. Penfold) [1.62 
Beginners Guide to Radio (8th Edition) ' £435 
Beginners Guide to Electronics, 3d Edition [435 
Beginners Guide to Microprocessors and 

Computing [206 
Course in Radio Fundamentals, (ARRL) [310 
Guide to Amateur Radio, 16th Edition IRSGB( [295 
Ham Radio (A Beginners Guide) by R. H. Waning [410 
Mora. Code for the Radio Amateur IRSGB( [1.25 
Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL) E405 
Radio Amateur's Examination Manual, Latest 

9th edition (RSGB( E305 

GENERAL 
Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave 

Listening INewnesl [390 
How to Build your own Solid State Oscilloscope 

(Royer) [1.75 
How to Make Walkie Talkie. (Royer l [1.75 
How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers 

(Fanfold) [1.40 
Better Short Wave Reception, 198115th Ed) [380 
FM&Repeater. for the Radio Amateur(ARRL) [370 
Easibirder Ito hold 12 copies of "Short Wave 

Magazine" together) newA4size [495 
Oscar- Amateur Radio Satellites [430 
World Radio &TV Handbook 1982 Edition [11.36 
The World's Radio Broadcasting Stations and 

European FM/TV INewnesl new Hide [610 
World DX Guide [645 
Guide to Broadcasting Station. (new 18th Edition) [340 

O/P (Out of print) 

0/S IRet of stock) 

Radio Stations Guide [208 
Long Distance Television Reception (TV -DX) for 

the Enthusiast /revised edition) [225 
Solid State Basics for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) [370 
An Introduction to Radio DXing [230 
Radio Amateurs DX Guide (14th Edkion) [205 
Electronic Test EquipmentConstruction (Rayer) [205 
Power Supply Projects (Penfold) E2.05 

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS 
Radio Communication Handbook, Vols 1 and 2 

combined (paperback), RSGB available shortly 
TVI Manual (2nd Edn./IRSGB) [1.86 
Radio and Electronic Laboratory Handbook by 

Scroggie-Johnstone, latest 9th Edn. [21.25 
RTTY Handbook (73Magazinal OIS 
Slow Scan Television Handbook (73Magezlne) OIE 
Working with the Oscilloscope [405 
The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1982 IARRL1 soft 

Cover £9.25 
The Radio Amateurs Handbook 19521ARRL1 hard 

COcer [11.50 
Shortwave Listener's Handbook Ois 
Leamingto Work with Integrated Circuits (ARRLI [1.70 
Weather Satellite Handbook E640 
Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur )ARRL) [255 
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur(RSGB) [675 
Amateur Radio Operating Manual IRSGB) 2tdEd [0.55 
Practical Electronics Handbook INewnssl [440 
Oscilloscopes - How to Uee Them, How They 

Work INewnesl [355 

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS 
Solid Stete Design for the Radio Amateur )ARRL). 
Foundations of Wireless and Electronic., 9th 

Edition(Scroggiel 
Amateur Radio Techniques, 7th Edn. IRSGB) 
U.K. Call Book 1982(RSGB) 
Hints and Kinks )ARRL) 
Radio Data Reference Book IRSGB) 
Electronics Data Bank (ARRLI 
Radio Frequency Interference (ARRL) 
Amateur Radio Awards, IRSGB( 
Electronics Pocket Book, new 4th Edition 

)Newnes) 

[620 

[638 
[600 
[4® 
[310 
[4B0 
[315 
E240 
£340 

E620 

VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MANUALS 
Towers' International Transistor Selector, latest 

Edition (Up -Date No.) E169D 
Radio Valve and Semiconductor Data 110th 

Edition) [496 
International Transistor Equivalente Guida £336 

VHF PUBLICATIONS 
VHF Handbook, Wm. I. On [365 
VHF Manual IARRL) OfP 
VHF/UHF Manual IRSGB( 3rd Edition [BBD 

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING 

Many of these tides are American in origin 

Prices are subject to alteration without notice_ 

(TermsC.W.01 

Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 
Publications Dept. 

34High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL69EQ - Welwyn (043871) 5206/7 
(Counter Service: 9305A0 Mon. to Fri.) IGIRO A/C No. 54761511 I 
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